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CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

First.—The highest bidder to be the buyer; and if any dispute 
arise between two or more bidders, the lot so PA on te 
shall be immediately put up again and resold, provided 
the auctioneer cannot decide the said dispute. 

SECOND.—No person to advance less than 1s.; above five pounds 
5s.; and so on in proportion. 

Tummp.—All lots are put up for sale subject (@) to any reserve 
ier HK) ac are Be et sat Sia eta 

er to bid either personally or any one person 
who may be the Auctioneer, sis: 

FourtH.—The purchasers to give in their names and places of 
abode, and to pay down 6s. in the pound, or more in 
part of payment, or the whole of the purchase-money, 
if required; in default of which the lot or lots so purchased 
to be immediately put up again and resold. 

FirtH.—Each lot is believed to be genuine, but should any lot 
prove to be a forgery, or reprint, or wrongly described 
in the catalogue, the purchaser is at liberty to take or 
reject it, provided always that notice of such rejection 
be made and the lot returned within seven days from 
date of sale. . 

SixtH.—The Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible 
for any action that may arise, acting solely as agents 
between buyer and seller and for both equitably. 

The Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible 
for the safe custody of any lots left more than three days 
after the date of Sale. 

Please Note. 

The metal in which the coins are struck is indicated thus: — 

A’ =gold, AR=silver, Al’=copper or bronze. 

El=Electrum (an alloy of gold and silver). 

Bl=Billon (an alloy of silver and copper), 

Care is taken to describe accurately the condition of coins 

and medals, using the following scale: Extremely fine, Very fine. 

Fine, and Good. Where no condition is stated it may be assumed 

that the coins and medals are not in good condition. 
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FOREWORD 

The collection offered for sale herewith is a very extensive collection 
which covers the whole field of Greek Numismatics, from Gaul, through the 
whole Greek world, and as far as Northern Africa. From this point of view, 
it will rank among the important collections, even if it cannot be compared 
for value, size and quality with such well-known and great collections as 
Pozzi, Bement, Spencer-Churchill, and many others. 

If, however, the great rarities are missing, if there are no exceptional 
pieces, this cabinet is remarkable for the state of preservation of the coins 
in every series. It shows the great taste and the selective care with which 
the owner (who wishes to remain anonymous) gathered over many years 
what can be best described as a representative collection of the Greek series. 

Since the War no such cabinet has come on the market for sale by public 
auction. On the contrary, many a collector has hitherto been unable to 
complete gaps in his collection because such pieces as he wanted have not 
been offered. This sale, therefore, will be of considerable attraction to all 

who are interested in Greek coins, surely the most beautiful of all series. 
The large number of coins will afford opportunities to the average private 
collector, whilst the more fortunate will also find many rare and attractive 
items. 

Several sections deserve special mention because it is apparent that 
the owner specialised in them and gathered a large number of varieties, or 
collected as complete a series of reigning monarchs as possible. One would, 
for example, like to draw attention to the Syracusan and Athenian series, 
so representative of the evolution of the coinage in these two City-states; 
to the issues of Alexander the Great, whether of his lifetime or posthumous, 
comprising more than 30 lots; to the attractive portrait coins of the Seleucid 
(over 40 lots), Parthian (over 30 lots), and Egyptian (about 30 lots) King- 
doms; and, lastly, to the issues of Sassanian and Arab-Sassanian Kings and 
Rulers which are usually so neglected, but of which so large a selection is 
offered here. 

If one were asked to select some of the most attractive single items, 
the following would doubtless be suggested : — 

Lot 
14 Stater of Philip II of Macedon. 
18 Double Stater of Alexander III the Great. 
42 Octodrachm of Queen Arsinoe II of Egypt. 

108 Tetradrachm of Metapontum (Leukippos). 
125 Distater of Thurium. 
145 Stater of Croton (Apollo). 
210 Tetradrachm of Syracuse by Artist K. 
212 Dekadrachm of Syracuse by Kimon (or his pupil). 
213 Dekadrachm of Syracuse by Euainetos. 
296 Tetradrachm of Macedon Deuteras. 
438 Stater of Elis-Olympia (Hera). 
636 Tetradrachm of Mithradates II of Parthia. 



One thing which might be regretted is that, though quite a few pieces 
come from well-known Continental auction sales of the period between the 
two World Wars, no pedigree is given, as the owner did not keep a record 
of their provenance. 

Great care has been taken to describe each item as accurately as 
possible, and even in some cases, where this was possible, identity of dies 
with pieces from well-known collections is mentioned. This involved the 
use of many works of reference, a detailed list of which is given below. 
It was done so that this catalogue might not only be of some help to future 
work on any Greek State or City, but also a lasting monument to the keen 
interest for Greek Numismatics shown by its Noble owner. 

GLENDINING & Co., Ltp. SPINK & SON, LTD. 

G.M. 



LIST OF REFERENCES 

BABELON E., Traité des Monnaies Grecques et Romaines. 
—— Les Perses Achéménides. 
—— Les Rois de Syrie, d’Arménie et de Commagéne, 

BEMENT COLLECTION, Naville, Lucerne VI, VII and VIII, 1923-24. 

BLANCHET A., Traité des Monnaies Gauloises. 

BOEHRINGER E., Die Minzen von Syrakus. 

BRITISH MUSEUM CATALOGUES, set of 30 volumes of ‘‘Catalogues 
of Greek Coins in the British Museum’’. 

CARELLI F., Numi Italiae Veteris. 

CATALOGUE OF THE ROYAL MUSEUM COLLECTION IN BERLIN 
(Berlin Corpus). 

CHARRIER L., Monnaies de la Numidie et de la Maurétanie. 

COHEN H., Médailles de 1’Empire Romain. 

COLLECTION BUNBURY, Catalogue of the Bunbury Collection of Greek 
coins, London, 1896. 

DANISH SYLLOGE. See Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum., 

DE LA TOUR H., Atlas des Monnaies Gauloises. 

DESNEUX J., Dr., Les Tétradrachmes d’ Acanthe, 

DESSEWFFY, Grof, Miklos, Barbar Penzei. 

DU CHASTEL, Comte A., Syracuse, Ses Monnaies d’Argent et d’Or. 

EVANS A. J., Sir, The Horsemen of Tarentum. 

FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM CATALOGUE. See S. W. Grose. 
——.—. Sylloge, LEAKE & GENERAL COLLECTION, S.NiG., Vol, IV. 
FORRER Robert, Dr., Keltische Numismatik der Rhein-—u. Donaulande. 

GAEBLER H., Die Antiken Minzen Nordgriechenlands. 

GROSE S.W., Catalogue of Greek Coins of the McClean Bequest in the 
Fitzwilliam Museum. 

GALLATIN A., Syracusan Dekadrachms of the Euainetos Type. 

HEISS A., Monnaies Antiques de l’Espagne. 

HILL G. F., Numismatic Notes and Monographs, 1950, Coinage of His- 
pania Citerior. 

HIRSCH J. B., Dr., Catalogue, Miinich XIX. 

HIRSCH J., Dr. Miinich, Catalogue XXXI. 

JONGKEES J. H., The Kimonian Dekadrachms. 

LEDERER Ph., Die Staterpragung der Stadt Nagidos, Zeitschrift fiir 
Numismatik, 1931. 

LLOYD COLLECTION, Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Vol. II. 

LOCKET COLLECTION, Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Vol. III. 

LUCERNE SALE XVI, 1933, by J. Hirsch, Dr., Collections Carr, 
Churchill, Colegate, Lamb, etc. 



MACK R. P., The Coinage of Ancient Britain. 

MATHEY P. COLLECTION. 

MAVROGORDATO J., Chronology of the Coins of Chios, Numismatic 
Chronicle, 1915. 

MAY J. M. F., Ainos, Its History and Coinage. 

MILBANK, S. R., The Coinage of Aegina, N.N.M. 24. 

MORGAN Jacques de, Part of Traité des Monnaies Grecques et Romaines, 
Monnaies Orientales, 

MULLER L., Miinzen des Lysimachus. 
—— Numismatique d’Alexandre le Grand. 
—— Numismatique de ]’Ancienne Afrique, Cyrénaique. 
—— Numismatique de ]’Ancienne Afrique, Zeugitane. 
—— Numismatique de |’Ancienne Afrique, Numidie and Maurétanie 

MUNSTER ii. STRACK, Die Miinzen von Thrakien, part of the ‘“‘Antiken 
Miinzen Nordgriechenlands’’. 

NAVILLE Lucien, Monnaies d’Or de la Cyrénaique. 
—— Sale, V., Lucerne, 1923, British Museum duplicates. 

—— Sale, Lucerne X, 1925, Brown-Rogers Collection. 

NEWELL E. T., The Alexander Coinage of Sidon and Ake. 
Eastern Seleucid Mints. 

—— Western Selucid Mints. 

—— Reattribution of Certain Tetradrachms of Alexander the Great. 
—— The Coinages of Demetrius Poliorcetes. 
—— American Journal of Numismatics, 1917, The Seleucid Mint of Antioch. 
— N.NM. 19. The Demanhur Hoard. 

NOE Sydney P., N.N.M. 27. The Mende (Kaliandra) Hoard. 
N.N.M, 32. The Coinage of Metapontum. 
N.N.M. 71. The Thurian Distaters. 

NUMISMATIC CHRONICLE, 1914. G. J. Milne, The Silver Coinage of 
Smyrna. 

—— 1926. Aegean Mints, C. T. Seltman. 

PARUCK, F.D.J., Sassanian Coins, Bombay, 1924. 

PICK B., Die Antiken Miinzen Nordgriechienlands, Dakien u. Mysien. 

PINDER, Cistophoren. 

POZZI COLLECTION, Naville Sale, Lucerne, 1920. 

PRINZ ZU WINDISCHGRATZ COLLECTION. 

RAVEL O., Les Poulains de Corinthe. 
—— Catalogue Vlasto of Tarentine Coins. 

RAYMOND Doris (Miss), N-N.M, 126, Macedonian Regal Coinage to 416 
B.C 

REIFENBERG A., Ancient Jewish Coins. 

REGLING K., Terina, 1906. 

REINACH Th., Recueil Général des Monnaies Grecques d’Asie Mineure. 

RIZZO G. E., Monete Greche della Sicilia, 



ROBINSON D. and CLEMENT, Excavations at Olynthus, Part IX. 
E. S. G. ROBINSON, Numismatic Chronicle, 1943, The Coinage of the 

Libyans. 

ROTHSCHILD COLLECTION, London, 1900. 

SAMBON A., Monnaies Antiques de |’ Italie. 

SCHWABACHER W., Mitteilungen der Bayerischen Numismatischen 
Gesellschaft, 1925: Die Tetradrachmen-Pragung von Selinunt. 

SELTMAN C., T., Athens, Its History and Coinage. 
— — Temple Coins of Olympia. 

J. P. SIX, Monnaies Lyciennes. 

SVORONOS J., Corpus Nummorum Ptolomaicorum, 
— — Les Monnaies de la Créte Ancienne. 

— Monnaies d’Athénes, 

SYDENHAM, Rev. E. A., The Coinage of Caesarea in Cappadocia. 

SYLLOGE NUMMORUM GRAECORUM, The Royal Collection of Coins 
and Medals in the Danish National Museum (Danish Sylloge). 

TUDEER L., Die Tetradrachmenpragung von Syrakus, Berlin, 1913. 

VLASTO COLLECTION. See Ravel. 

VON FRITZE H., Elektronpragung von Kyzikos, Nomisma VII (1912). 

WALKER, Dr. J., Catalogue of the Arab-Sassanian Coins in the British 
Museum, 1941. 
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Catalogue of 

Greek Gold and 
Silver Coins 

the Property of a Nobleman. 

First Day's Sale 

Monday, April 18th, 1955 
at 1 p.m. precisely 

GOLED~ SERIES 
EGr 

1* GAUL. Imitation of Stater of Philip II of Macedon. The Arverni 
(2). Stater (128 grains; 8, 29 gr.). Head of Apollo laur, r.; 
rev. PIAIITINOY, biga r. below which star and small horse 
galloping r.; symbol below legend. Not in Blanchet, Traité 
des Monnaies Gauloises. Fine. 

2* GAUL or BRITAIN. First Belgic Invasion. C. 70-60 B.C. Stater 
(97.9 grs.; 6, 34 gr.). Plain obv.; rev. crude disjointed 
horse r.; above and below, crescents, ornaments and pellets. 
Mack, Coinage of Ancient Britain, Pl. II, 27A. Very fine. 

3* ETRURIA. Uncertain. 5th Cent. B.C. 25 litrae piece (21.2 
grs., 1.87 gr.). Lion’s head with open jaws r., value A+ + 
(=25); rev. plain. Sambon, Monnaies Antiques d’Italie, 2; 
Lloyd Collection, Pl. I, 10. Extremely fine and rare. 

4* CALABRIA. Tarentum. Pywrhus at Tarentum. c. 281 B.C. 
4 Stater (65.3 grs., 4, 23 gr.).Head of Herakles r. in lion’s 
skin; rev. TAPANTINON, Taras in biga galloping r.; in 

front, AP; above, traces of EP [110]. Cf. Viasto Collec- 
tion, Ravel, Pl. II, 34. Very fine and very rare. 

5* SICILY. Syracuse. About 410 B.C. 25 litrae (17.7 grs., 1.15 
gr.). YP to 1. of head of Herakles r. in lion’s skin; rev. 
S Yq A in corners of square incuse, within which nymph’s 
head r. B.M.C. Sicily, 133 p. 163. Very fine. 

26 

10 

0) 
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46 

38 
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Lot 

6* 

7* 

8* 

g* 

10* 

ii* 

i2* 

13* 

10 

Dionysios IIT, 367-357 B.C. Electrum 50 litrae (54.4 
gts., 3.53 gr.). Laur. head of Apollo 1|., hair long; behind, 
lamp; rev. SYPAK OSION, tripod. B.M.C. Sicily, 257 p. 
184. Very fine. 

Electrum 25 litrae (27.7 grs., 1.79 gr.). Head of 
Apollo 1. laur., hair falling over neck; rev. SYPAKO SION, 
lyre of four strings. B.M.C. Sicily, 269 p. 184. Very fine 
and rare. 

Agathokles. 317-289 B.C. Drachm of 60 litrae (86.6 
grs., 5.61g.). Head of Pallas r. in Corinthian helmet adorned 
with griffin r.; rev. AL‘A@®OKAEoS/ / BAXIAEOS; below 
winged thunderbolt, |. B.M.C. Sicily, 419 p. 199. Fine. 

— —— Hiketas. 287-278 B.C. Drachm of 60 litrae (66.4 
gts., 4.30 gr.). SYPAKOSXION, head of Persephone 1., hair 
bound with barley, behind long flaming torch; vev. EIII 
IKETA in ex., Nike in biga galloping to r.; above O, below 
horses, @ . B.M.C. Sicily, 432 p. 201. Almost superb: and 
very good style. 

THRACE. King of the Scythians. Koson. Middle of 1st Century 
B.C, Stater (128.3 grs., 8.31 gr.). Procession of three men 

in Roman togas; in front, BR, in ex. KOXON; rev. eagle 1. 
standing on sceptre, holding wreath in one claw. B.M.C. 
Thrace, 1 p. 208; Berlin Cat. II, Pl. Il, 16. Very fine. 

—— Kings of Thrace. Lysimachus. 323-281 B.C. Stater (130.5 
grs., 8.46 gr.). Head of Alexander the Great r., horned and 
diad.; rev. BASIAEOQS AYSIMAXoY, Athena Nikephoros 

seated |., 1. arm resting on shield; below extended r. arm, 

AP . Miiller, Lysimachus, 518. Very fine. 

—_— ——- Stater (130.9 grs., 8.48 gr.). Similar but of some- 

what later style; monogram ME below extended r. arm, and 
in ex. ear of barley. Cf. Miiller, Lysimachus, 253 and 483. 
Brilliant, extremely fine. 

—__— —— Stater (126.5 grs., 8.20 gr.), Similar but of later bar- 
baric style; probably Celtic imitation; below extended r., 

HPO: on seat, TO (for the town of Tomis), and in ex., 

trident, See Miiller, op. c., 282; Robert Forrer, Keltische 
Numismatik, fig. 375. Very fine. 



11 
Lot 

14* MACEDON. Philip II. 359-336 B.C. Stater (132.3 grs., 8.57 
er.). Head of Apollo r. laur., hair short; rev. DIATITII0Y, 
driver in biga galloping to r.; below horses, trident slanting 
r. Mint of Amphipolis. Miller, Numismatique d’ Alexandre, 
59. Of superb style, almost F.D.C. 

15* —— Stater (132 grs., 8.55 gr.). Similar, but with kantharos. 
Miiller, op. c., 108. Mint of Mende (more probably Amphi- 
polis). Fine style. Extremely fine. 

16* } stater (33.5 grs., 2.17 gr.), Head of young Herakles 
r. in lion’s skin; rev. PIAIIIII0Y between bow and club; 
in ex., trident, r. Miller, op. c., 61. Amphipolis. Extremely 
fine. 

17 —— 1/12 Stater (1igrs. 0.71 gr.). Head of Apollo as on 
Stater, rev. ®IAIIIII0Y between fulmen and lion’s mask 
facing. Miilier, op. c., 168. “‘Cardta’’. Very fine and 
rave, but pierced, 

18* —— Alexander III the Great. 336-323 B.C. Double Stater 
(265.1 grs., 17.18 gr.). Head of Athena r. in crested Corin- 
thian helmet adorned with serpent, hair in ringlets; rev. 

AAEZANAPOY, Nike standing 1. holding stylis and 
wreath; in field 1., fulmen. Miiller, op. c., 1. AmpMpolts. 
Good style and almost extremely fine. 

19* —— Double Stater (265.2 grs, 17.18 gr). Same type, with 
letter A and fulmen. Miller, op. c., 5. Amphipolis or Pella. 

Very fine | fine. 

20* ——_— Stater (130.9 grs., 8.48 gr.). Similar but to 1. kan- 
tharos, no letter. Miiller, op. c., 193; mint of Mende (more 
probably Amphipolis). Fine. 

21* — —__ } Stater (36.7 grs., 2.38 gr.). Same obverse, rev. 
AAF=AN / APoY; fulmen above bow and club. Miiller, 
op. c., — missing. Amphrpolis. Rare. Very fine. 

22* ——_ Stater (131.6 grs., 8.53 gr.). Head of Athena r. in 
crested Corinthian helmet, adorned with serpent; head 
larger; rev. Nike standing |. holding wreath and stylis, 

AAEZANAPOY; in field 1., double horse and % . Miiller, 
op. c., 394. Perinthus or Lampsacus. Good style and ex- 
tremely fine, but edge has been slightly hammered, 

27 

48 

29 
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Lot 

19 10 O oor Stater (131,7 grs., 8.53 gr.). Same style, but hair in 
ringlets and helmet adorned with griffin running r.; on rev. 
symbol star in field r. Newell, the Alexander Coinage of 

Stdon and Ake, mint Sidon, 5. Eastern style, very fine: 

2 0 0 24* —___. ___ Stater (132.3 grs., 8.57 gr.). Similar, with serpent, 
and hair loose; on rev., palm-branch and date (year 10) in 
monogram, and XI to 1. of Nike. Miiller, op. c., 1409; 
Newell, op. c., Sidon, 31. Extremely fine. 

23 0 0 25* ——- —— Stater (130.4 grs., 8.45 gr.). Usual type, but style 
much different; rev. monogram in wreath to 1. as symbol. 
Missing in Miller—Mint of Side (?). Very fine. 

27 0 0 26* —— Philip III Arideus. 323-316 B.C. Stater (132 grs., 8.55 
gr.). Same type with ®IATITIT0oY BAXIAEOS, and on rev. 
M and AY. Miiller, op. c., 97. Extremely fine. 

6 0 0 27* KINGDOM OF PONTUS WITH BOSPHORUS, Rhescuporis 
III. A.D. 212-229. Pale Electrum Stater (118.6 grs., 7.69 
gr.). BACIAEwWC PHCKOYIIOPIAOC. Bust of Rhescu- 
poris III r. diad., drapery on neck; in front, sword in sheath; 

rev. head of Caracalla r. laur.; below, date BI® (=512). 
See B.M.C. Pontus, 3 p. 70, variant. Very fine. 

6 0 0 2g* —.. _——. Electrum Stater (119 grs., 7.71 gr.). Similar obv., 
but with paludamentum and cuirass, no symbol; rev. young 
bust of Caracalla r. laur. and cuir.; in front, *; below, date 
AI® (=514). Not in B.M.C., op. c. Very fine. 

92 0 0 29* MYSIA,. Cyzicus. B.C. 530-500. Electrum Stater (246.8 grs., 
15.99 gr.). Sphinx with long hair, curved wing, seated 1.; in 
front, tunny-fish upwards; rev. quadripartite incuse square. 
Von Fritze, Nomisma VII (1912), 73; Pl. II, 28, this coin; 

previously in the Jakountchikoy Cabinet, St, Petersburg, 
perhaps unique. Very fine and extremely rare. 

7 0 0 30* LESBOS. Electrum coinage. B.C. 480-440. Electrum } Stater or 
Hekte (39.3 grs., 2.55 gr.). Head of Apollo r. laur., hair 
long and straight; rev. female head r., hair tied in bunch, 
within linear square. B.M.C, Lesbos, 91 p. 165. Very fine. 

910 0 31* —__ —— Electrum Hekte (39.1 grs., 2.53 gr.). Head of Zeus 
Ammon r., horned but beardless; rev. eagle standing r. 
looking back, within linear square. B.M.C., op. c., 111 

p. 167. Extremely fine. 
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34* 

36* 
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IONIA, Phocaea. 5th Century B.C. Electrum hekte (39.1 grs., 
2.53 gr.). Female head r., hair in net with jewels; rev. incuse 
square quartered, B.M.C. Ionia, 71 p. 218. Fine style, and 
very fine. 

LYDIA. King Alyattes. 610-561 B.C. Trité or 4 Elec. Stater 
(71.6 grs., 4.64 gr.). Head of lion r. with open mouth and 
no globule on forehead; rev. two square incuse sinkings. Cf. 

B.M.C. Lydia, 2 p. 2; Babelon, Traité, Tome I, 43. Very 
fine. 

PERSIA. Achemenid Kings. Artaxerxes I (465-425 B.C.). Gold 
Daric (128.7 grs., 8.34 gr.). The King crowned half-kneeling 
r., holding bow and spear; vev. irregular incuse. B.M.C. 
Arabia and Persia, 40 p. 153; Pl. XXIV, 24. Large flan and 
superb specimen, 

—— —— Artaxerxes II (405-359 B.C.). Gold Daric (128.5 grs., 
8.33 gr.). Similar type. B.M.C., op. c., 58 p. 156; Pl, XXV, 
12. Very fine. 

—— —— Darius III (337-330 B.C.). Gold Daric (129.4 grs., 
8.38 gr.). Similar, but of high relief and fine Greek style. 
B.M.C., op. c., 84 p. 159; Pl. XXV, 24. Unusually com- 
plete and fine. R. 

37* SYRIA. Seleucid Kings. Antiochus I (281-261 B.C.). Gold 

38* 

Stater (128.7 grs., 8.34 gr.). Diad. head of Antiochus I r.; 
rev. BAXIAEOS, / ANTIoX[oY]. Apollo naked seated 1. 
on omphalos, holding bow and arrow; monograms in field 1., 
as Babelon, Rois de Syrie, mon. 59 above 138. Babelon, 
op. c., 110 p. 17 var.; Newell, Eastern Seleucid Mints. 
Bactra, 700 p. 242. Only one other specimen, in British 
Museum. Somewhat barbarous. Very fine. 

EGYPT. Ptolemaic Kings. Ptolemy I (306-285 B.C.). Gold 4 
Stater or Triobol (27.4 grs., 1.78 gr.). Diad. head r. of 
Ptolemy I; behind, small A; rev. UITOAEMAIoY 
BAS|[IAEOX], eagle standing 1. on fulmen, wings open; 
in field 1., IY! .B.M.C. Ptolemies, Kings of Egypt, 48 p. 19; 
Svoronos, Corpus, 200 p. 34. Very fine. 

10 10 
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Ptolemy II Philadelphos (285-246 B.C.). Gold Penita- 
drachm (274.7 grs., 17.80 gr.). Diad. head of Ptolemy I, 
with aegis; rev. ITOAEMAToY BASIAEOX. Eagle stand- 
ing 1. on thunderbolt, wings closed; in field 1., % above 

buckler; between eagle’s legs, year I (=9=277 B.C.). Not 
in B.M.C, op. c.; Svoronos, op. c., vol. II, 573; Pl. XIII, 
3. Third specimen recorded. Extremely fine and very rare. 

Gold Octodrachm (427.8 grs., 27.72 gt.). Jugate 
busts of Ptolemy II and his wife Arsinoe II r., diad.; behind 
them, oval buckler; above, AAEA®ON; rev. jugate busts 
of Ptolemy I and his wife Berenice r., diad.; above @ EON. 
B.M.C., op. c., 2 p. 40; Svor., op. c., II, 603; Pl. XIV, 15. 
Superb. 

—— —— Gold Tetradrachm (212.9 grs., 13.80 gr.). Same type. 
B.M.C., op. c., 4 p. 40; Svor., op. c., II, 604; Pl. XIV, 21. 
Almost extremely fine. 

—_— —— Queen Arsinoe II (271-276 B.C.). Gold Octodrachm 
428.5 grs., 27.77 gr.). Veiled and diad. bust r. of the queen; 
behind, I (year 6 = 265 B.C.); rev. APSINoHS 
PIAAAEA®oY, double cornucopiae filled with fruit, with 
bunches of grapes hanging at sides, bound with diadem. 
Not in B.M.C. op. c.; Svoronos, op. c., I], 454; Pl. XV, 10 
(different obverse die, same rev.). Only one other specimen 
known to Svoronos, in the Glasgow Museum. High relief and 
of great ranty. Superb. 

—— ~— Ptolemy V Philadelphos. Cleopatra I, his wife. Gold 
Octodrachm (427 grs., 27.67 gr.). Veiled and diad. bust r. 
of Cleopatra I, as Arsinoe II; above head, end of sceptre; 
behind, K (=year 10=183 B.C.); rev. as above. Svoronos 
op. c., 1242 p. 204; Pl. XL, 20. Of very high relief and good 
style. FDC. 

CYRENAICA, Cyrene. 323-313 B.C. Stater. Moneyer 
Polianthes, Ist issue (131.7 grains, 8.53 gr.). Quadriga three- 
quarters r., three horses trotting, one galloping, driven by 
Nike; above, KYPANAION; vev. Ammon standing 1., lean- 
ing on sceptre, pouring libation from patera over thymia- 
terion; to r., IOAIAN@EY%X. B.M.C. Cyrenaica 120; Pl. 
XIV, 5; Naville, Monnaies d’or de la Cyrenaique, 91, p. 45. 
Only three others recorded of this die combination. Very fine. 
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45* —_ Gold Drachm (of 6 Obols). Polianthes, Ist issue (65.9 
ers., 4.27 gr.). Youth on horse pacing r. in high action, in 

field 1., ILOAI; rev. Silphium plant between K YX ; at 
foot of plant r., small jerboa. B.M.C. op. c. 132; Naville 
op. c., 109; Pl. IV, 109. Very fine and rare. 

4G* — Gold Litra. Polianthes, 2nd issue (13.2 grs., 0.86 gr.). 
Head of Zeus Ammon 1., behind KY; rev. head of Nymph 
Cyrene r., hair rolled; below,  O . B.M.C., op. c., 161; 
Naville, op. c., 187. High relief. Very fine. 

47 —— Gold Litra. Cydis Th. (12.5 grs., 0.81 gr.). Head of 
Carneios r., horned like Ammon; behind KYO; rev. as 
above, but no legend. B.M.C., op. c., XV, 21; Naville, op. 
c., 66. Very fine. 

48* SICILO-PUNIC ISSUES. 4th Cent. B.C. (13.8 grs., 0.89 gr.). 
Gold 4 Stater. Date-tree with two bunches of dates hanging; 
vev. horse’s head r. Miiller, Cyrenaica, 79, p. 87; Sylloge 
Nummorum Graecorum II (Lloyd), 1613. 

49* ZEUGITANA. Carthage. Early Third Cent. B.C. (169.5 grs., 
10.98 gr.). Electrum Stater. Head of Persephone-Tanit r., 
with corn-wreath, ear-pendants and necklace; rev. free horse 
standing r.; above, solar disk radiate with uraei. Miiller, 
op. c., 68; S.N.G. (Lloyd), 1660. Rave and very fine. 

50* ——- —— Electrum Stater (but yellow as gold) (117 grs., 7.58 
gr.). Similar type, but of later date and coarser work. Miiller, 
Op. C., 48; S.N.G., op. c., 1659 var. Very fine. 

51* —— El. Stater (117.2 grs., 7.59 gr.). Same type, but with 
dot in front of forefeet of horse. Miller, op. c., 49; S.N.G., 
op. c., 1659 var. Very fine. 

52* —__ —_ Gold ¢ Stater (23 grs., 1.49 gr.). Head of Persephone 
r. of fine style, as on the Stater; vev. horse standing r. look- 
ing back. Not in S.N.G. (Lloyd) ; see S.N.G. (Lockett), 
1058 (Electrum), Miller op. c. missing. Extremely fine and 
very rare. 

53* —— Gold + Stater Phoenician (28.4 grs., 1.84 gr.). Head 
of Persephone 1., low relief, crowned with ears of corn; rev. 
horse standing r. Miiller op. c., 62 p. 85; Lloyd and Lockett 
missing. Extremely fine and well struck. 
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54* —— —— Gold } Stater (29.5 grs., 1.91 gr.). Similar. Very fine. 

55 Two modern forgeries of small gold coins; one of Philip II of 

60 

Macedon (30.3 grs., 1.96 gr.), head of Apollo r., rev. am- 
phora above PIATIIIIOY; the other of Athens (7.5 grs., 
0.49 gr.), head of Athena r., rev. owl facing. 

SILVER SERIES 

ITALY 

SPAIN. Emporiae. c. 250 B.C. Drachm (64.8 prs., 4.20 pr.)’. 
Head of Persephone, around dolphins; rev. Pegasos flying 
r. Heiss, Monnaies Antiques de l’Espagne, Pl. I, 3; G. F. 
Hill, N.N.M. 1950, Coinage of Hispania Citerior, Pl. I, 22. 
Cese-Tarraco, Drachm (57.2 grs., 3.70 gr.). Male head r.; 
rev. horseman r. leading second horse. Heiss, op. c., Pl. VI, 
1; G. F. Hill, op. c., Pl. III, 18. Very fine. 

—— Osca. 1st Century B.C. Drachms (2) (66.5 grs., 4.31 gr. 
and 56.5 grs., 3.66 gr.). Male head r., style barbarous; rev. 
horseman lancing r. Heiss, op. c., Pl. XIII, 2; G. F. Hill, 
op. c., Pl. XXVI, 1. Very fine. 

—— Vascones. Ist Cent. B.C. Drachm (55.8 grs., 3.62 gr.). 

Male head r.; vev., horseman with sword r. Heiss op. c., 
Pl. AX, 2; G. F. Hill, op. c., Pl. XXX, 5. Turiaso, 
Drachms (2) (53.7 grs., 3.48 gr. and 57 grs., 3.69 gr.). 
Similar, but horseman lancing r. Heiss, op. c., Pl. XXII, 2; 
G. F. Hill, op. c., Pl. XXXI, 10. Very fine. 

—— Betica. The Iliberi (Elvira). 2nd and Ist Cent. B.C. 
Drachms (2) (61.4 grs., 3.98 gr. and 63 grs., 4.08 gr.). Male 
head r., no beard; rev. horseman galloping r. leading second 
horse. Heiss, op. c., Pl. XLVIII, 1 and 2. Both almost as 
struck, mint state. 

Ist Cent. B.C. Drachms (3). Similar, but more bar- 
barous in style. Heiss, op. c., Pl, XLVIII, 3 and 4. Very fine, 

1 
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61 GAUL. Massilia. c. 450 B.C. Diobol (20.1 grs., 1.30 gr.). 
Head of Athena 1. in close-fitting helmet; vev. quadripartite 
incuse. Babelon, Traité des Monnaies, Vol. I, Pl. LXXXV, 
19. rare. c. 400-300 B.C. Obol (10.8 grs., 0.70 gr.). Head 
of Apollo |., short curly hair; rev. MA between spokes of 
four-spoked wheel. Grose, McClean Collectton, Pl. I, 11. 
And one later barbarous imitation. All very fine. 

62 —— —— c. 220-49 B.C. Drachms (4), of poorer style. Head 
of Artemis r., behind, bow and quiver; rev. lion prowling 
r., with letters in front (2 specimens). Others (2), similar, 
but with lion advancing r., left forepaw raised. De La Tour, 
Monnaies Gauloises, 1274, Pl. III; Grose, op. c., 37 p. 5. 
All very fine. 

63 —— Same date. Drachms (3) of similar types, but lion 
walking to 1. and A / AA, and A / A®; one with head of 

Artemis to 1. and lion prowling 1., and A / AA. All very fine. 

64. —— Same date. Drachms (4) of barbarous workmanship, 
same types with lion prowling r. Another Drachm, brockage 
of same type of obverse, rare. And a Gaulish Drachm, male 
head 1.; rev. boar 1. De La Tour, op. c., 3433. All fine. 

65* —— Cabellio (Cavaillon). Lepidus. Died 13 B.C. Sestertius, 
silver (7.2 grs., 0.47 gr.). Female head r. of fine style; in 
front, C; rev. cornucopiae and LE PI within wreath. Cohen, 
Médailles de V Empire Romain, 4; De La Tour, op. c., 2545. 
Extremely fine and very rare. 

66* ETRURIA. Populonia. 350-280 B.C. Didrachm (20 units) 
(120.4 grs., 7.80 gr.). Gorgoneion facing, hair falling straight 
on either side, tongue protruding; below OX 080 XO; rev. 
plain. Sambon, Monnaies Antiques de I’Italie, 45 (b). Very 
fine. 

67* —_ —— Didrachm (125.2 grs., 8.11 gr.). Similar, but below 
X : X and hair waved; rev. plain. Sambon, op. c., 42 (b). 
Very fine, but rev. a little corroded. 

68* —— Didrachm (124 grs., 8.03 gr.). Similar obverse with 
XX; rev. two caduceus placed one head up, one head down. 
Sambon, op. c., 52. Fine, but rare. 
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69* —__ —__— 4th and 3rd Cent. B.C. Didrachm (139 grs., 9.01 gr.). 
Head of young Herakles facing, with growing beard, in 
lion’s skin with paws tied in front of neck; rev. plain. 
Sambon, op. c., 61. Very fine for this very rare coin. 

70* ——- —— 360 to 250 B.C. Drachm (10 units) (60.8 grs., 3.94 
gr.). Youthful male head 1., laur.; behind head, X; rev. 
plain. Sambon, op. c., 73. Extremely fine, good style. 

Drachm (52.9 grs., 3.43 gr.) of Campanian weight, 
of same type, but coarser style. Very fine. Sambon, op. c., 
75 var. Populonia or Vetulonia. Quinarius, silver (22.7 grs., 
1.47 gr.). Young male head r., behind > (=Quinarius) 
rev. plain. Sambon, op. c., 81. Very fine and rare. 

. 

, 

72* —— Uncertain of Etruria (Northern Part). Didrachm (171.3 
grs., 11.10 gr.). Male head r., no beard, laureate, of rough 
style; behind, A; vev. plain. B.M.C. Italie, 4 p. 18; Sambon, 
op. c., 101. Very rare and fine. 

73* CAMPANIA. Neapolis. 330-320 B.C. Didrachm (101.2 grs., 
6.56 gr.). Head of Nymph Parthenope r., diad.; behind, 
Artemis running r. holding long torch lighted; rev. andro- 
cephalous bull r., head facing, very big, crowned by Nike 
flying r., head thrown back; in. ex., [NE] oIIoAITQ [N]. 
See Carelli, N.I.V.T., Pl. LXXIV, 48. Of very good style 
and very fine. 

74* —_ ——_ 325-280 B.C. Didrachm (116.5 grs., 7.55 gr.). Head 
of Nymph Parthenope r., diad., of delicate work; behind, 

pileus; below chin, HS; rev. Androcephalous bull walking 
r., head facing, crowned by Nike which flies r. above; in ex., 

NEOLLOAITON; below bull, MTO in monogram. Sambon, 
op. c., 449. Very fine. 

75* —— Didrachm (110.5 grs., 7.16 gr.). Usual type, with 
broad diadem; behind head, X; vev. usual type, with EYE 
below bull. Sambon, op. c., 477; B.M.C., op. c., 67. Very 
fine. 

76* —— Didrachm (112.4 grs., 7.28 gr.). Similar, but head 1.; 
behind, EY; rev. same type, but to 1.; below bull, AOY. 
Sambon, op. c., 483; B.M.C., op. c. 63. Very fine. 
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— Hyria. 400-335 B.C. Didrachm (110.9 grs., 7.19 gr.). 

Head of Athena r. in crested Athenian helmet adorned with 
laurel and owl facing; vev. androcephalous bull walking 1.; 
above, YDNAI; double exergual line. Sambon, op. c., 776. 
Fine, rev. very fine. Rare. 

Allifae. 360-330 B.C. Obol (8.5 grs., 0.55 gr.). Head of 
Apollo r. laur.; around, two dolphins; vev. the Monster 
Skylla holding cuttle-fish; below, mussel; above, AAAI- 

BANON. Sambon, op. c., 820; B.M.C., op. c., 1 p. 73. 
Unusually fine, nice style; but chipped. Very rare. 

—— Phistelia. 380-350 B.C. Obol (10.3 grs., 0.67 gr.). Male 
head facing (or mask), hair short; vev. Oscan inscription; 
barley-grain between mussel and dolphin. Sambon, op. c., 
831. Another (10 grs., 0.65 gr.), similar with legend DIZTE 
AIA on obv. Sambon, op. c., 835. And a third specimen (8.9 
grs., 0.58 gr.), probably a contemporary imitation. All very 
fine. 

—— Cales. 280-268 B.C. Didrachm (111.8 grs., 7.24 gr.). Head 
of Pallas r. in crested Corinthian helmet, long hair; on hel- 
met, wing; behind, serpent erect; vev. CALENO, Nike in 
biga r., horses cantering; she holds long whip. Sambon, op. 
c., 902; B.M.C., op. c., 7. Almost extremely fine. 

CALABRIA. Tarentum. B.C. 500-473. Stater (124.4 grs., 8.06 
gr.). Phalantos seated on dolphin r., 1. extended, holding in 
r. cuttle-fish; around, T A P AS ~— ; rev. sea-horse r. with 
curled wing, and bridled; above, TAPA; below, cockle-shell. 

Ravel, Catalogue Vlasto of Tarentine coins, 117. Almost 
extremely fine. 

B.C. 520-500. Stater (115.3 grs., 7.47 gr.), Phalantos 
astride on dolphin r., 1. extended; to1., q AT; below, cockle- 
shell; rev. wheel of four spokes with protruding axle. Viasto, 
op. c., 73. c. 430-380 B.C. Stater (113.5 grs., 7.35 gr.). 
Naked ephebos on horse cantering r.; below, A (signature ?); 
rev. Taras astride to 1., holding acrostolion; below, TAPAS. 
Vlasto, op. c., 339 (this obv. die). Both very fine. 

c. 281-272 B.C. Stater (99.3 grs., 6.43 gr.). Horse- 
man on prancing horse r. with helmet, spear, javelin and 
shield; in front, flying Nike 1. crowning him; behind, XI; 
rev. Taras astride dolphin 1., holding trident and kantharos; 
in field r., 'Y. Vlasto, op. c., 730; Evans, The Horsemen 
of Tarentum, VII, Type A. Extremely fine, much better 
than the Vlasto specimen. 
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Stater (96.1 grs., 6.23 gr.). Naked boy on horse walk- 
ing l.; the horse is crowned by naked male figure facing r.; 
in field r., I'Y; below horse, API/STI/II; rev. Taras on 
dolphin r. preparing to fit an arrow to his bow; in field 1., 
TAPA[]; below, elephant r. Viasto, op. c., 736. Very fine. 
Rare. Large flan. 

—— —— Stater (96.2 grs., 6.23 grs.). Naked boy rider crown- 
ing stationary horse walking tor.; 1., 12; below, NEY / MH; 
rev. Taras seated sideways on dolphin to 1., holding helmet; 
below, TAPAS; on either side, star; in field r., IIOAY. 
Viasto, op. c., 745. Very fine. 

—— —— Stater (102.2 grs., 6.62 gr.). The Dioskuri on horses 

cantering 1.; above, Vo; between feet of horses, SQAAMOS; 
rev. Taras astride dolphin to 1., holding shield and two 
spears, and in r. receiving wreath-bearing Nike; below, 
waves; in field r., TAPAS; in field 1., ['Y. Viasto, op. c., 
type of 773/777. Extremely fine. 

Stater (98.6 grs., 6.39 gr.). Helmeted warrior on horse 
cantering 1., holding round shield on which star; in field r., 
IQ; below horses, HK I and [A] IIOAAQ; rev. Taras of 
plump Dionysiac type astride dolphin to 1., holding distaff 
and bunch of grapes; in field to r., AN[Q]; beneath, TAPA 
[=]. Viasto, op. c. 795. Extremely fine. 

Stater (99 grs., 6.42 gr.). Naked boy rider crowning 
himself on horse walking to r.; below, IAAO and Ionic 
column; in field 1., 192; rev. Taras astride dolphin to 1., 
holding distaff and acrostolion; in field to r., ANO; below, 
TAPAS. Vlasto, op. c., 806. Very fine, very sharp reverse; 
but surface slightly pitted. Another (96.1 grs., 6.23 gr.). 
Warrior with javelin on horse galloping to r.; below, 
IIIIIIOAA; vev. as on preceding coin, but Taras holds kan- 
tharos and distaff; in field r., AI and amphora. Vlasto, op. 
c., 906. Very fine. 

0 89 —— ——  c. 272-235 B.C. Stater (81.4 grs., 5.27 gr.). Naked 
boy rider crowning horse standing |. on ground line; above, 

NK in mon.; below, PIAOKPA; rev. Taras astride dolphin 
to 1., holding trident in 1. and kantharos; in field r., TAPAS; 
below, APEY. Not in Vlasto, nor B.M.C. —; Carelli, NIV, 
Pl. CXIV, 207. Very fine, but fourré. Another (100.8 grs., 
6.53 gr.). Similar obv., but horse to r.; no magistrate’s 

name, but NK below horse; rev. similar, but Taras holding 
wreath-bearing Nike in r.; below, APIX; in field r., TAPAS. 
Viasto, op. c., Pl. XXVIII, 874. Fine, rev. very fine. 
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90 —— —— Stater (93.3 grs., 6.05 gr.). Naked boy rider crowning 

91 

horse standing 1.; in field r., SY; below, AYKI/No; rev. 
Taras astride dolphin to |., brandishing trident; below, TA 
PAX; behind, owl. Viasto, op. c., 838. Very fine. Another 
(58.9 grs., 3.82 gr.), of reduced standard, struck during 
Hannibalic occupation (212-209 B.C.). Similar, but IQ and 
SOQVE/NH3; rev. Taras holds Nike and cornucopiae; no 

symbol. Vlasto, op. c., 976. Very fine and rare. 

CAMPANO-TARENTINE SERIES. c. 281-228 B.C. Stater 
(107.3 grs., 6.95 gr.). Head of Satyra to 1., head bound with 
diadem; rev. horseman r. crowning horse; below, anchor to 
l. and TA; in field 1., dolphin r. B.M.C. 298; Vlasto, op. c., 
1019. Very fine. Another (112.3 grs., 7.28 gr.), of similar 
type and style, but with dolphin below horse, and in field 1., 
crescent moon; no TA. WNof# in Vlasto, op. c., — (type of 
1038); B.M.C. 285. Very fine. 

92 —— —  c. 302-281 B.C. Drachm (41.9 grs., 2.72 gr.). Head 
of Athena r. in crested helmet, with Skylla; rev. owl with 
closed wings standing on olive-spray, facing; to 1., TAP; to 
r., I. Viasto, op. c., 1049. Another (45.8 grs., 2.97 gr.), 
similar, but obverse head to 1.; on vev. TAPANTINON. 
eagle facing with wings open on thunderbolt, below which 
SQ. Unpublished variant. LUCANIA. Heraklea. 370-281 
B.C. Didrachm, as P. Mathey Coll. 17, 1921. The first two 
fine, the last poor. 

93* —— —— c. 272-235 B.C. Drachm (48.1 grs., 3.12 gr.). Same 
obverse, but in high relief; rev. owl standing r., head facing, 
wings closed, on olive-branch; flower growing out of olive- 
spray; above, magistrate’s name HPAKAHTOX. Viasto, 
op. c., 1090; Evans, VIII, p. 182, 2. Unusually fine. 

of ——— ———._ ¢, 500-430 5.C.. Litra, cockle-shell; vev. head of 

95 —— 

nymph Satyra; Viasto, op. c., 1153; c. 302-228 B.C., Obols 
(2), kantharos on either side; Vlasto, op. c., 1626 var. and 
1633. c. 380-228 B.C., Tritemoria (5), horse’s head 1. on 
either side (2); both not in Vlasto, with ®I and AP; horse’s 
head 1., vev. horse’s head r.; Vlasto, op. c., 1709; horse’s 
head r. on either side (2), Viasto, op. c., 1708. All fine to 
very fine. 

c. 380-334 B.C. Diobols (5); head of Athena r. in 
crested helmet with Skylla; rev. Herakles strangling, or fight- 
ing with, lion (4), Vlasto, op. c., 1803, 1311, 13819 and 1327; 
another with head of Athena with Skylla to 1.; rev. infant 
Herakles strangling serpents; in ex., thunderbolt; Viasto, 
op. c., 1457. All very fine. 
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Same period. Diobols (3); head of Athena as before, 
with Skylla, r.; rev. Herakles standing r., strangling lion; 
in field r., above, A; not in Vlasto ; another, similar, 
with head 1., on rev. traces of TA . . . TINOQN, club and 
letter X; not in Vlasto ; another, head of Athena 1. in 
plain Corinthian helmet, rev. TAPAN, Herakles 1. about to 
strike with club lion which he holds by the tail; in front, 
owl (2); Viasto, op. c., 1438. And a forgery of an early 
Diobol of HERAKLEA. All very fine. 

420-227 B.C. Litrae (5), all with obverse cockle-shell; 
rev. dolphin swimming 1.; symbols: trident and | (Vlasto, 
op. c., 1492), owl 1. and [HP (B.V.C., op. c., 403); another 
with owl, wings open, |., and LHP, unpublished; dolphin 
swimming r.; symbols: trident, crayfish and star (Viasto, 
op. c., 1479 var.), olive-leaf and XY (Viasto, op. c., 1512 
var.). All very fine, two extremely fine. 

98* LUCANIA. Heraledea. 370-281 B.C. Didrachm (106.7 grs., 6.91 
gr.). Head of Athena r. in crested helmet on which Skylla 
hurling stone; behind, E; above, HPAKAHIQ N ; rev. 
Herakles naked standing facing, holding club in r. vertic- 
ally, and bow and arrow in 1. together with lion’s skin; in 
field 1., APIS and owl facing. B.M.C., op. c., 31 p. 229. 
A very fine and attractive coin. 

99* —— Metapontum. 550-510 B.C. Incuse Stater (119.3 grs., 7.73 

100* —— 

101* 

102* 

103* 

gr.). Eight-grained ear of barley, large fabric, thick stem, 
two small leaves; in field 1., MET ; vev. incuse. Numismatic 
Notes and Monographs 32, n: 11. Very fine. 

Incuse Stater (125.3 grs., 8.12 gr.). Similar to pre- 
ceding, but the inner border of dots largely missing, 
N.N.M. 32, No. 20. Very fine. 

Incuse Stater (125.5 grs., 8.13 gr.). Same type, but 
with larger ear, more compact, no folioles. V.V.M. 32, No. 
43. Almost extremely fine. 

Incuse Stater (124.8 grs., 8.09 gr.). Six-grained ear 
of barley, with two terminal grains; in field r., META; rev. 
nine-grained ear. N.N.M. 32, No. 74. Extremely fine. 

Incuse Stater (124.8 grs., 8.09 gr.). Seven-grained ear 
with two small terminal grains; in field 1. ME, and r. TA; 
vev, six-grained ear, N.N.M. 32, No. 39. Extremely fine. _ 
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{ncuse Stater (124.7 grs., 8.08 gr.). Six-grained ear 
with additional terminal grain, no stem; in field r., META; 
rev. same, but ear broader. N.N.M. 32, n:168; var. with 

A pointed. Extremely fine, 

—— —— Incuse Stater (123.4 grs., 8.00 gr.). Six-grained ear; 
in field 1., META; rev. large six-grained ear. N.N.M. 32, 
No. 201. Very fine. 

—— —— Incuse 4 Stater (37.4 grs., 2.42 gr.). Five-grained ear; 
in field 1., MET; vev. similar. N.N.M. 32, n:58. Diobol 

(18.7 grs., 1.21 gr.). Six-grained ear; in field r.. META; 
rev. ox-head (bucranium), incuse. V.V.M. 32, No. 286. Both 
very fine. 

400-350 B.C. Didrachm (114.3 grs., 7.41. gr.). 
Youthful female head to r., hair bound with fillet, entwined 

in which stalk of barley passing across forehead; ear-ring; 
along tranche of neck, traces of kK YVIEIA; rev. ear of 
barley with thick leaf to 1.; traces of A and T in field 1., and 
of ME in field r. V.N.M. 32, No. 413; Lloyd Collection, 339. 
Fine, but very rare. Another, didrachm. 330-300 B.C. 
(120.8 grs., 7.83 gr.). Head of Persephone |., with wreath of 
barley; rev. ear of barley with leaf 1., above which Artemis 
r. holding torch, and AY; in field r., META. B.M.C., op. c., 
113 p. 252. Very fine. 

350-300 B.C. Tetradrachm (237.5 grs., 15.39 gr.). 
Heavily bearded head of Leukippos r., of good style, in 
Corinthian helmet adorned with fast quadriga to r.; above 
hinge, seahorse r.; behind, forepart of running lion r. and 
AIITH; rev. METAIIONTINON, ear of barley with leaf 1., 
above which club, and below which [AM]I . B.M.C., op. c., 
75 p. 247; Lloyd Coll., 376. Very fine and very rare. 

—— —— Same date. Didrachm (118.4 grs., 7.67 gr.). Same 
head, helmet plain; behind, lion’s head r.; veu. META, and 
type and symbols as above. B.M.C., op. c., 76 p. 248 var.; 
Lloyd Coll., 378 var. Of very good style. Very fine. 

110* —__ —— Same date, somewhat later. Didrachm (121.8 grs., 
7.89 gr.). Similar head, of larger type; behind, dog seated 1., 
in front, AEYKIITIIO®; rev. ear of barley of seven grains, 
leaf r.; on it, dove r, alighting, wings open; beneath it, 
A [MI]; in field 1., META. B.M.C., op. c., 79 p. 248 var.; 
Llovd Coll., 380 var. Extremely fine, of excellent style. 
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900 ith* —. 330-300 B.C. Didrachm (119.6 grs., 7.75 gr.). Head 
of Persephone |, with wreath of barley in the hair; rev. 
META r., ear of barley with leaf 1.; between leaf and ear, 
agricultural fork; below leaf, [A]A. B.M.C., op. c., 111 p. 
252; Lloyd Coll., 391. Extremely fine, a little weakly struck. 

5 10 0 112* —— —— Same date. Didrachm (113.8 grs., 7.37 gr.). Helmeted 
head of Athena r. in Corinthian helmet; behind, SA; rev. 
META, ear of barley of seven grains, on leaf traces of owl 
(ill-struck) and A@A. Lloyd Coll., 393. Very fine. 

8 0 0 118 —— —— 4th Century B.C. Diobols (3) (18.9 grs., 1.22 gr.; 
15.9 grs., 1.03 gr.; 15.6 grs., 1.01 gr.). Helmeted head of 
Athena r. in Corinthian helmet; rev. META, ear of barley; 
on leaf, cornucopiae. B.M.C., op. c., 163 p. 259; Lloyd 
Coll., 401. Another (17.3 grs., 1.12 gr.). Similar, with 
METAIIoNTI also on obv., and A below leaf on rev. 
B.M.C., op. c., 161 p. 259. Another (18.2 grs., 1.18 gr.), 
with head of Persephone r.; rev. META, ear of barley, with 
plough and letter II. B.M.C., op. c., 159 var.; Lloyd Coll., 
400 var. All very fine. 

30 0 0 114* —— Poseidonia. 550-470 B.C. Incuse Half-Stater (55.8 grs., 
3.62 gr.). Poseidon naked, with only chlamys over shoulders, 
advancing r., brandishing trident, r. arm extended; in field 

].; ILOM, rev. same type incuse. B.M.C., op. c., 13 p. 266; 
Lockett Coll., 440. Very fine and very rare. 

470-400 B.C. Stater (124.5 grs., 8.07 gr.). Same 
obverse type; in field r., IIOME® retrograde; rev. WOME 
retrograde above bull standing 1. on dotted line of exergue, 
in circular incuse. B.M.C., op. c., 21 p. 267; Lockett Coll., 
442. Very fine, of vigorous style. 

610 0 115* —— 

13 0 0  116* —— Sybaris. c. 550-510 B.C. Incuse Stater (121 grs.. 7.84 gr.). 
Bull standing 1. on dotted exergual line, looking back; in ex., 
YM; dotted cable-border; vev. same type incuse, no letters. 
Lloyd Coll., 450; B.M.C., op. c., 7 p. 284 var. Extremely 
fine. 

— Same date. Incuse Stater (123.3 grs., 7.99 gr.). Same 
type, in ex., VM; rev. type in incuse, no letters, incuse 
border of radiating lines. Lloyd Coll., 449. Extremely fine. 

10 0 O ii7* 
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118* —— —— Same date. Incuse Stater (114.7 grs., 7.43 gr.). 910 0 

Similar, but letters YM above bull, rev. same, exergual line 

and border both of radiating lines. B.M.C., op. c., 5 p. 283. 1 

119 ——- —— c. B.C. 550-510. Incuse Third-Stater (41.1 grs., 2.66 8 10 0 

ger.). Type as above, VM in ex. on obverse. Extremely fine. 
Lloyd Coll., 452; B.M.C., op. c., 10 p. 284. B.C. 453-448. 
Sixth-Stater (18.8 grs., 1.22 gr.). Poseidon advancing r., 
holding trident; in front, AVM; vev. bull standing r.; 
above, AV\W Lloyd Coll., 454. c. B.C. 443. Sixth-Stater 
(18.3 grs., 1.19 gr.). Head of Athena in crested helmet 
adorned with olive-wreath; rev. bull r. looking back, A on 
rump; in ex., SYBA. Lloyd Coll., 458; B.M.C., op. c., 33 
p. 286. Last two very fine. 3 

120 ——. Sybaris. c. B.C. 453-448. Sixth Stater (17.4 grs., 1.13 gr.). £20 ® 
Similar to piece in previous lot, but bull 1. Lloyd Coll., 444. 
Good. 1/12th Stater (?) (6 grs., 0.39 gr.). Type as above; 
on rev. traces of HMOLL. Lloyd Coll., 445. These two coins 
were probably struck in alliance with Poseidonia. Very rare. 
Thurium. c. B.C. 425-400. Sixth Stater (17.7 grs., 1.15 
gr.). Head of Athena r. in crested helmet; vev. bull walking 
r., head lowered; above, [OJOYPIO. B.M.C., op. c., 21 
p. 289. Another, Sixth Stater (13.8 grs., 0.89 gr.). Obv. 
similar; rev. bull butting r., above, OoYPIOQN; below, HPA. 
B.M.C., op. c., 120 p. 299. Very fime. 4 

121* —— Thurium. c. B.C. 425-400. Stater (119.6 grs., 7.75 gr.). 410 0 
Head of Athena r. in crested Athenian helmet, adorned with 
olive-wreath; rev. bull walking 1., head lowered; in ex., 
tunny-fish 1.; above bull, [OJOYPION. B.M.C., op. c., 7 
p. 287; Lloyd Coll., 461. Very fine. Good style. 1 

IZ Same date. Stater (122 grs., 7.90 gr.). Similar ob- s 0 0 
verse, but not of such good style; rev. type r., tunny-fish r. 
Lloyd Coll., 464. Obv. very fine; rev. extremely fine. 1 

123 ——- —— 400-350 B.C. Stater (115.4 grs., 7.48 gr.), transitional 6 0 oO 
style. Head of Athena r. in crested Athenian helmet adorned 
with Skylla, which lifts 1. hand to her head; vev. bull walk- 
ing 1. head lowered; below, pilos; above, QoYPION; in ex., 
tunny-fish 1. Lloyd Coll., obv. 476, rev. 469. Fine and very 
vare. Another (119.7 grs., 7.76 gr.). Similar obverse; rev. 
bull butting r., tail erect; below, leaf 1.; in ex., tunny-fish r.; 
above, OOYPION. Lloyd Coll., 475. Very fine. 2 
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126* 
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—— —— Same date. Distater (241.3 grs., 15.64 gr.). Same as 
last two coins; hair massed above forehead in simple locks; 
rev. bull butting r., r. foreleg raised, standing on dotted line, 
above which six pellets; in ex., elongated fish; above, 
OoYPION. N.N.M. 71, No. F.10. An extremely fine piece 
of high quality and very good style. 

—— —— Distater (235.1 grs., 15.23 gr.). Similar to preceding, 
but Skylla holds trident in r. hand; hair on forehead 
arranged differently; exergue formed by continuous line 
above line of dots; in ex., two fishes to r., one only is seen 
on flan. V.N.M. 71, No. H.4. Extremely fine specimen, high 
relief on obverse showing every detail of the Skylla. 

—— —— 350-281 B.C. Stater (122.7 grs., 7.95 gr.). Same type, 
but of much different style due to later issue; Skylla hurls 
stone; rev. bull, head lowered, r. foot raised, butting r.; 
above, @OYPION/@E; between hind legs, E (magistrate’s 
or moneyer’s initials?); in ex., AAE between two small 
dolphins r. (engraver’s name?). Not in B.M.C, — nor Lloyd 
—. Probably unpublished. Extremely rare and extremely 
fine, obv. only VF. 

—— Velia. c. 450-400 B.C., early. Didrachm (120.7 grs., 7.82 
gr.). Head of Athena r. in crested Athenian helmet adorned 
with griffin; behind, ©; vev. in ex., YEAHTON; lion walk- 
ing r.; beneath, ©. B.M.C., op. c., 48; Lloyd Coll., No. 521. 
Extremely fine and of good style. 

128 —— —— 4th Cent. B.C. Didrachm (115.3 grs., 7.47 gr.). Head 

129* —— 

of Athena |. as above, with griffin; on flap of helmet ®, 

behind AP; vev. as above, but no letter; above, caduceus. 
B.M.C., op. c., 105 p. 315. Another (109.7 grs., 7.11 gr.). 
Similar obverse, but with griffin, palmette and tablet in- 
scribed IE; above forehead, A; rev. lion seizing upon stag r. ; 
behind, YEAHTQON. Lloyd Coll., No. 534. Both very fine. 

Didrachm (115 grs., 7.45 gr.). Head of Athena r. in 
crested helmet adorned with olive-wreath, of very good 
style; rev. lion prowling r.; above YEAHTQN; in ex., bunch 

of grapes. B.M.C., op. c., 65 p. 310, Ivariant. Another 
(116.9 grs., 7.57 gr.), as second item in previous lot. The 
first very fine, the second, extremely fine (this illustrated). bho 
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130 —— W— 540-500 B.C. Drachm (58.9 grs., 3.82 gr.). Forepart 
of lion r. devouring prey; rev. irregular quadripartite incuse 
square. Lloyd Coll., No. 507. Another, 500-450 B.C. (47.5 
grs., 3.08 gr.). Head of nymph Velia 1., hair bound with 
strings of pearls; rev., owl standing |., head facing, on olive- 
branch, YEAH. Lloyd Coll., No. 514. Diobol (12.3 grs., 
0.80 gr.). Head of nymph r.; vev. owl facing with spread 
wings. Lloyd Coll., No. 535. All very fine. 

131* —— —— 500-450 B.C. Drachm (61.2 grs., 3.97 gr.). Head of 
nymph Velia r.; hair bound and turned up behind, necklace; 
rev. owl standing r., head facing, on olive-branch; behind, 
YEAH. Lloyd Coll., No. 510; B.M.C., op.c., 12. Nice 
archaic style, very fine. 

132* BRUTTIUM. The Bruttii. c. 282-203 B.C. Octobol (73.5 grs., 
4.76 gr.). Head of Amphitrite (?) r., veiled; behind, sceptre 
and bee r.; rev. BRETTION, Poseidon standing 1., naked, 

r. foot on Ionic column, and leaning on sceptre; in field |., 
eagle 1. on wreath. Lloyd Coll., No. 542; B.M.C., op. c., 14 
p. 821. Almost F.D.C. Another (81 grs., 5.25 gr.). Bust of 
winged Nike r., hair drawn up in bun, behind, lyre; rev. 
BPETTION, naked male figure, Dionysos (?), facing, 

crowning himself, holding long torch; in field r., ITA. Variety 
not in B.M.C., —, nor Lloyd, —. Very fine. The better 
illustrated. 

133* —— Caulonia. c. 550-480 B.C. Incuse Stater (123.6 grs., 8.01 

134* —— 

gr.). Naked archaic figure, probably the hero Kaulos, 
advancing r., holding in r. hand a branch; on his 1. arm 
extended, a small running figure looking back, holding 
branch in each hand; in front, stag r. looking back; in field 
l., KAVA; in field r., perhaps O; vev. same type incuse, 
with minor varieties( no legend, the running figure holds 
one branch only, branch in r. hand of hero in relief). See 
Lloyd Coll., type of No. 571. Variety not in B.M.C. —. An 
unusually fine piece, very well struck, sharp, and of very 
attractive archaic style. 

c, 480-388 B.C. Stater (122.8 grs., 7.96 gr.). Same 
obverse type, dotted exergue lines, in field 1., AVAK; rev. 
stag standing r.; in front, growing stalk; above, AVAK. 
Variant of B.M.C.. op. c., 18 p. 337; and of Lloyd Coll., 
No. 576, Unusually good style for this coin. 
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135* —— Croton. c. 550-480 B.C. Incuse Stater (119.7 grs., 7.76 

gr.). Tripod-lebes on base, the legs ending in lion’s feet, 
with three handles, and two serpent’s heads; in field 1., 
9PO; dotted cable border; rev. same type incuse, but 
handles and serpent’s heads are in relief. B.M.C., op. c., 
1 p. 342; Lloyd Coll., No. 591. Extremely fine. 

136* —— Same date. Incuse Stater (120.7 grs., 7.82 gr.). Same 
type. Lloyd Coll., No. 391. Slightly double-struck, very fine. 

137* —  — One of the latest of the incuse series. Incuse Stater 
119.9 grs., 7.77 gr.). Tripod as above, no serpents; in field 
r., © 49; in field 1., stork standing r.; rev. same type as 

obverse; no stork; outline marked by raised lines; border of 

radiating lines. Lloyd Coll., No. 597. Very fine and rare. 

138* —— Date as previous coin. Incuse Stater (113.8 grs., 7.37 
gr.). of similar type; no stork; in field 1., 9q Ojin field r., 

TON; rev., eagle, incuse, flying r. B.M.C., op. c., 33 p. 345. 
Very fine and rare. 

a 480-420 B.C. Staters (2) (122.4 grs., 7.93 gr.). 
Tripod-lobes with three handles, as above; in field r., 9PO; 

in field 1., stork r.; vev. tripod in incuse, no legend nor 
symbol. B.M.C., op. c., 20 p. 344. Another (121.4 grs., 7.87 
gr.). Same type, but stork 1. in field r., and O 4 9 in field 1.; 

rev. tripod in incuse, no legend nor symbol. Not in Lloyd 
nor B.M.C. Both of rather lumpy fabric and very fine. 

140 —— Same date. Stater (1) (125 grs., 8.10 gr.). Same type, 
of cruder style; no symbol. Third-Stater (41.8 grs., 2.71 gr.) 
of similar type, only one handle as on preceding coin; in 
field 1., stork r.; qO in field r. B.M.C., op. c., 28 p 344. 
Fifth Century B.C. Diobol (16.8 grs., 1.09 gr.). Tripod 
lebes, in field r., stalk of barley; 1., 94 O; rev. sepia. 

B.M.C., op. c., 50 p. 347; Lloyd Coll., No. 613. Another 
(18.6 grs., 1.21 gr.). Tripod lebes; in field r., O; rev. Pegasos 
flying 1.; below, 9 . B.M.C., op. c., 51 p. 347. All very 

i 
fine and rare. 

— c. 420-390 B.C. Stater (114.1 grs., 7.39 gr.). Eagle 
with closed wings, looking back, standing r. on stag’s head; 

rev. tripod with neck and three handles; in field r., OPO; 

in field 1., ivy-leaf. B.M.C., op. c., 68 p. 350; Lloyd Coll., 

No. 607. Very fine and sharp, good design. 

141* 
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Same date. Stater (116.8 grs., 7.57 gr.). Eagle with 
wings spread, standing 1. on olive-branch; below, AI (sig- 
nature of artist?); rev. tripod lebes with three handles and 
neck; in field 1., KPO; in field r., A. Lloyd Coll., No. 620; 
B.M.C., op. c., 81. Almost extremely fine, of vigorous design. 

Stater (120.5 grs., 7.81 gr.). Eagle with wings spread 
standing r., holding serpent in talons; vev. tripod as above; 
in field r., ¢PO; to 1., ivy-leaf. Not in B.M.C. —, nor Lloyd 
—; Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Royal Collectton, 

Copenhagen, Pl. 34, 1782. Extremely fine and rare. 

c. B.C. 390. At the time of the South Italian League 
against the Lucanians, and also Dionysius of Syracuse. 
Stater (120.7 grs., 7.82 gr.). Head of Apollo r., laur., long 
hair falling down neck; around, KPOTONIA TAX; rev. the 
infant Herakles seated on couch, facing, head to 1., strang- 
ling two serpents. B.M.C., op. c., 96 p. 354; Lloyd Coll., 
No. 617. Vigorous composition. Very fine and very rare. 

370-300 B.C. Stater (117.6 grs., 7.62 gr.). Head of 
Apollo r., laur., three rows of leaves, hair long and falling 
down neck; vev. ornamented tripod with three handles; in 
field r., KPO; in field 1., branch of laurel. Lloyd Coll., No. 

623; B.M.C., op. c., 98 p. 354 (this specimen). Of superb 
style and extremely fine. 

—— Locri Epizephyrii. B.C. 326-268. Stater (120.2 grs., 7.79 
gr.). Head of Zeus r., laur., hair flowing; behind head, 
thunderbolt upwards; around, AOKPON; rev. AO KPON 
around; eagle I., wings spread, devouring hare held in its 
talons. B.M.C., op. c., 12 p. 365; Lloyd Coll., No. 642 vari- 
ant. Extremely fine. 

B.C. 332-300. Stater of Corinthian standard, for 
foreign trade (131.3 grs., 8.51 gr.). Pegasos flying 1.; rev. 
ANOKPON, head of Athena in Corinthian helmet to 1. Lloyd 
Coll., No. 647. Very fine. 

— Rhegium. c. 494-480 B.C. Time of Anaxilaus. Drachm 
(88 grs., 5.70 gr.). Lion’s scalp facing, in high relief; border 
of dots; rev. NOIDH#4 around calf’s head 1.; border of 
dots, field concave. B.M.C., op. c., 1 p. 378; Lloyd Coll., 
No. 668. Almost extremely fine for this very rare coin. 
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149* —__ ___ ¢, 466-415 B.C. Tetradrachm (255.5 grs., 16.56 gr.) 
of Attic weight. Lion’s scalp facing, of severe style, border 
of dots; rev. male figure, bearded (Iokastos, founder of 
Rhegium ?) seated 1., r. leaning on staff, 1. on hip; in field 1., 
REGI; in field r., NOS; the whole within laurel-wreath. 
B.M.C., op. c., 8 p. 373; Lloyd Coll., No. 677 (this speci- 
men). Very fine and very rare. 

c. 480-466 B.C. Drachm (62.4 grs., 4.04 gr.). Mule- 
car r. driven by charioteer seated and holding reins and 
goad; rev. T4OIWO\ around hare running r. Lloyd Coll., 
No. 673. Obol (10.2 grs., 0.66 gr.). Lion’s scalp facing; rev. 
OA A within border of dots. Not in B.M.C, — (see 20 p. 375), 
nor Lloyd, nor Copenhagen Corpus. Both fine and very rare. 
Terina. After B.C. 400. Third-Stater (38.5 grs., 2.49 gr.). 
TEPINAION in front of female head r., hair wavy; behind, 
triskeles; vev. Nike winged seated 1. on square cippus, 
receiving on r. hand bird flying r.; in field 1., TE in mono- 
gram. B.M.C., op. c., 44 p. 393. Extremely fine; of ex- 
quisite style. 

420-400 B.C. Stater, die attributed by K. Regling to 
the engraver II (120.1 grs., 7.78 gr.). Head of nymph Terina 
r., hair in sphendone, ear-ring; no legend; rev. nymph Nike- 
Terina, winged, seated 1. on square cippus, |. arm resting on 
cippus, r. arm extended, little bird perched on her forefinger; 
in field r., below, Il. Kurt Regling, Terina, dies FF/€ € € 
No. 68; Lloyd Coll., No. 753. Extremely fine, though obv. 
a little off centre. An attractive specimen of this rare variant. 

SICILY 

152 SICILY. Abacaenum. c. B.C. 450-400. Litra (10.9 grs., 0.71 
gr.). Bearded male head r., hair flowing, heavily bearded; 
border of dots; rev. boar standing r. on double exergual line; 
above, ABA; in front, acorn. B.M.C., Sicily, 5 p. 1; S.N.G., 
Copenhagen, op. c., Pl. I, 1. Another (7.8 grs., 0.51 gr.), 
of same type. Both very fine and very rare. 

153* —— Agrigentum, 550-472 B.C. Stater (133.1 grs., 8.62 gr.). 
Eagle with wings closed standing left; around, AKPAC- 
AUTO; rev. crab. Lloyd Coll., No. 787; B.M.C., op. c., 
3p. 5. Unusually fine; very high relief, though rev, a little 
weakly struck, 
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Same date. Stater (134.2 grs., 8.70 gr.). Same type, 
but legend starts low on 1. side AKRA CANT; on rev. the 
pattern on shell begins to suggest a human face; below, dol- 
phin (or blob of silver?). B.M.C., op. c., 24 p. 7. Another 
(131.8 grs., 8.54 gr.), similar, but legend AKPA in field r. 
downwards. Variant of eagle notin Lloyd, nor Rizzo, Monete 
Greche della Sicilia. Both very fine. 

Staier (137.3 grs., 8.90 gr.). Of same type, but eagle 
and crab smaller, legend as on previous coin; on obverse, 
linear border; on rev. below crab, to 1., traces of EY. Lloyd 
Coll., No. 791. Almost extremely fine. 

———— oiater (13855 ers,, 8.65 er.), Similar, with legend 
AKR r., AJA 1. upward; on rev. below crab, Corinthian 
helmet without crest r. Variant of helmet r. not in B.M.C., 
Lloyd Coll., Danish Sylloge, Rizzo or Babelon, Traité. Very 
rare, Extremely fine. 

Stater (127.7 grs., 8.27 gr.). Eagle as usual, but 
standing r.; around, blurred legend AK RA; rev. crab; 
below, barley-grain. B.M.C., op. c., 27 p. 7. Fine, rev. 
good very fine, Rare variety. 

472-413 B.C. Tetradrachm (266 grs., 17.24 gr.). Eagle 
with closed wings standing 1.; around, starting r. up, 
AKRAC AMTOR; rev. crab, the pattern on the shell has 
the shape of a human face. Lloyd Coll., No. 804 (same obv. 
and rev. dies); Danish Sylloge, Sicily, op. c., Pl. I, 41 
(obv. die only same). Unusually fine and sharp. 

Tetradrachm (264.6 grs., 17.15 gr.). Same type, the 
crab stands on rocks (or exergual lines of dots), Lloyd Coll., 
No. 803. Obv. very fine, rev. fine and pitted. 

Same date. Drachm (30.3 grs., 1.96 gr.). Eagle stand- 
ing r. with spread wings on supine hare; behind eagle, grain 
of barley; rev. crab; below, sea-monster, or pistrix, 1., 

swallowing a fish; around, ... P A . Lloyd Coll., No. 825. 
Another (30.9 grs., 2.00 gr.). Similar obverse, no barley- 
grain; rev. crab; below, mullet r.; around AK RA. Danish 
Sylloge, op. c., Pl. II, 59. Tetrobol (24.3 grs., 1.57 gr.). 338- 
287 B.C. Crab; above, M; rev. free horse cantering r.; above, 
star. B.M.C., op. c., 76 p. 18; Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. Il, 
92. The second, extremely fine; the other two, very fine; 
all rare. 
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26 0 0  161* —— Catana. 461-413 B.C. Tetradrachm (259.3 grs., 16.80 gr.). 
Young male head r. (river-god Amenanos or Apollo ?) with 
hair short and wavy, laur.; in front, KATA ... ; rev. quad- 
riga r. driven by male charioteer in long chiton, horses walk- 
ing; above, Nike flying r., crowning horses. Danish Sylloge, 
op. c., Pl. IV, 177 (for obverse only); Rizzo, op. c., Pl. 
XI, 5 (both dies). Very fine, rev. fine only; very rare. 

Camarina. c. 495-484 B.C. Litra (6.6 grs., 0.43 gr.). 
Athena standing 1., wearing crested helmet and holding 
spear; at her feet, shield; around, KAMAPI NA[I]ON; rev. 
Nike flying 1., wings spread; at her feet, swan 1.: the whole 
in olive-wreath. B.M.C., op. c., p. 33, 3: Lloyd Coll., op. c., 
862. Gela. Before 466 B.C. Litra (14.3 grs., 0.93 gr.). Horse 
walking r., with bridle hanging loose; above, wreath; rev. 
forepart of man-headed bull swimming r.; above, 4). 
B.M.C., op. c., 28 p. 68; Lucerne Sale, XVI, 1933, lot 508. 
Both very fine and very rare. 

210 0 162 

25 0 0 163* —— Gela. Same date. Didrachm (133.1 grs., 8.62 gr.). Naked 
horseman, bearded and helmeted, wielding spear, on horse 
galloping r.; rev. forepart of man-headed bull swimming r., 
long beard; below, CEAAS. See Lockett Coll., No. 759, and 
Lloyd Coll., No. 955, but different dies. Unusually fine and 
well centred piece. 

510 0 164 —— —— Tetradrachm (259.9 grs., 16.84 gr.). Forepart of man- 
headed bull (river-god Gelas) swimming r.; above, CEAAN: 
rev. male charioteer holding whip in biga walking to r.; Nike 
flying above, crowning horses. Rizzo, op. c., Pl. XVII, 1; 
Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 6, 253 (same dies). Fine. 

m0. 165* Same date. Litra (10.2 grs., 0.66 gr.). Free horse with 
bridle hanging loose, walking r.; above, wreath; rev. fore- 
part of man-headed bull r., as above; above, CEAA. 
Lloyd Coll., No. 976; Lockett Coll., No. 766. Another 
(11.8 grs., 0.76 gr.). Armed horseman with shield and spear 
on horse galloping 1.; rev. man-headed bull as above, r.; 
above, CEAAX. Lloyd Coll., No. 978; Lockett Coll., No. 
776. Both illustrated, unusually sharp. 

810 0 166* —— Same date. Tetradrachm (264.8 grs., 17.16 gy.). 
Charioteer driving biga of horses walking r.; above, Nike 
flying r. crowning them; in ex., palmette with double volute; 
vev., forepart of man-headed bull swimming r.; above 
[Cj EAA. Lockett Coll., No. 771; Rizzo, op. c., Pl. XVII, 
16 (same dies). Very fine and very rare. 
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= —— Detradrachm (257.8 gis., 16.71 gr.). Same. types; 
in ex., on obv., heron feeding r.; on rev., EAA above 
bull. Lloyd Coll., No. 971 (same dies); Rizzo, op. c., Pl. 
XVIII, 2 (same dies), Very sharp reverse. Very fine, 
reverse almost extremely fine. 

-—— Himera. Before B.C. 482. Aeginetic Drachm (83.8 grs., 
5.43 gr.). Cock advancing r.; border of large dots; rev. 
square device consisting of four incuse triangles and four in 
relief, arranged in mill-sail pattern; incuse square border of 
dots. See Lloyd Coll., No. 1008, variant; Babelon, Traité, 

Tome I, Pl. LXXX, 5, variant. Very fine. 

Same period. Drachm (83.7 grs., 5.42 gr.). Cock 
advancing 1., one leg up; above and in field r., VV; rev. 

hen standing r., around, border of incuse dots, the whole 
within incuse square. Lloyd Coll., 1007. Very fine. 

482-472 B.C. Under the Tyrant Theron of Agrigen- 
ium, when the town was occupied by hs troops (the type of 
the crab was borrowed from Agrigentum). Didrachm of 
Euboic-Attic standard (128.5 grs., 8.33 gr.). Cock standing 
]., in front, HIMERA; rev. crab. Lloyd Coll., 1012; B.M.C., 

op. c., 24 p. 78. Very fine and rare. 

. -—— —— Didrachm of similar type (110 grs., 7.18 gr.), but the 
legend HIMERA is retrograde. Lloyd Coll., 1012. Extremely 
fine, but edge broken, leaving the cock untouched. Another 
(62.6 grs., 4.06 gr.), but Drachm, of similar type, but the 
legend is on reverse, below the crab, HIMER. Lloyd Coll., 
1013; Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 7, 304 (same dies). Fine 
and rare. 

Drachm (61.7 grs., 4.00 gr.) of same type, but on 
vev., in outer field r., AB. Lloyd Coll., 1014 (same dies). 
Very fine and rare. 

173* —— Leontini. B.C. 500-466. Didrachm (128.3 grs., 8.31 gr.). 
Naked horseman on horse walking r.; rev. head of lion r., 
jaws open, tongue protruding, in midst of four barley-grains; 
around, AEONTINON. Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 8, 340; 
Fitzwilliam Museum Catalogue, Vol. I, Pl. 76, 6 (same dies). 
Very fine and very rare, 
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i74* —— —— Same date. Tetradrachm (268.5 grs., 17.40 gr.). 
Quadriga of horses walking r. driven by male charioteer; 
above, Nike flying r. to crown the horses; goad in r. hand, 
reins in 1.; rev. as on previous coin. Rizzo, op. c., Pl. 
XXII, 10 (same dies). Very fine. 

175* ——- —— c. 466-422 B.C. (earlier period). Tetradrachm (272.5 
grs., 17.66 gr.). Head of Apollo r., laur., with laurel-wreath 
of three rows of leaves, hair gathered up at back, four long 
curls falling down cheek; rev. type as above, arrangement 
of lettering different. Lloyd Coll., 1055 (same obverse dies); 
Rizzo, op. c., Pl. XXIII, I (same obverse die). Nice archaic 
style, almost extremely fine. 

176 ——— —— Same date. Tetradrachm (246.6 grs., 15.98 gr.). 
Similar, but different style, hair and lettering arranged 
differently. Rizzo, op. c., Pl. XXIII, 8; Lloyd Coll., 1056 
(same obverse die). Only fine, but a rare variety. 

177* —— Tetradrachm of later period (260.9 grs., 16.91 gr.). 
Head of Apollo |., laurel-wreath of three rows of leaves, hair 
rolled behind, curls falling by the ear; rev. head of lion 1., 
tongue protruding; above, AEONTINON in horizontal line; 
around, four barley grains. See Rizzo, op. c., Pl. XXIII, 19, 
for obverse die; Fitzwilliam Museum, Leake and General 
Collections, S.N.G., Vol. IV, Pl. XVIII, 1050 (same dies). 
Very fine for this very rare variety. 

178* —— Zancle-Messana. As Zancle. c. 515 493 B.C. Chalcidian 
Drachm (89.9 grs., 5.83 gr.). Dolphin r in harbour, in shape 
of sickle, within circle and border of dots; rev. cockle-shell 
in central compartment of patterned incuse square; in com- 
partment on r., object in shape of dolphin. Lloyd Coll., No. 
1075; Danish Sylloge, op. c., 388 pl. 9. Very fine and rare; 
very well struck piece. 

179* c. 480-461 B.C. Tetradrachm (268 grs., 17.37 gr.). 
Biga of mules driven to r. by male charioteer seated on seat 

rising from the axle; in ex., olive-leaf r.; border of thick 

dots; rev. MEZZE N ION around hare running to r. Rizzo, 
op. c., Pl. XXV, 8; Lloyd Coll., No. 1084. An extremely 

fine specimen of this early type. 
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Tetradrachm (262.8 grs., 17.03 gr.) of similar types, 
but on obv., Nike flying r. to crown the horses; the charioteer 
does not hold a goad; on rev. MEXXA WIOW,, and spray of 
olive with three leaves below the hare. See Lloyd Coll., 1086 
variant; B.M.C., op. c., 18 p. 101 var. Fine, but a type 
with very rare inscription, transitional issue. 

461-396 B.C. Tetradrachm (268 grs., 17.36 gr.). Biga 
of mules driven 1. by female charioteer (Nymph Messana) 
standing on axle, holding goad and reins; in ex., two small 
dolphins face to face; above, MEXSAN; rev. MEXZA N 
IO N around hare jumping 1.; beneath, barley stalk with 
leaf. Lockett Coll.,. No. 828; Rizzo, op. c., Pl. XXVI, 8. 
A little weakly struck, otherwise extremely fine. Very rare. 

Tetradrachm (260.4 grs., 16.87 gr.). Biga of mules 
driven r. by female charioteer, as above; Nike flying r., 
above, crowning horses; in ex., two small dolphins face to 
face; rev. ME & X AN IO N around hare running r.; 
below it, dolphin r. Lockett Coll., No. 827; Lloyd Coll., No. 
1092. Very fine. 

Tetradrachm (265.2 grs., 17.18 gr.). Types as on pre- 
vious coin, but Nike flies standing upright, and holds taenia; 
no goad; in ex., olive-leaf with berries. Lockett Coll., No. 
828; Rizzo, op. c., Pl. XXVI, 5 (same obverse dies); Lloyd 
Coll., No. 1096. Extremely fine. 

481-461 B.C. Drachm (62.5 grs., 4.05 gr.). Male 
charioteer seated r., driving to r. biga of mules; vev. MESSE 
[NI] ON around hare running to r. The introduction of this 
small denomination shows the change from the old Chal- 
cidian system to the Attic standard. Lloyd Coll., No. 1110; 
Danish Sylloge, Pl. 9, 392. A very rare piece, probably 
better than all those known of this type. 

—— Segesta. B.C. 480-461. Didrachm (123.5 grs., 8.00 gr.) 
Head of Nymph Segesta r., diad., hair collected in large 
bun falling down neck, with ends turned up, within circle; 
around, but hardly legible, traces of SECES V!\L IB; rev. 

hound standing r. Obverse die as Hirsch Catalogue XIX, 
1907, Lot 225; reverse die as Fitzwilham, Sylloge, Leake and 
General, Pl. XIX, 1136. Very rare and very fine. 
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186" ——- —— Same date. Didrachm (121.5 grs., 7.87 gr.). Same 
type, but instead of circle, a circular incuse, and no inscrip- 
tion; on rev. hound on scent to r.; around, traces of retro- 
grade inscription. Same dies as Bement Collection, 1923, 
Lot 426, and Lockett Coll., 848. Very fine and rare. 

187* —— Selinus. c. 480-466 B.C. Didrachm (127.6 grs., 8.27 gr.). 
Parsley-leaf; on either side of tendril, a pellet to mark the 
denomination; rev. incuse square divided by diagonals into 
ten triangles, six incuse, four raised. Variant of Lockett, 
856, and of Lloyd, 1204. Archaic style. Extremely fine. 
Obol (11.7 grs., 0.76 gr.). Parsley-leaf; rev. parsley-leaf 
within square incuse delineated by dotted circle. Lloyd Coll., 
1215; B.M.C., op. c., 19 p. 189. Very fine. Messana. Litra 
(21.4 grs., 1.39 gr.) or 2-Litra piece (?). Hare running r.; 
below, scallop; rev. MEX within olive-wreath. Danish 
Sylloge, Pl. 9, 414. Poor, The first illustrated. 

c. 417-409 B.C. Tetradrachm (262.5 grs., 1701 gr.). 
Quadriga walking to r., with two figures standing, Apollo 
drawing his bow; and, on his left, Artemis, almost hidden, 
holding reins; above, wreath made of two laurel-branches; 
in ex., fish; below horses, H; rev. River-God Selinos, naked, 
standing facing, head 1., sacrificing at altar; he holds in 1., 
laurel-branch; in front of altar, cock 1.; in field r., bull on 
pedestal, and, above, parsley-leaf; in field r. above, small 
figure hanging from the laurel-branch; around, SEATINONT 
ION; in ex., fish 1. Same dies as Rizzo, Pl. XX XIII, 9, and 
Schwabacher, Mitt. der Bayerischen Numism,. Gesellschaft, 
1925, Die Tetradrachmenpragung von Selinunt, 39, Q. 18, 
S. 30. The signature may be that of Herakleidas of Catana. 
A very rare specimen of very fine style, as fine as any, 
especially Lloyd Coll., 1238. 

466-415 B.C. Didrachm (131.3 grs., 8.51 gr.). 
Herakles, naked r., seizing by the horn a bull galloping r., 
and about to strike with his club; around, % E AI WOT 
I OV; rev. River-God Hypsas, standing facing, naked, head 
l., sacrificing at altar entwined by serpent; in field r., crane 
running r., and, above, parsley-leaf; above, HY / AX. 
Lloyd Coll., 1259 (same dies); Rizzo, Pl. XXXI, 16 (rev. 
die only). Almost extremely fine and very rare. 
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190* —— Syracuse. c. 530-510 B.C. Archaic Tetradrachm (260.4 

191* —— 

192* —— 

(C —_—— 

194* —_ 

grs., 16.87 gr.). Quadriga of horses walking slowly to r., 
driven by standing charioteer holding reins in both hands; 
the wheel of the chariot in high relief; below exergual line, 
fish (?); above, XYPA 90O/SION: rev. quadripartite incuse 

square in form of swastika, in the centre of which female 
head 1., within sunk depression. Boehringer, Die Minzen 
von Syrakus, 18, V. 9/R. 7; Bement Collection, 443 (this 
coin); see Lloyd Coll., 1276. A very fine specimen of this 
very rare coin. 

c. 510-485 B.C. Tetradrachm (253.5 grs., 16.43 gr.). 
Obverse of similar type; the charioteer holds goad in 1. hand; 
above, Nike flying to r., vertically, crowning one horse, and 
holding in r. another wreath; no fish; rev. female head r., 
diad., hair collected in bun falling down neck, underlined 
with pearls; around, four dolphins and SY RAQ OXI ON. 
Boehringer, 46, V. 27/R. 30; Lloyd Coll., 1280. Very fine 
and very rare. 

Didrachm (123.6 grs., 8.01 gr.). Naked horseman on 
horse walking to r., leading a second horse; vev. as on pre- 
ceding coin. Boehringer, 51, V. 28/R. 34; see Lockett Coll., 
874. Fine and rare. 

Time of Gelon. 485-479 B.C. Tetradrachm (258.6 
grs., 16.76 gr.). Quadriga of horses walking to r., two by 
two,, driven by male charioteer in long chiton, holding reins 

and goad; above, Nike flying r. to crown horses; rev. female 
head r. with diadem and necklace, hair collected in bun, 
ends drawn up; around, SYRAK o SI O N and four 
dolphins. Boehringer, 203, V. 90/R. 140. Almost extremely 
fine. 

Tetradrachm (263.6 grs., 17.08 gr.). Similar, but a 
much smaller head on reverse. Boehringer, 207 E, V. 93/ 
R. 139. Almost extremely fine, good archaic style. 

195* —— —— Tetradrachm (262.2 grs., 16.99 gr.). Similar; the 
nymph’s head larger; Nike holds taenia in both hands. Boeh- 
ringer, 216, V. 95 / R. 147. Very fine, but small part of 
surface of reverse corroded. 
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fetradrachm (267.8 grs., 17.35 gr.), Same obverse, 
on rev., the hair, bound with large diadem, falls straight 
down neck. Boehringer, 218, V. 96 / R. 148; Comte Du 
Chastel, Syracuse, P|. 1, 5. Almost extremely fine and rare, 
very attractive. ; 

—— —— Drachm (65.4 grs., 4.24 gr.). Naked rider on horse 
walking to r. on exergual line; rev. female head r., the hair 
looped up behind under pearled diadem; around, SA 
4 AKOXION. Boehringer, 279, V. 130 / R. 192: Cambridge, 
Fitzwilliam Museum, S. W. Grose, 2621. Archaic style, very 
fine and rare. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (268 grs., 17.36 gr.). Quadriga of usual 
type r., Nike holding taenia; rev. female head r., pearl- 
diademed, hair collected in bun and drawn up at back, pearl 
necklace; around, four dolphins and SVBYW AKA SIO . 
Variant not in Boehringer (cf. 297 and 300 E), V. 143 / R. 
207 variant. Extremely fine, slightly double struck, and rare. 

—— —— Obol (10.3 grs., 0.67 gr.). Female head r., pearl 
diadem; rev. wheel of four spokes. Boehringer, 369. Obols 
(3) (9.8 grs., 11.5 grs. and 8.7 grs.), Similar obverse, but in 
front ~ . V.R. A; rev., sepia or cuttle-fish. Boehringer, 
442. Another, same type, but with legend SV R A between 
the tentacles of sepia on rev., Boehringer, 426. And a bar- 
barous imitation of similar type, Boehringer, Pl. 29, B. 16. 
One extremely fine, the others very fine. 

—— —— 474-450 B.C. Tetradrachm (258.8 gis., 16.77 gr.). 
Quadriga of horses slowly walking to r., the charioteer holds 
reins in both hands and goad in r.; above, Nike flying r. 
holding wreath to crown the horses; in ex., pistrix r.; vev. 
female head r., hair bound with pearl diadem, beneath which 
hair behind is looped up; around, 2 Y RAKOXION and 
four dolphins, Boehringer, 470, R. 338 / V. 253. Delicate 
work and style, almost extremely fine. 

Tetradrachm (259.7 grs., 16.83 gr.). Similar; the 
horses in quicker action, the charioteer holds no goad; on 
vev, the hair is tightly rolled behind. Boehringer, 528, 
R. 366/V. 273. Very fine, and rare type. 
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Tetradrachm (265.1 grs., 17.18 gr.), Similar type; the 
charioteer holds long goad, Nike crowns one of the horses in 
background; on rev., hair brushed up behind and bound with 
cord, thickly waved over forehead. Boehringer, 559, R 
385/V. 283. Struck on very large flan, very fine and very 
attractive. 

208 ——  — Tetradrachm (262.5 ers., 17.01 gr.). Similar; Nike 

204* —_ 

205* ——_ 

206* ——— 

207* —— 

holds also in r. a second taenia; on rev. hair brushed up 
behind, turned in, and bound with broad diadem. Boeh- 
ringer, 564, R. 379 V. 285. Very fine and rare; the reverse 
die shows great signs of wear. 

Tetradrachm (263.5 grs., 17.07 gr.). Quadriga of 
horses galloping to 1.; the charioteer holds reins in both 
hands; Nike, slim, flying r., to crown him; rev. female head 
r., hair brushed up and tied on top with cord, the ends loose 
and curly; around, {A by KOX and four dolphins. Boeh- 
ringer, 603, R. 409/V. 296. On this obverse die, the legend 
is always curtailed. Very fine and very attractive. 

450-439 B.C. Tetradrachm (262.6 grs., 17.02 gr.). 
Quadriga of horses walking r. in high action, the charioteer 

holds reins and goad; Nike, flying r., crowns one horse; rev. 
femalehead r., hair confined by ampyx, coif ornamented with 
zigzag below Meander pattern; waves of hair on forehead; 
SYPAKoXION and four dolphins. Boehringer, 644, R. 443/ 
V. 327; Du Chastel, 55; Lloyd Collection, op. c., 1850. 
Slightly off centre, but very fine and of delicate style, 

Tetradrachm (262.6 grs., 17.02 gr.). Similar, but 
Nike flies 1. to crown the charioteer; rev, female head r., 

hair waved over forehead, and brushed up in bun behind, 
which is bound with cord twisted four times round; around, 
SYPAKO and four dolphins. Boehringer, 679, R. 462/ 
V. 339. Unusually fine for this type, lovely style, reverse 
weakly struck as usual. A desirable piece. 

Tetradrachm (263.9 grs., 17.10 gr.). Same type, the 
horses walking r. in slow action, Nike flies 1. to crown 
charioteer; rev. female head r., hair in sphendone, the ends 
of which are bound three times round the front hair, legend 
and four dolphins. Boehringer, 704, R. 482/ V. 345; Fitz- 
william Museum, S. W. Grose, Vol. I, Pl. 94,5. Very fine, 
the obverse die shows signs of wear. Very rare, 
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Tetradrachm (261.4 grs., 16.94 gr.). Similar; Boeh- 
ringer, 711, R. 482/V. 347. Very fine and very rare. Another 
Tetradrachm (254.5 grs., 16.49 gr.). Under Dionysios, c. 
399-387 B.C. Quadriga of horses galloping 1., head of third 
horse turned inwards, driven by charioteer holding reins and 
goad, and crowned by Nike flying r. towards him; in ex., 
dolphin 1.; rev. female head 1., head bound with broad band, 
below which hair escapes and is blown back by wind im rich 
locks; around, four dolphins and\\ Tudeer, Die Tetra 
drachmenpragung von Syrakus, Berlin, 1913, 96 p. 67. 
Probably by pupil of Ewkleidas.Lloyd Coll., No. 1405. Very 
fine and rare, but pitted. 

425-413 B.C. Tetradrachm (264.4 grs., 17.13 gr.). 
Quadriga of horses prancing 1. in step, driven by charioteer 
holding reins in both hands and goad in r.; above, Nike 
flying r. with untied wreath held in both hands to crown him; 
below horses, EY (=Eukleidas); in ex., fish r., followed by 
dolphin r.; rev, SYPAKOSIOVW around to r., and above, 
female head 1., hair bound with cord, no loose curls; below 
cut of neck, EY (probably Eumenos). Tudeer, op. c., 31 p. 
23; Lloyd Coll., 1372; S. W. Grose, op. c., Pl. 95, 10. By the 
famous engravers Eukleidas and Eumenos. Very fine and 
very rare, unusually attractive. 

210* —— —— 418-399 B.C. Tetradrachm (270.2 grs., 17.51 gr.). 
Quadriga of horses galloping to 1., the third horse looking 
back, driven by male charioteer; above, Nike, holding 
wreath, flying r. to crown him; rev. head of Nymph r., 
larger than usual (the ‘‘Grosse Kopf’’ of Tudeer), the hair 
in ampyx and sphendone; necklace of six pearls; above ear, 
curls combed up; around three (four) dolphins, and legend 
=Y P A. Rizzo, op. c., Pl. XLVII, 10/10; Du Chastel, 
Pl. VII, 79; Tudeer, op. c., 63 p. 45. A very fine specimen 
of this very rare and beautiful style; attributed to the 
artist K. 

211* ——- —— Tetradrachm (256.2 grs., 16.60 gr.). Similar, but first 
and third horses looking back; in ex., ear of barley with stalk 
and leaf; rev. similar style of head and hair, but head to 1.; 
two dolphins in front, and two behind head; legend arranged 
differently. Tudeer, op. c., 84 p. 60; Lloyd Coll., No. 1895. 
Struck on a much larger flan than usual, and much better 
than the two specimens illustrated above. Almost extremely 
fine, rare. 
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—— —— 408 or 407 B.C. Dekadrachm by Kimon (or his 
pupil), unsigned (664 grs., 43.026 gr.). Female head |. wear- 
ing single-drop earring and necklace; hair bound in front 
with ampyx, and at back with net, wavy and in curls which 
escape freely above and below ampyx; around, four dol- 
phins; legend only partly visible; vev. quadriga of horses 
galloping |., driven by charioteer holding reins in |. hand 
and goad in r., and being crowned by Nike flying r. towards 
him; in ex., two steps, on the lower of which cuirass between 
greaves; on the upper step, shield and helmet, traces of 
A@AA. J. H. Jongkees, ‘‘The Kimonian Dekadrachms’’, 
p. 25f., No. 12 (C. a); Bement Coll., Lucerne 1923, Lot 510. 
Of great rarity. One of the masterpieces of Greek Coinage, 
of severe style, yet beautiful. Extremely fine. 

c. 404 B.C. Dekadrachm by Euainetos (no signature 
visible) (663.6 grs., 43.00 gr.). Female head 1., triple-drop 
earring and necklace; the hair waved and brushed up in 
luxurious curls, bound with barley-wreath; around, four 
dolphins and SY PA K OX _ ION; rev. similar to pre- 
ceding, A@AA off flan. ““Syracusan Dekadrachms of the 
Euatinetos Type’’, A. Gallatin, p. 25, C. XVI/R. VIII, 4 
(this specimen), ex Sotheby Sale, July 1910, Lot 111; at one 
time in the W. H. Woodward Cabinet. This specimen should 
be signed, but the signature ts off flan. A beautiful piece, of 
charming design, really extremely fine; the reverse from a 
rusty die. 

—— —— 399-387 B.C. Drachm (59.2 grs., 3.84 gr.). Head of 
Athena, facing, inclined to 1., in triple-crested Phrygian 
helmet, hair loose and falling in curls on either side; around, 
legend partly visible, and four dolphins; rev. the hero 
Leukaspis, armed, advancing r. in fighting attitude; behind, 
altar; in front, ram lying on its back; in’ex., [AE] 
YKASITS. Probably by Eukleidas. Lloyd Coll., No. 1396; 
Du Chastel, Pl. Il, 126. Only fine, but very rare. 345-317 
B.C. Two-Litra piece (22.9 grs., 1.48 gr.). Youthful jani- 
form head; around, SYPAKO® ION, and dolphin down- 
wards on 1.; vev. free horse prancing |.; above, star. Lloyd 
Coll., No. 1451. Very fine. ; 

Hemi-Drachm (29.4 grs., 1.91 gr.). Head of Athena 
facing, as on Drachm in previous lot; vev. horseman walk- 
ing 1.; above, star. Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 16, 715; Fitz- 
william Museum, S. W. Grose, Pl. 96, 12. Very fine. Two- 
Litra piece (21.3 grs., 1.38 gr.). Similar to that in previous 
lot. Extremely fine. 
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—— —— Third Republic, under Timoleon. 345-317 B.C. Stater 
of Corinthian standard (133.3 grs., 8.64 er.). Pegasos with 
pointed wing flying 1.; rev. head of Athena r. in Corinthian 
helmet; hair in long curls; in front, SYPAKOSION. Lloyd 
Coll., No. 1442; Du Chastel, Pl. I1, 186. Extremely fine. 

—— —— Agathokles, 317-310 B.C. Tetradrachm (263.8 grs., 
17.09 gr.). Head of Persephone 1., hair loosely rolled and 
bound with barley spikes; around, three dolphins; below, 
probably NI; rev. quadriga of horses galloping 1.; above, 
triskeles; in ex., SYPAKoSION/A’. Lloyd Coll., No. 1477. 
Lovely style. Very fine. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (256.7 grs., 16.63 gr.). Similar, with 
NK below neck on obverse. Lloyd Coll., No. 1478. Very 
fine, but striking defect on lower part of reverse. Stater 
(130.3 grs., 8.44 gr.). Head of Athena r. in crested Corin- 
thian helmet adorned with griffin; behind, trophy 1.; rev. 
Pegasos flying 1.; above, triskeles; below, corn-stalk; around, 
legend in full. Lloyd Coll., No. 1482; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 16, 
751, same dies. Very fine and rare. 

—— —— Agathokles. 310-304 B.C. Tetradrachm (257.3 grs., 
16.67 gr.). Head of Persephone r., hair loose and wreathed 
with barley-stalks and ears, falling in long tresses over 
shoulders; behind, K@®PA®; rev. Nike half-nude standing 
r., erecting trophy of arms; she holds in r. hand hammer, in 
]. a nail; to 1., ACVA@oKAEIo3¥, and triskeles low in field. 
Lockett Coll., No. 1005; Lloyd Coll., No. 1497. Another 
(261.2 grs., 16.93 gr.). Same type. Fitzwilliam Museum, 
S. W. Grose, Pl. 102, 6. Both of very coarse style, but very 
fine. Probably Carthaginian imitations. 

Hiero II and his wife Queen Philistis. 274-216 B.C. 
16 Litra piece (206.7 grs., 13.39 gr.). Head of Queen Philistis 
l., heavily veiled, and wearing diadem; behind, corn-stalk; 
rev. quadriga of horses galloping to r., driven by winged 
Nike; above, BAXIJAISSA* and moon-crescent; in ex., 
PIATSTIAo®; below horse’s feet, stalk of corn; in field r., 
KIX. Lloyd Coll., No. 1542, same dies; Lockett Coll., No. 
1013. Extremely fine, a lovely specimen. 

221* ——- —— Same date. 16-Litra piece (209.8 grs., 13.56 gr.). 
Same type; on obv. behind head, star of eight rays; on rev. 
horses slowly walking to r.; same legend, and star above; 
in field r., K; no corn-stalk. Lloyd Coll,, No. 1545. Very 
fine. 

to 
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222 —— —— 65-Litra piece (67.1 grs., 4.35 gr.). Same type; behind 

head, palm-branch; vev. Biga galloping to |., driven by 
Nike; usual legend; in field 1., E. Lloyd Coll., No. 1546; 
Danish Sylloge, Pl. 18, 827. Tauromenium. 275-210 B.C. 
4-Litra piece (47.2 grs., 3.06 gr.). Head of Apollo r., laur., 
hair long and curly; behind, star; rev. ornamented tripod- 

poy 
lebes; to r., TAYPOME; to 1., NITAN and API. Lloyd 
Coll., No. 1672. Both very fine and rare. 

223* -_— Syracuse. Hieronymos. B.C. 216-215. 10-Litra piece (128.1 
ers., 8.30 gr.). Head of Hieronymos 1|., diad.; rev. 
BAXIAEox / TIEPONYMoY. Winged thunderbolt; above, 
MI. Danish Sylloge, Pl. 19, 872. Very fine and rare. Slight 
damage I. of ear on obverse, striking defect. 

224* —_ Same date. 10-Litra piece (130 grs., 8.42 gr.). 
Similar, except for letters on reverse, PI, above. British 
Museum Catalogue, Sicily, p. 221, 648. Extremely fine 
and rare; slight corrosion on reverse. 

225* —— Fifth Republic. 215-212 B.C. 12-Litra piece (155.5 
ers., 10.08 gr.). Head of Athena 1. in crested Corinthian 
helmet, hair in long curls falling down back of neck; rev. 

XYPAKOSION. Artemis huntress, standing 1., shooting 
with bow; arrows in quiver on r. shoulder; on her r., hound 
leaping forward to 1.; above hound, AY. Variety of letters 
not in any of the well-known Collecttons. Almost extremely 
fine and rare, 

226* ——_ —— Same period. 8-Litra piece (104.6 grs., 6.78 gr.). 
Same type; but on helmet, small griffin running 1.; and on 
back of helmet, A; vev. same legend; winged thunderbolt, 
below which, YA &. Danish Sylloge, Pl. 19, 880; S.N.G.., 
Fitzwiliam, Leake and General, Vol. IV, Pl. XXV, 1437, 
same dies. Extremely fine and of lovely style. 

227* SICILO-PUNIC ISSUES. Cephaloedium or Heraklea Minoa. 
409-396 B.C. Tetradrachm (263.5 grs., 17.07 gr.). Head of 
Athena r., copied from the Syracusan issues, with wreath 
of reeds, triple-ear pendant and necklace; around, four dol- 
phins; rev. Punic legend ‘‘Rash Melqart’’ in ex.; quadriga 
galloping to r. driven by charioteer being crowned by Nike, 
which flies 1. toward him. B.M.C. p. 252, 11; Naville Sale, 
V, 1923 (British Museum Duplicates), Lot 868; Lloyd Coll., 
No. 1600. An extremely fine piece, good style; obverse a 
little pitted 1. of head. 
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——— Probably struck in Sicily for the payment of Carthaginian 
soldiers during period 410-310 B.C, Tetradrachm (258 grs., 
16.72 gr.). Forepart of horse galloping r., bridle loose; 
above, Nike flying r., crowning it; in field r., ear of corn; 
beneath, Punic inscription ‘“‘Quart Chadshat’’ (=New City 
of Carthage); vev. palm-tree with two bunches of dates; 
Punic legend ‘‘Machanat’’ (~The Camp). Lloyd Coll., No. 
1609; Rizzo, op. c., Pl. LXV, 16. Almost extremely fine, a 
very rare piece. 

—— —— Same date. Tetradrachm (251.6 grs., 16.30 gr.). Head 
of Persephone-Tanit r., with triple-drop earring, hair 
bound with reeds; in field r., thymiaterion; rev, horse walk- 
ing r., two 1. legs raised; in background, palm-tree with 
fruit; to r., caduceus upwards, above which Nike flying down 
to crown horse; below g H (char). See Lloyd Coll., No. 1622; 
Miller, Zeugitane, p. 77, 28; Lockett Coll., 1041 (same dies). 
Fine, but very rare. 

Tetradrachm (263.9 grs., 17.10 gr.). Head of Perse- 
phone as above, but looking 1.; around, four dolphins; rev. 
horse’s head to 1.; in field r., palm-tree with fruit; below cut 
of neck, Phoenician inscription ‘‘Am Machanat’’ (= People 
of the Camp). Lloyd Coll., obv. 1634, rev. 1633; Lockett 
Coll., No. 1053. Almost extremely fine, rev. very fine. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (265.7 grs., 17.22 gr.). Head as on pre- 
ceding coin, but of much better style and workmanship, 
probably an earlier issue; in front, caduceus upwards, and 
above, dolphin (?); rev. as above, but legend is ‘‘MM”’’ for 
‘““Mechashbim’’. Miiller, Zeugitane, p. 77, 26; Fitzwilliam 
Museum, S. W. Grose, Pl. III, 2; Rizzo, op. c., Pl. LXVI, 
9 (same obverse die), Extremely fine and very rare, an 
attractive piece. 

—— —— Towards end of 4th Cent. B.C. Tetradrachm (255.2 
grs., 16.54 gr.). Head of young Herakles r., in lion’s skin; 
vev., horse’s head to 1.; behind, palm-tree with fruit; below 
cut of neck, ‘‘Am H Machanat’’. Lloyd Coll., No. 1643 
(same obverse die); Miller, Zeugitane, p. 75, 9. Extremely 
fine, good style. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (259.3 grs., 16.80 gr.). Similar, but 
lion’s skin tied below neck, knot visible; to 1., traces of in- 
scription (?); on rev. legend off flan. Danish Sylloge, op. c., 
Pl. 21, 987 (same style of lion’s skin arrangement). Almost 
extremely fine. 

Tetradrachm (258.3 grs., 16.74 gr.). Types of pre- 
ceding coin; on rev. in field 1., ear of barley; in ex., Punic 
legend. Miiller, Zeugitane, p. 75, 11; Lloyd Coll., No. 1654 
(for reverse die, only very similar). Very fine, sharp obverse. 

END OF FIRST DAY’S SALE 
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235* THE EMATHIAN DISTRICT. Lete. 500-480 B.C. Stater of 32 
flat fabric (152.8 grs., 9.90 gr.). Satyr r. grasping with r. 
hand the wrist of Maenad who walks away whilst still looking 
back; hair of both figures rendered by dots; above, and also 
in field r., a large pellet; vev. deep incuse divided diagon- 
ally, the quarters granulated. B.M.C. Macedon, p. 77, 4; 
Lockett Coll., No. 1826. Extremely fine and very rare. 1 

236* THE CHALCIDIAN DISTRICT. Acanthus. 530-480 B.C. 46 
Tetradrachm (264.6 grs., 17.15 gr.). Lion r. on back of bull 
l., brought to the ground and kneeling on 1. foreleg; the lion 
has fastened its claws and teeth in hindquarters of the bull; 
line of dots between plain lines; in ex., acanthus flower; rev. 
quadripartite incuse square of swastika pattern. Desneux, 
Les Tétradrachmes d’Acanthe, 6 p. 51; dies D. 5/ R. 3. 
Unusually fine and sharp. 1 

237* —— The Chalcidian League. c. 395-392 B.C. Tetradrachm 62 
(221.7 grs., 14.37 gr.). Head of Apollo r., laur., hair thick 
and curly, falling down neck in long locks; laurel-wreath 
of three rows of leaves; vev. Lyre with seven strings; on r., 
arm strap. See Robinson and Clement, Excavations at Olyn- 
thus, Group K, A. 37 type of obverse, Pl. IX; see vev. die 4 
Pl. XXXV. Extremely fine piece of good style, the obverse 
slightly off flan. 1 

238* ——— Mende. c. 450-424 B.C. Tetradrachm (264.2 grs., 17.12 32 
gr.). Ass striding r.; on its back, Dionysos (or Seilenos) 
reclining |., both legs extended over rump of ass, holding in 
r. kantharos; in front of ass, crow r. seated between two 
branches of a bush; rev. MEN A [AIO] N around linear 
enclosure containing vine branch and five clusters of grapes. 
Noe, Numismatic Notes and Monographs 27, The Mende 
(Kaliandra) Hoard, obv. die 41 Pl. V, rev. die 21 Pl. ITI, 
Almost extremely fine and rare. 1 
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Is 0 0 239 —— Terone. c. 500-480 B.C. Tetrobol of Euboic standard 
(36.8 grs., 2.38 gr.). Oinochoe with handle to r.; in field, 
TE; rev. quadripartite incuse square. B.M.C. Macedon, 
p. 107, 4; Gaebler, Die Antiken Miinzen Nordgriechenlands, 
Pl. XXII, 11. Potidea. c. 500-480 B.C. Tetrobol (39.7 
gts., 2.57 gr.). Poseidon Hippos on horseback r., holding 
long trident; below, star of four rays; rev. female head r. of 
archaic style, with long-spiked headdress and hair falling in 
two queues down neck, all dotted. B.M.C. Macedon, p. 100, 
6; Gaebler, op. c., Pl. XX, 21 variant. Both very fine and 
very rare. 

* 0 0 240 THE PANGAEAN DISTRICT. Eion. c. 500-437 B.C. Tri- 
hemiobol (12.8 grs., 0.83 gr.). Goose standing r., head 
turned back; above, lizard; below, H; rev. irregular square 
incuse. Lockett Coll., No. 1820; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Vol. II, 3086. Neapolis. 424-350 B.C. Triobol 
(27.9 grs., 1.81 gr.). Gorgon head facing, tongue protruding, 
hair in ringlets; rev. N E. O II . Head of Artemis r., 
hair bound with cord. Lockett Coll., No. 1857; Gaebler, 
op. c., Pl. XVI, 26. Very fine and scarce. 

6 0 Q 241 THE EMATHIAN DISTRICT. Aegae. 500-480 B.C. } Stater 
(13.8 grs., 0.89 gr.). He-goat kneeling r., looking back; 
above, AA (magistrate’s name?); rev. false quadripartite 
incuse square. Gaebler, op. c., Pl. V, 32 (same dies). Lete. 
c. 530-480 B.C. } Stater (15 grs., 0.97 gr.). Satyr kneeling 
r. with horse’s tail; vev. quartered incuse square. Lockett 
Coll., No. 1330; B.M.C. Macedon, p. 78, 15. Another, 
4 Stater (13.7 grs., 0.89 gr.). Satyr squatting r., with long 
horse’s tail; in front and behind, pellet; vev. as above. 
Lockett Coll., No. 1332; Gaebler, op. c., Pl. XV, 6. All 
extremely fine and rare. 

Withdrawn 949* THE STRYMONIAN DISTRICT. Philippi. c. 358-340 B.C. 
Drachm (40.7 grs., 2.54 gr.). Head of young Herakles r., 
in lion’s skin; vev. tripod with three circular handles and 
fillets; above, laurel-branch horizontal; in field 1., PIATII- 
TON; in field r., uncertain symbol (torch ?). See for type 
Danish Sylloge, Pl. 8, 293; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Pl. 119, 11. Flat fabric. Has been gilt. Extremely 
fine and very rare. Doubtful. 

1210 0 243* THE KINGS OF MACEDON. Archelaus I. 413-399 B.C. 
Didrachm (162.1 grs., 10.5 gr.). Young male head r. with 
taenia; rev. APX/[E]|/AA/O. Free horse walking r., bridle 
hanging loose; the incuse square has disappeared. Gaebler, 
op. c., Pl. XXLX, 12, A very fine and very rare piece, 
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244* —— Amyntas III. 389-383 B.C. and 381-369 B.C. Didrachm 11 0 0 
(135.1 grs., 8.75 gr.). Head of bearded Herakles r. in lion’s 
skin tied under chin; rev. AMY NTA. Free horse standing 
r., |, hind foot lifted; within incuse square with border line. 
Gaebler, op. c., Pl. XXX, 2; Lockett Collection, No. 1398. 
Extremely fine for the coin. 1 

245 —— Alexander I. 498-454 B.C. Earlier issue. Tetrobo] (81.2 610 0 
grs., 2.02 gr.). Free horse walking r.; above AA; rev. incuse 
linear square containing Macedonian crested helmet. Gaebler, 
op. c., Pl. XXVIII, 30. Perdiccas II. B.C. 454-413. Tetro- 
bol, second series (35.6 grs., 2.31 gr.). Horseman holding two 
long spears on horse prancing r.; rev. forepart of lion r. D. 
Raymond, N.N.M. 126, Pl. XV, 222. Philip IT. B.C. 359- 
336. Tetrobol (40.4 grs., 2.62 gr.). Young head of Apollo r. 
bound with taenia; vev. PIAIIIII0Y. Horseman on horse 

prancing r.; below, crescent. Babelon, Traité, Tome IV, Pl. 
CCCVIII, 12. Another (38.8 grs., 2.51 gr.), similar, with 
symbol branch. Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. CCCVIII, 19. 
The first pierced; the second rare; the third almost F.D.C., 
the rést very fine. 4 

246* —— Philip II. B.C. 359-336. Tetradrachm (213.3 grs., 13.82 7 0 0 
gr.). Laur. head of Zeus r., large, but not of best style; rev. 
the King Philip, wearing kausia, and chlamys, on horseback, 
horse walking to 1.; above, PIAIIIII0Y; below horse, A. 

See symbol in Miiller, Numismatique d’ Alexandre (et 
Philippe I et III), 300. Part of reverse surface somewhat 
pitted. Very fine and rare. 1 

247* -—_ Tetradrachm (223,2 grs., 14.46 gr.). Laur. head of 10 10 0 
Zeus Olympios r., with three rows of leaves and berries, of 
good style; rev. young ephebos (or jockey) on horse pacing 
r., holding long palm; around, ®IAIII IloY; below, can- 
tharos. Mint of Mende. Miiller, op. c., 111; Babelon, Traité, 
op. c., Pl. CCCVII, 8. Almost extremely fine. 1 

248* __. __ Tetradrachm (221 grs., 14.32 gr.). Same type; style a 6 0 0 
little cruder; on vev. aplustre and II . Miiller, op. c., 155 : ; 
Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. CCCVII, II variant. Attributed 
by E. T. Newell to Amphipolis, with date of issue after 311 
B.C.; see Newell, Reattributions, Pl. 14, 10. Very fine. J 
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249* —_- — Tetradrachm (222.3 grs., 14.40 gr.). Laur. head of 
Zeus r., with double row of leaves with berries: rev. King 
Philip, wearing kausia and chlamys on horse pacing 1.; in 
field r., PIAIII; in field 1., IloY; below horse, radiant sun; 
in ex., spear. See Miiller, op. c., 266 variant; S. W. Grose, 
Fitzwilliam Museum, op. c., Pl. 122, 7. Very good style, 
very fine and rare. 

250* —— Alexander III the Great. 336-323 B.C. Tetradrachm (266.4 
gts., 17.26 gr.). Head of young Herakles r. in lion’s skin, 
tied under chin; rev. Zeus, holding on his extended r. eagle 
1., seated on throne without back, with 1. hand he leans on 
sceptre; before, amphora; behind, A\EZ[ANAPoY . Miiller, 
Op. ¢., 527; N.N.M. 19, The Demanhur Hoard, 162. 
Attributed by E, T. Newell to Amphipolis, 333-332 B.C. 
Almost extremely fine. 

251* —— —— Didrachm (129.2 grs., 8.37 gr.). Similar; symbol in 
front, ear of barley. See Miiller, op. c., 566; N.N.M. 19, 317. 
Amphipolis, 321-319 B.C. Almost very fine, but very rare. 

252 ——- —— Tetradrachm (262.4 grs., 17.00 gr.). Similar; symbol 
in front, shield; on exergual line, uncertain symbol or orna- 
mentation. Miiller, op. c., 755. Back of chair delineated. 
Probably mini of Thebes. Extremely fine and rare. 

253* —— Tetradrachm (263.5 grs., 17.07 gr.). Similar; no back 
to chair; legend in full, AA EZAN A PoYBAXSIAEOQON; 
in field 1., cornucopiae, Miiller, op. c., 368; Newell, Reattri- 
butions, see Pl. 9, Nos. 5-8-9 and 11. Extremely fine. 
Probably Amphipolis. 

254* —__ —— Tetradrachm (266.2 grs., 17.25 gr.). Similar; legend, 
BAXIA EQS AAEZANAPOY; in field 1., antler. Not in 
Miilier; Newell, Reattributions, Pl. 11, 5. Almost F.D.C., 
rare symbol, 

255* — — Tetradrachm (266.00 grs., 17.24 gr.). Similar; legend 
as above BAXI AEOSX, etc.; in field J., Phrygian cap. 
Miiller, op. c., 854; Newell, Reattributions, Pl. 10, 6 and 10; 
Danish Sylloge, 684. Extremely fine (illustrated). Another 
(264.7 grs., 17.15 gr.). Similar, but symbol Macedonian 

helmet. Miiller, op. c., 224; Danish Sylloge, 682. Very fine. 
Amphrpoiis, 
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Fractional Coinage. Drachm (65.3 grs., 4.23 gr.). 
Same types; legend, AAEIANAPOY;; in front, ear of barley. 
Miiller, op. c., 568; Danish Sylloge, 877. Amphipolis. Triobol 
(31.6 grs., 2.05 gr.). Same obverse; rev. 1., ANERANA 

POY; eagle standing 1.; behind, wreath. For type, see 
Babelon, Traité, Pl. CCCXI, 6. Diobol (21 grs., 1.36 gr.). 
Same obverse; rev. two eagles face to face on thunderbolt; 
between them, uncertain symbol (ivy-leaf?); around, 
A\EZANAPOY. Babelon, Traité, Pl. CCCXI, 900. The 
first two very fine; the third has probably been mounted; 
the last two very rare. 

Drachms (2) (65.5 grs., 4.24 gr.). Types as usual, 
head of Herakles and Zeus Aetophoros; in field 1., Artemis 

facing holding two torches; below seat, 4 . Danish Sylloge, 
Pl. 24, 881; Miiller, op. c., 398. Another (66 grs., 4.28 gr.). 
Similar, earlier style. Obol (9.8 grs., 0.64 gr.). Same types; 
in field 1., M; below seat, monogram. For type, see S. W. 
Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, Pl. 131, 12. All very fine, the 

last very rare. 

258* ——_ —— Tetradrachm (264.7 grs., 17.15 gr.). Usual types; to 

259 

260 

Z61* 

r.,. AAEZANAPOY; in ex., BAS TAEOS; in field 1., wreath; 
below throne with ornate back, AI. Lockett Coll., No. 1446; 
Miller, op. c., 550; Newell, Reattributions, Pl. XXX, 4. 
Probably a Lycian or Pamphylian Mint. Extremely fine. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (263.1 grs., 17.05 gr.). Same; tor., only 
AAE?]EANAPOY below Zeus’s feet, footstool; in front, 
plough; above, pellet. Lockett Coll., No. 1447; Miiller, op. 
c., 1284; Newell, Reattributions, Pl. XX, 3. Mint of Tarsus. 
Very fine. 

—— -—— Tetradrachm (267 grs., 17.30 gr.). Similar; with also 
BAXIAEO® above Zeus; in field 1., caduceus upright, above 
which Nike flying r., and & in extreme left; below throne, 
monogram. Miiller, op. c., 204; Newell, Reattnibutions, Pl. 

XXI, 5. Ctlician Mint. Very fine. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (265.8 grs., 17.22 gr.). Similar; only 
ALE}EANAPOY tor.; in field 1., forepart of ram jumping r.; 
below seat, AA, above which A. Miiller, op. c., 1342 var. 
(no dot here); Lockett Coll., No. 1451; Newell, Reattribu- 
tions, Pl. XXV, 5 (var. as above). Extremely fine. Mint 
of Damascus. 
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262 —— —— Tetradrachm (266.1 grs., 17.24 gr.). Same type; full 
legend, with ethnic BASIAEQS in ex.; in field 1., ¥; below 
throne with back, A. Miiller, op. c., 1864; Newell, Reattri- 
butions, Pl. XXII, 8. Very fine. Mint of Aradus. 

263* —— —— Tetradrachm (264.5 grs., 17.14 gr.). Similar; name 
only; in field |., forepart of ram; below chair, AA, above 
which - - .. Miiller, op. c., 1341; Newell, Reattributions, 
178 p. 46. Mint of Damascus. Extremely fine. 

264 —— Tetradrachm (262.2 grs., 16.99 gr.). Similar; the 
throne has a high back; below feet of Xeus, footstool; below 
seat, monogram above M. Miiller, op. c., 670; N.N.M. 19, 
op. c., 4325. Another (262.4 grs., 17.00 gr.). Very similar, 
but below seat, monogram; in field 1., M. Miiller, op. c., 
671; N.N.M. 19, op. c., 4331, Both Mint of Babylon; both 
very fine. 

265* ——- —— Didrachm (126.1 grs., 8.17 gr.). Same types as pre- 
ceding coin. Lockett Coll., No. 1477; Miiller, op. c., 674. 
Mint of Babylon. Very fine and very rare. 

266* —— Tetradrachm (264.4 grs., 17.18 gr.). Similar; no back 
to throne; in field 1., rose; below seat, AI; at lower end of 
legend, 0. Lockett Coll., No. 1459; Miiller, op. c., 124; 
Newell, Reattributions, Pl. XXX, 3 (small variant). Mint 
of Alexandria. Extremely fine and rare. 

267 ——- —— Tetradrachm (263.1 grs., 17.05). Same types; with 
high back to throne; in field 1., monogram within wreath; 
below seat, MI; in ex., title BASIAEQX. Miiller, op. c., 
734; Danish Sylloge, P|. 22, 833. Very fine and rare. Mint 
of Babylon. 

268* —— Tetradrachm (265.6 grs., 17.21 gr.). Similar; no title, 
no back to seat; in field 1., thunderbolt; below seat, AI. 
Miller, op. c., 7; Newell, Reaatributions, Pl. XXIX, 11. 
Mint of Alexandria. Almost extremely fine, 

269 - ——- Tetradrachm (262.8 grs., 17.08 gr.). Similar to pro- 
ceeding, but throne has high back, and footstool below Zeus’ 
feet. Very fine. Alexandria. 
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—— —— The following coins of Alexander the Great are 
probably all posthumous issues. Tetradrachm (266.5 grs., 
17.27 gr.). Usual types; in front, torch above which A; below 
seat without back, star. Miiller, op. c., 62; Danish Sylloge, 
Pl. 17, 698. Mint of Uranopolis. Another (256.5 grs., 16.62 
gr.). No symbol nor letters anywhere; high back to throne 
and footstool. Not in Miiller; unpublished (?). Both very 
fine; the last has test mark on edge. 

Tetradrachm (256.2 grs., 16.6 gr.). Similar; no back 
to throne; in front, torch above which \; below seat, forepart 
of Pegasos r. Miiller, op. c., 75; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 17, 698. 
Another (262.6 grs., 17.02 gr.). Similar to preceding, with 
cantharos below seat, instead of Pegasos. Miiller, op. c., 60, 
Danish Sylloge, Pl. 17, 697. Both very fine. Mint of 
Uranopohs. 

—_— —— Tetradrachm ,261.5 grs., 16.94 gr.). Same types; in 
field 1., antler; below seat, . Miiller, op. c., 280; Danish 
Sylloge, Pl. 16, 689. Another (265.2 grs., 17.18 gr.). Similar; 

in front, Macedonian helmet; below seat, footstool and \E&. 
Miiller, op. c., 225 variant. Both aimost extremely fine. 

Tetradrachm (254.6 grs., 16.5 gr.). Spread fabric, 
more advanced style. Same types; before, helmet below 
which AA; under throne, monogram. Miiller, op. c., 472. 
Perhaps Mesembnia. Another (256.6 grs., 16.5 gr.), similar, 
but with AA below throne and no monogram. Not published 
(?). Both third or second century issue. Both very fine. 

— Tetradrachm (264.7 grs., 17.15 gr.). Usual types; 
with high back to throne; full title with BASJAEQOS in 
exergue; in field 1., MI; below seat, monogram. Miiller, op. c., 
735; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 22, 838. Mint of Babylon. Very 
fine. Another (265.7 grs., 17.22 gr.), similar, with no back 
to seat, but footstool; in field 1., K—I; no title. See Miiller, 
op. c., 847. Of very good style. Extremely fine (this, illus- 
trated), : 

— - —— Tetradrachm (244.6 grs., 15.85 gr.) of spread fabric. 
Similar, but of late style. In front of Zeus, griffin 1., on base; 
below it, monogram; no title, and chair with high back; on 

extended r. arm of Zeus, term r. For griffin, see Miiller, 
op. c., 928 to 931; bué entirely unpublished with Zeus hold- 
ing term on arm (or in background, term). Very fine and ex- 
tremely rare. 

10 

10 
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276* ——- —— Tetradrachm of spread fabric (264.2 grs., 17.12 gr.). 

278 

279 

280 

281 

Third or second centuries B.C. Same types; name above; 
before, rose-bud; below seat, with footstool and back, PO; 
in field r., AAMATPIOS, magistrate’s name. Miné of 
Rhodes. Miiller, op. c., 1162. Extremely fine and rare. 

— —— Tetradrachm of spread fabric (268.2 grs., 17.38 gr.). 
Similar to preceding; no footstool; magistrate’s name, 
AINHTOP. Miiller, op. c., 1160; Lockett Col., No. 1478. 
Extremely fine. Rhodes. Another (245.4 grs., 15.90 gr.). 
Similar types; in field 1., amphora surrounded by vine- 
branch with grapes, above which monogram and E. Miiller, 
op. c., 956; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 18, 742. Mint of Temnos. 
Very fine, 

—— —— Tetradrachm of spread fabric (262.6 grs., 17.02 gr.). 
c. 259-240 B.C. Similar, only name; in field 1., palm-tree; 

below throne, AP; in ex., =A. Miiller, op. c., 1888: sez 
Danish Sylloge, 803. Aradus Mint. Another (259.3 egrs., 
16.80 gr.). Same type; in front, K@. Miiller, op. c., 1245. 
Mint of Southern Asia Minor. Both almost extremely finc. 

Drachms, all of same type, with varied symbols and 
letters. In field 1., star; in field r., spear-head.Miiller, op. c., 

317; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 25, 950; — in field 1., KI; below 
seat, @, Miller, op. c., 808; Danish Sylloge, Pl, 24, 913; 

Asia Minor; — in field 1., M within wreath; below seat, fore- 

part of griffin r. Miiller, op. c., 297 var.; — in field 1., TI; 
below seat, uncertain symbol; unpublished (?). All ex- 
tremely fine. 

A similar lot. Drachms. In field 1., [E|]®, and bee 
between these letters; Miiller, op. c., 1017; Danish Sylloge, 
Pl. 24, 894; mint of Ephesus; in front, antler; Miiller, 
op. c., 283; — in field 1., forepart of lion 1., and crescent r.; 
below seat, pentagram; Miiller op. c., 358 var.; possibly mint 

of Cardia; — in front, KI; below seat, P; Miiller, op. c., 808; 
Danish Sylloge, Pl. 24, 914; uncertain Asia Minor. All ex- 
tremely fine. 

Another lot. Drachms. In field 1., forepart of lion 1. 
and @; below seat, pentagram; Miiller, op. c., 357; Danish 
Sylloge, Pl. 24, 908; possibly mint of Cardia; — in front 1. 
monogram; Miiller, op. c., 763; Miletus; — monogram in 
front and below seat; Miller, op. c., 776; — in field 1., lyre; 
Miiller, op. c., 240. All extremely fine. 
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282* ——— Philip IIT Arideus. 323-316 B.C. Tetradrachm (264.2 grs., 
17.12 gr.). Types as for Alexander the Great; in field r., 
PIAIIIII0Y; high back to throne; in field 1., wheel of four 
spokes and monogram; below seat, another monogram. 
Miiller, op. c., Pl. XXVII, 29; N.N.M., 19, Demanhur 
Hoard, 4609. Mint of Babylon. Very fine. 

283* —— Tetradrachm (266 grs., 17.23 gr.). Similar, with 
addition of title BAXITAEQX in exergue; in field 1., M; below 
throne, AY. Miiller, op. c., 99; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 28, 1074. 
Mint of Babylon. Very fine, illustrated. Another (263.9 
grs., 17.1 gr.). Similar to preceding; in field 1., M; below 
seat, AY (erased). Obv. very fine; rev. fine. 

284 —— ——— Drachms. Of same type. In field 1., torch; below seat, 
A. Miiller, op. c., Pl. XXVII, 4; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 28, 
1091. Amphipolis; — in front, lyre. Miiller, op. c., 50; 
Danish Sylloge, Pl. 28, 1100; — below seat, 4 Miiller, op. 
c., 189. All extremely fine. 

Drachm. Similar to last. Fleur de coin. Demetrius 
Poliorcetes. B.C. 306-283. Drachm (62 grs., 4:02 gr.). 
Nike blowing long trumpet standing 1. on prow of ship; rev. 
Poseidon naked |., wielding trident; in field 1., A; behind, 
monogram; traces of legend in field r. and below. S. W. 
Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, Pl. 133, 3; Lockett Coll., No. 
1520. Mint of Tarsus. Fine. Philip III Arideus. Half-drachm. 
Types of coins of Alexander the Great; to r., PIALIIIIOY; 

field 1., monogram; below seat, AP. See Miller, op. c., Pl. 

XXVIII, 114. Attributed to Marathus. Very fine and very 
rare. 

285 —— 

286* —— Demetrius Poliorcetes. Tetradrachm (263.9 grs., 17.10 
er.). Head of young Herakles r. in lion’s skin tied under 
chin, of good late style; rev. Xeus Aetophoros seated 1]. on 
throne with high back, leaning on spear; in field r., 
AAEZANAPOyY;; in field 1., 1!E; below throne, AI; in ex., 
BASIAEQOS. Newell, The Coinages of Demetrius Polior- 
cetes, Pl. 1, 5; p. 19, 2. Struck at Salamis, in Cyprus, after 
his Victory over Ptolemy I. Extremely fine and rare. 
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287* Tetradrachm (262.6 grs., 17.02 gr.). Nike, blowing 
long trumpet and holding naval standard, standing |. on 
top of prow of ship adorned with floral decoration; rev. 
AHMHTPIoY to r.; below, BA SIAE QS; Poseidon 
naked, chlamys over |]. arm, standing 1., wielding trident in 

r.; in field 1., HP; in field r., monogram. Newell, op. c., Pl. 
II, 14 (variant of dies); p. 26, 22. Struck at Salamis, c. 300- 
295 B.C.; commemorating the great victory gained by the 
fleet of Antigonus over that of Ptolemy I off Samothrace in 
306 B.C. Of high relief, and very fine. Very interesting. 

288* —— —— Tetradrachm (260.3 grs., 16.87 gr.). c. 292-291 B.C. 
Head of Demetrius r., horned and diademed, the two ends 
of the diadem loose; rev. AHMHTPIOY r., BASIAEO® 1.; 
Poseidon seated |. on rock, leaning on trident and holding in 
r. acrostolion; in field 1., two monograms; in field r., mono- 
gram. Newell, op. c., Pl. IX, 9; p. 104, 102 (same dies, 
probably this coin). Very fine and very rare. Mint of 
Amphipolis. 

289* —— Tetradrachm (267.3 grs., 17.32 gr.). Similar to pre- 
ceding, but head of high relief and later style; rev. 
BASIAEQS r., AHMHTPIoY 1.; Poseidon, naked, stand- 
ing 1., r. foot on rock, leaning with 1. on long trident up- 
wards; in outer fields r. and 1., a monogram. Newell, op. c., 
Pl. XIII, 1 and 8; p. 112-118, 124 (different dies); Lockett 
Coll., No. 1523. Extremely fine, and attractive. 

290* ——— Antigonus Gonatas (277-239 B.C.). Tetradrachm (264.4 
grs., 17.13 gr.). Macedonian shield with rim adorned with 
seven ‘‘crescent and star’’ decorations; in the centre, head 
of Pan 1., horned; at shoulder, throwing-stick; rev. 

BASIAEO® r., ANTITONoY 1.; Athene Alkis in fighting 

attitude 1., with shield and thunderbolt; to 1., crested Mace- 
donian helmet; to r., monogram. Danish Sylloge, Pl. 31, 

1199. Lockett Coll., No. 1524. Extremely fine. 

291* —— Tetradrachm (265 grs., 17.17 gr.). Head of Poseidon 

r., luxuriant hair bound with seaweed; rev. Apollo, holding 

strung bow in r., seated 1. on prow inscribed BAXIAEQS/ 

ANTIIoNoY; in ex., monogram. Lockett Coll., No. 1527; 

S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, P|. 134, 1. Almost ex- 

tremely fine and rare. 
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292 —— Tetradrachm (262.4 grs., 17.00 gr.). Similar; style 610 0 
less elaborate, more advanced; probably of later date in 
reign. Very fine, the reverse almost extremely fine; rare. | 

293* ——— Philip V (220-179 B.C.). Tetradrachm (259.3 grs., 16.80 71 0 0 
gr.). Macedonian shield, as previously described, in the 
centre of which portrait of Perseus, Philip’s son, as the hero 
Perseus, wearing winged Phrygian cap; at shoulder, harpa; 
rev. club, horizontal, between BASIAEOX and PIATII- 
LOY, the whole within oak-wreath; no monogram. See 
Lockett Coll., No. 1529; and also S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Pl. 135, 9. Almost extremely fine and very rare, 
Sometimes attributed to Philip VI Andniscus. 1 

294% Didrachm (1380.4 grs., 8.45 gr.). Head of King Philip, > 6 6 
r., with broad diadem, and short-cropped beard; rev. type 
of preceding coin; above, monogram (of chief magistrate), 
and below, two monograms (of lesser important officials) ; 
in outer field 1., trident upwards. See Lockett Coll., No. 
1530; for combination of magistrates’ names, see S. W. 
Grose, Fitzwiliam Museum, Pl. 1385, 2 and 3, and Die 
Antiken Miinzen Nordgriechenlands, H. Gaebler, Band III, 
p. 190, 3 and 4. Almost extremely fine and very rare. 1 

295* MACEDON—UNDER THE ROMANS. 158-149 B.C. Tetra- 10 0 0 
drachm (231.3 grs., 14.99 gr.). Macedonian shield, the rim 
of which is adorned with crescent-star and pellet designs, 
with in the centre bust of Artemis r., hair bound with 
stephane, and turned up behind; above shoulder, bow and 
quiver; vev. knotty and dotty club, horizontal, above and 
below which MAKEAoNON/IITPOTHS; above and below, 
one and two monograms; the whole within oak-wreath; in 
field 1., thunderbolt. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, PI. 
138, 3; Danish Sylloge, P|. 34, 1315. Almost Fleur-de-coin. 1 

296* ——- —— Tetradrachm (258.3 grs., 16.74 gr.). Similar to pre- 42 0 0 
ceding, but MAKEAoNON / AEYTEPAS, and one 
moncgram only above, and below. Locketi Coll., No. 1538; 
B.M.C. Macedon, p. 8, 9. Very fine, and extremely rare 
(only very few specimens in Museums). After the defeat of 
Perseus, Macedoma was divided into four regions, the first 
with Amphipolis for capital, the second with Thessalonica, 
the third with Pella, the fourth with Pelagomia; the first two 
only issued silver coins, 1 
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297* 

56 

—— 93-88 B.C. Tetradrachm (261.6 grs., 16.95 gr.). 
Under quaestor Aesillas, Head of Alexander the Great, 
deified, with Horn of Ammon and flowing hair; below, 
MAKEAoNON; behind, ©, mint-mark of Thessalonica; rev. 
club between money-chest and quaestor’s chair; above, 
AESILLAS / Q., the whole within laurel-wreath, Lockett 
Coll., No. 1548; S. W. Grose, Fitzwiliam Museum, Pl. 188, 
10. Fleur-de-Coin; lovely tone, Previously in Collection 
Vogel. 

298* KINGDOM OF PAEONIA. Patraus. c. B.C. 340-315. Tetra- 
drachm of reduced Phoenician standard (184.9 grs., 11.98 
gr.). Head of Apollo r., laurel-wreath of two rows of leaves; 
rev. Paeonian horseman galloping r. spearing prostrate foe 
who covers his body with shield; above, PAT/PAoY. See 

Lockett Coll., No. 1256; H. Gaebler, op. c., Pl. XXXVII, 
17. Struck on larger flan. Almost extremely fine and rare. 

299* ——— Audoleon. c. B.C. 315-285 B.C. Tetradrachm of same 

300 —— — 

standard ,193.7 grs., 12.55 gr.). Head of Athena three- 
quarter facing r., in Athenian helmet with three crests; rev. 
AYAQAEoNToS; horse in high step walking r.; no rein; 

below, monogram. Lockett Coll., No. 1260; Danish Sylloge, 
Pl. 36, 1401. Extremely fine and rare. 

Drachm (46.4 grs., 3.01 gr.). Similar, but head 
facing. See H. Gaebler, op. c., Pl. XXXVIII, 8. Very fine 

and rare. MACEDON UNDER THE ROMANS. 187-168 
B.C. Tetrobol. Macedonian shield adorned as previously des- 
cribed; in centre, six-limbed solar symbol; vev. prow of ship 
r.; above and below, MAKE/AONOY;; in field r., M. B.M.C. 
Macedon, p. 10, 20. Another, Tetrobol. Head of Maenad r. 
with wreath of vine-leaves and grapes; rev. as previous coin; 
in field r., IJ. B.M.C., Macedon, p. 10, 27. The three ex- 

tremely fine. 

301* BARBAROUS IMITATIONS OF MACEDONIAN COINS. 
From the Danubian Basin. The Pannonian League. Biatec. 
62 B.C.—8 A.D. Tetradrachm (260 grs., 16.87 gr.). Two 
heads r., the first laureate, of barbarous style (imitated from 
Roman Denarius of K. F. Kalenus and M. Cordus, Syden- 
ham, R.R.C., 797); rev. horseman galloping r.; in front, 
uncertain symbol (imitated from Tetradrachm of Philip II). 
R. Forrer, Keltisch Numismatik der Rhein-u. Donaulande, 

fig, 239; Dessewffy, Barbar Penzei, 144. Very fine and very 

rare. 
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302 —— The Danubian Countries. Third to First Centuries B.C. 

303* —— 

304 —— 

Tetradrachm (208.7 grs., 13.52 gr.). Laur. head of Zeus r.; 
vev. horseman on horse walking 1. (imitation of first type 
Tetradrachms of Philip Il). Dessewffy, 229; Coll. Prinz zu 
Windischgratz, 2948. Very fine. 

Tetradrachm (192.2 grs., 12.45 gr.). Imitation of 
Tetradrachm of Philip Il: Laur. head of Zeus r.; vev. horse- 
man on horse walking to r.; below, human head r. Dessew- 
ffy, 300; De La Tour, Catalogue des Monnaies Gauloises, 
9747. Very fine. 

Tetradrachm (214.5 grs., 13.90 gr.). Similar to pre- 
ceding, but more barbarous; on rev. horseman walking to 1.; 
above, W; below, floral ornament. Dessewffy, 291. Very fine. 

305 —— ——— Tetradrachms (2), of similar types, but of cruder 
style; horseman walking to r.; behind head of horseman, 
meander pattern; two crude letters S in front, symbol un- 
certain, below. On the other, < and II, and triskeles below. 

Dessewffy, 326; De La Tour, 9740. Dessewffy, 332. 

306* ——_ —— Tetradrachm (218.6 grs., 14.17 gr.). Similar, but of 

307 

308 

309 

310 

much better style, real copy of Tetradrachm of Philip II; 
above reverse type, PIAIII, and around, O II and wreath. 
Dessewffy, 301 variant. Very fine. 

Second and First Centuries B.C., and later. Low- 
weight Tetradrachms (3). Very crude imitations of the Philip 
II Tetradrachm; really grotesque. Dessewffy, 414, 432 and 

436. Fine, 

Low-weight Tetradrachms (3). Very crude, almost 
unrecognisable. Dessewffy, 486, 441 and 553. Fine. 

—— —— Earlier issue. Tetradrachm (205.6 grs., 13.32 gr.). 
Crude head of Zeus r., hair falling down side of head over 
ear; laurel-wreath vertical on back of head; vev. horseman 
to r., holding wreath; below horse, crude symbol. Dessewffy, 
564; R. Forrer, op. c., fig. 272. Very fine and rare. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (152.3 grs., 9.87 gr.). Same type; very 
crude representation; on vev. free horse, almost geometrical, 
running to 1. Dessewffy, 443. Very fine. 
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311 —— Tetradrachms (2) of similar type. The first a good 
copy, barbarous style; above horseman, PIAIII. Dessewffy, 
cf. 847. Very fine; cut across reverse. Another, a crude copy. 
Dessewffy, 746. Fine; small cut on reverse. 

312* ——— —— Earlier issue. Tetradrachm (218.5 grs., 14.16 gr.). 
Good copy of the Philip II Tetradrachm. Around reverse 
type, PIAIIT MOY; below horse, A and torch; below, in 
front, bee upwards. Dessewffy, 850. Very fine and rare. 

313  —— —— Earlier issue of imitation of Tetradrachm of Alexan- 
der the Great (276.3 grs., 17.90 gr.). Barbarous head of 
Herakles r. in lion’s skin; rev. ANEZANAPOY; Zeus Aeto- 
phoros seated 1. as previously described; in field 1., amphora 
over ®. See for type S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, P. 
128, 12 (amphora over A). Very fine. 

314 —— Later issues of spread fabric, of much rougher style. 
Tetradrachms (2). Same types; to1., Macedonian helmet and 

HP; below seat, BY. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, 
Pl. 130, 11. Another, with Macedonian helmet and AA in 
field 1.; below seat, monogram. See S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, P|. 130, 12. Both very fine. 

315 —— —— Tetradrachm (251.5 grs., 16.30 gr.). Similar, but 
even rougher in style. In field 1., QE; below seat, two mono- 
grams. Dessewffy, 529 var. Another (234.5 grs., 15.2 gr.), 
of Celtic origin, and of concave fabric, imitating issues of 
Philip III Arideus. Small head of Herakles; on rev. to 1. 
and below seat, a monogram; to r. AIATIIIIIIMI. Sec 
Dessewffy, 830; R. Forrer, op. c., fig. 336. Both very fine. 

316 —— ~——— Imitations of Tetradrachms of Thasos. Head of young 
Dionysos r. bound with ivy-wreath and berries; rev. 
Herakles standing facing, holding club and lion’s skin; in 
field 1., T; around, IAIAEOVZ/SOTHPOS/@AXIOII. 
See Desséwffy, 538 var. Another, even cruder, legend 
illegible. See Dessewffy, 834 var. Both very fine. 

317* THRACE. Ainos. c. 431-429 B.C. Tetrobol (40.2 grs., 2.6 gr.). 
Head of young Hermes r., wearing close-fitting petasos with 
line of dots on rim, hair in long curls; rev. incuse square 
within which goat standing r.; above, AIN; in front, double 
axe. J. M. F. May, Ainos, Its History and Coinage, P1, VIII, 
115; Lockett Coll., No. 1159. Very fine and rare. 

nN 
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318 —— —— c. 429-426 B.C. Diobol (13.2 grs., 0.86 gr.). Same 5 0 0 

type; in front, club. For type, see May, op. c., Pl. VIII, 
125 pp. (this is either an unofficial issue, or a modern forgery, 
more probably). Mesembria. c. 450-350 B.C. Diobol (19.1 
ers., 1.24 gr.). Crested helmet facing; rev. wheel of four 
spokes; in the quarters, M E T A; radiate border. S. W. 
Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, P|. 166, 4. Both extremely fine. 

Abdera. 400-390 B.C. Drachm (37.5 grs., 2.43 gr.). Griffin 
with open pointed wings springing to 1.; above, EIII; below, 
(ILJAYNAN [IQ]; vev. laur. head of Apollo r, within linear 
square with legend around. Miinzer wu Strack, Die Miinzen 

von Thrakien, p. 86, 141; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 7, 349. Very 
fine. 3 

319* —— Abdera. B.C. 400-390. Tetradrachm or Stater (173. grs., 75 0 @ 
11.21 gr.). Similar to preceding coin; on obv. the name of 
magistrate Pausanias is almost fully on flan; rev. small head 
of Apollo r. laur. of fine workmanship; to r., ABAHPI; to 

1., TEQN; the whole within incuse square. B.M.C. Thrace, 
p. 72, 53; Strack, op. c., p. 85, 189; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Pl. 147, 2. Almost extremely fine and very rare. 1 

320 —— 512-478 B.C. Drachm. Griffin with curved wing sit- 8 0 0 
ting |., 1. foreleg raised; to 1., HPO; rev. quadripartite in- 
cuse square. B.M.C., op. c., p. 66, 10; Strack, op. c., p. 52, 
38. Another. 390-352 B.C. Griffin springing 1. with both fore- 
legs raised, above, ABAH; below, PITEQ[N]; vev. head 
of Apollo r. laur. within linear square, around which magis- 
trate’s name, [E]III/IWIO/[NAK]/ [TOS]. Lockett Coll. 
No. 1149; Strack, op. c., p. 94, 166. Another. 425-400 B.C. 
Same obverse; vev. three ears of corn within linear square, 
around which, EIII/IIPQ/TEQO. B.M.C., op. c., 45 p. 71; 

Strack, op. c., 124 p. 78; Lockett Coll., No. 1141. Two fine, 
the last EF. 3 

321* —— Maroneia. c. 400-350 B.C. Stater of Persic standard (172.4 15°10 0 
grs., 11.17 gr.). Horse running to r., rein hanging loose and 
trailing on ground; vev. vine-branch with four bunches of 
grapes within linear square, around which magistrate’s name 
EMI/MHT/POA/OPO; the whole within incuse square, 

Catalogue of the Royal Museum Collection in Berlin, Vol. I, 
p. 180, 40. A very fine specimen of this rare magistrate. 1 
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322 ' = } Stater (39.5 grs., 2.56 gr.). Forepart of horse 1.; 
around, E II Y ; rev. bunch of grapes with tendril and 
foliage within linear square; on either side, low, M A ; 
within incuse square. Berlin Corpus, op. c., p. 176, 14; 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 127, 31. Another (36.7 grs., 2.38 gr.). 
Similar, but obv. type r.andM A PQ ; on vev. similar, 
but dotted square and magistrate’s name around EIII/ 
HPA/KAEI/AEO. B.M.C., op. c., 43. Another (35.3 grs., 
2.29 gr.). Same with EIJI /API/=TO/AEQ, B.M.C., of. c., 
41; Berlis Corpus, op. c., 48. All very fine. 

323 —— Tetradrachm (223.4 gr., 14.48 gr.). After B.C. 146 
Head of young Dionysos r., wearing ivy-wreath and diad. 
across forehead; hair in long plait and curls; rev. 
AIONY0Y/SOTHPOS/MAPONITON. Dionysos stand- 
ing facing, holding narthex stalks, cloak and grapes; on 
either side, a monogram. See Danish Sylloge, Pl. 12, mono- 
grams 13 and 3. Another (227.5 grs., 14.87 gr.). Similar, 
two monograms also. B.M.C., op. c., p. 128, 50. Both very 
fine; edge of last broken by mounting. 

324* ISLANDS OF THRACE. Samothrace. c. 280 B.C. Didrachm 
(122.9 grs., 7.96 gr.). Head of Athena r. in crested Corin- 
thian helmet adorned with serpent; ear-pendant and neck- 
lace; rev. Kybele seated 1. on throne, 1. hand resting on 
spear, holding in r. patera; below throne, lion seated 1.; tor., 
2AMO; to 1, MHTPONA. B.M.C., op. c., p. 215, 1; 
Lockett Coll., No. 1212. A very fine specimen of this 
extremely rare piece. 

325* —— Thasos. c. 550-463 B.C. Stater, 147.8 grs., 9.58 gr.). 
Naked satyr r., carrying off struggling nymph |., r. hand 
raised above her head, 1. hand lowered; hair of two figures 
indicated by dots and very long; the satyr is half-kneeling on 
r. knee; rev. quadripartite irregular incuse square. Lockett 
Coll., No. 1216; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, Pl. 151, 
20. Extremely fine for this early issue, very sharp. 

326* —— Drachm (60.2 grs., 3.90 gr.). Of same type. Danish 
Sylloge, Pl. 20, 1014; S. W. Grose, Fitzwiliam Museum, P\, 
151, 24, Very fine and rare. 
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3827  —— —— Drachm (59.2 grs., 3.84 gr.). Similar, but not so 

well struck, of a worn die. Lockett Coll., No. 1222. Very 
fine. Trihemiobol (or Quarter Drachm) (12.25 grs., 0.79 gr.). 
Satyr 1. kneeling on 1. knee, tail showing, 1. hand on hip, 
and in r. holding cantharos; vev. amphora; on either side, 
@A[S] [I]JQN. Lockett Coll., No. 1236. Extremely fine. 

328* —— —— c. 463-411 B.C., period of Athenian supremacy. 

329 

Stater (121.6 grs., 7.88 gr.). Same types, but style less hard 
and more advanced; hair of both figures shorter, hands of 
nymph shown full-face; below, ©, weak. Lockett Coll., No. 
1217 (same dies); Danish Sylloge, Pl. 20, 1013. Finest style, 
almost extremely fine. 

Same period. Drachm (57.5 grs., 3.73 gr.). Very 
similar to preceding; hair very short, r. hand of nymph 
shown over satyr’s shoulder; vev. quadripartite incuse square 
with granulations, mill-sail pattern. Period of fine style. 
S. W. Grose, Fitzwiliam Museum, Pl. 151, 26; Danish 
Sylloge, Pl. 20, 1018. Almost extremely fine. Trihemiobol, 
of type described above, satyr kneeling 1., rev. amphora; 
somewhat barbarous style. Very fine. c. 158-149 B.C. 
Hemidrachm (24.6 grs., 1.59 gr.). Head of bearded 
Dionysos r., rev, club, above and below which @AXI ON; 

the whole within olive-wreath. Fine. 

330* ——- —— 411-350 B.C. Didrachm (112 grs., 7.25 gr.). Head 

331 

of Dionysos r., hair adorned with ivy-wreath and berries, 
falling down neck in long strands, heavily bearded; rev. 
Herakles, clad in long garment, lion’s skin over head, kneel- 
ing r. on r. knee, drawing bow; to 1., ©ASION; in field r., 
=. Lockett Coll., No. 1227. Very fine; an extremely rare 
denomination of this type. Style a little coarse. 

—— —— After B.C. 148. Tetradrachm (259.9 grs., 16.84 gr.). 
Head of young Dionysos r., hair adorned with ivy-wreath 
and berries, in plait at back; vev. HPAKAEOYS/ 
SOTHPOX/ @ASIOQN. Herakles, naked, standing facing, 
holding club and lion’s skin; in field 1., M. Danish Sylloge, 

Pl. 20, 1042; B.M.C., op. c., p. 223, 74. Another (260 grs., 
16.87 gr.), of better style; to 1., letter M. Lockett Coll., No. 
1241; B.M.C., op. c., p. 222, 72. Both very fine. 
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332. THE EUROPEAN COAST OF PROPONTIS. Apollonia 
Pentica. c. 450-400 B.C, Drachm (53 grs., 3.44 er.). 
Anchor; to r., cray-fish; rev, head of Gorgoneion, facing, of 
fine early style, in concave field. Babelon, Traité, Vol. IV, 
Pl. CCCLI, 9. Extremely fine and rare. Another (43.5 grs., 
2.82 gr.). Gorgoneion facing; the serpents have been replaced 
by long hair; rev. anchor; to 1., A; to r., crayfish; above, 
magistrate’s name, INIT YPOY. Babelon, Traité, op. c., 
Pl. CCCLI, 19. Very fine. 

333* —— Byzantium. 357-340 B.C. Tetradrachm (229.2 ers., 14.85 
gr.). Cow standing 1, on dolphin |., 1. foreleg raised; above, 
—_—_- 

YII; in field 1., monogram; rev. quadripartite incuse square, 
granulated surface. Babelon, Traité, op. c., p. 981, 1532; 
B.M.C. Thrace, p. 94, 12. Very fine and rare. 

c. 416-357 B.C. Drachm, Same type; no monogram; 
rev. incuse square of mill-sail pattern. Babelon Traité, op. 
¢., Pl. CCCXLVIL, 10; B:M.C., op. 'c., p. 98, 1. Another, 
similar; between forelegs of cow, trident; on vev. the mill- 
sail pattern is granulated. Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. 
CCCXLVIII, 3; B.M.C., op. c., p. 94, 18. Both very fine. 

Tetrobols (2). Similar to preceding coin, but no tri- 
dent, Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. CCCXLVIII, 4; B.M.C. 
op. c., p. 94, 15. Both very fine. CHERSONESUS 
THRACIAE. Probably struck at Cardia. c. 480-350 B.C. 
Triobol or Half-Drachm (37 grs., 2.40 gr.). Forepart of lion 
]., head turned back; vev. quadripartite incuse square, with 
two raised and two sunk quarters; in the sunk quarters, 

bunch of grapes, and A above pellet. Babelon, Traité, op. c., 
Pl. CCCXLVIII, 15; B.M.C., op. c., p..184, 18. Another 
(35.1 grs., 2.27 gr.). Similar, with caduceus, X and pellet. 
Babelon, Traité op. c., p. 991, 1574; B.M.C., op. c., p. 
186, 50. Both very fine. 

336* MOESIA INFERIOR. Istrus. Fourth Century B.C. Drachm 
(84.2 grs., 5.46 gr.). Two young male heads facing, placed 
side by side; the one on 1. is inverted; rev. IXTPIEIH (this 
due to slight double-strike, appearing only on legend and 
two dolphins’ tails). Sea-eagle with closed wings standing 
1. on dolphin; below, 4 B. Pick, Die Antiken Miinzen 
Nord-Griechenlands, Vol. I, Dakien und Mysien, p. 162, 

421; B.M.C., Thrace, p. 25, 10. Another (84.3 grs., 5.46 
gr.). Similar, the figure on r. is inverted; below, monogram 

Ell. B. Pick, op. c., ——; B.M.C., —-. The first EF 
(illustrated), the second VF and somewhat barbarous, 
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337* ——— Panticapaeum. B.C. 300-200. Didrachm (123 grs.. 7.97 

338* 

339 

340 

341* 

342 

gr.). Head of young Dionysos r., crowned with ivy-wreath 
and berries; plait falling down back of neck; rev. ILANTI/ 
KAITAI/TON, above which bunch of grapes, within ivy- 
wreath; above, monogram. B.M.C., op. c., p. 6, 11. Very 
fine, but very rare. 

KINGS OF THRACE. Lysimachus (323-281 B.C.). Tetradrachm 
(263.5 grs., 17.07 gr.). Head of deified Alexander the Great 
r., With diadem and horn of Ammon; rev. BAXIAEOS 
AY SIMAXOY. Athena Nikephoros, helmeted, seated 1., 1. 
arm resting on arm of cippus, by which shield; behind her, 
spear; in field 1., monogram; in outer field |., griffin’s head 
1, Miller, Miinzen des Lysimachus, Pl. IV, 127. Attributed 

to Abdera. Extremely fine. 

B.C. 301-297. Continuation of types of Alexander the 
Great, with name of Lysimachus. Drachm. Head of 
Alexander r. in lion’s skin; rev. Zeus Aetophoros seated 1.; 
below seat, pentagram; in front, forepart of lion 1. above @. 
Miller, op. c., Pl. III, 21; Lockett Coll., No. 1246. B.C. 

297-281 and later. Drachm of usual type of Lysimachus, as 
described above; in field 1., lyre; on cippus, A. Miiller, op. 
c., Pl. VII, 355. Both very fine, the first rare. 

—— —— B.C. 297-281. Tetradrachm (265.7 grs., 17.22 gr.). 
Usual type of Lysimachus; in field 1., caduceus upwards and 

monogram II combined; in outer field r., YE. Miller, op. c., 

102; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 22, 1113 (same dies). Large flan. 
Another (262.5 grs., 17.01 gr.). Similar, of smaller type and 
higher relief; in field 1., forepart of lion running 1. Miiller, 
op. c., 37. Attributed to Lystmachia. Both very fine. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (262.4 grs., 17.00 gr.). Similar; in field 
1., flower bud. Miiller, op. c., 331. Attributed to Traelium. 
Fine portrait. Extremely fine and scarce. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (262.2 grs., 16.99 gr.). Same type. In 

field 1., HP; in ex., monogram. Miiller, op. c., 353. Very fine; 
surface of obverse somewhat pitted, Another (265 grs., 17.17 

-~ 

egr.), Similar; HP in outer field’l.; the second monogram as on 
previous coin, but in outer field r. Miiller, op. c. . Very 
fine. Both attributed to Heracleum. 
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343 —— —— Tetradrachm (264.2 grs., 17.12 gr.). Similar; to 1., 
monogram; in outer field 1., lighted torch with fillet. Miller, 
op. c., 443a; Danish Sylloge, Pl. 22, 1110. A good portrait, 
but low relief. Very fine. 

344* —_ —_ Tetradrachm (263.5 grs., 17.07 gr.). Another, struck 
on large flan. To 1., monogram; on cippus, crescent; in outer 
field r., monogram. Miiller, op. c., 542. A very sharp por- 
trait. Extremely fine. 

345* —— Tetradrachm (264.2 grs., 17.12 gr.). Similar; in field 
]., monogram; in ex., cK . Miiller, op. c., 545. Sharp reverse 
type. Extremely fine. 

346 —— Tetradrachm (265.8 grs., 17.22 gr.). Same type; por- 
trait smaller; to 1., monogram. Miiller, op. c., 552. Very fine. 

347* —_ —— Tetradrachm (262.4 grs., 17.00 gr.). Similar, but 
smaller portrait and reverse type. Below seat, monogram; 
to 1., dolphin upwards. Not in Miiller, op. c., ——. Very 
sharp and extremely fine. Perhaps unpublished. 

348 —— —— Tetradrachm (261.6 grs., 16.95 gr.). Same; very large 
head, less idealised; to 1., monogram. Miiller, op. c., 491. 
Large flan. Almost extremely fine. 

349 —— Tetradrachm of crude style, large flan and low relief; 
probably later imitation, c. 250 to First Century B.C. On 
seat, BY; to 1., monogram; in ex., horizontal trident orna- 
mented. Miller, op. c., 160. Another, really barbarous, 
similar to precedent, except for different monogram to 1. 
Miiller, op. c., 164. Mint of Byzantium. Both very fine. 

NORTHERN AND CENTRAL GREECE 

350* THESSALY. Larissa. 430-400 B.C, Drachm (93 grs., 6.02 gr.). 
Thessalian youth wearing chlamys and kausia |., trying to 
restrain bull struggling |.; rev. bridled horse prancing 1.; 
above, AAPIXA; below, A I ; bridle trailing on ground. 
Lockett Coll., No. 1561; Babelon, Traité, Tome 4, Pl. 

CCXCVII, 2. Almost extremely fine and rare. 
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351* —_ —— 400-344 B.C. Drachm (94.75 grs., 6.14 gr.). Head 8 10 

of Nymph Larissa, three-quarter face towards 1., hair 
arranged in heavy curls almost forming a roll above fore- 
head and on either side of face, but ends loose; rev. free 
horse grazing r.; above, AAPI. This coin is of very unusual 
style, unlike all others of this series, with face three-quarter 
l. Probably an unpublished variant. Attractive and extreme- 
ly fine. 1 

352* —— —— Drachm (93.2 grs., 6.04 gr.). Head of Nymph Larissa 7 0 
three-quarter face towards 1., hair very luxuriant and float- 
ing loosely, bound with diadem seen above forehead; rev. 
AAPI®X above, and AION below, horse feeding r., legs bent, 
and 1. foreleg raised. Lockett Coll., No. 1576; B.M.C., 
Thessaly, p. 29, 58; Pl. VI, 1. Unusually fine and very good 
style. 1 

363*: Drachm (93.7 grs., 6.07 gr.). Same obverse; vev. mare me A 
walking to r.; beside her, on the farther side, foal; in ex., 
AAPI; above horses, SAION. The Nymph seems to have 
jewels in her hair above forehead. B.M.C., op. c., p. 30, 
63; Lockett Coll., No. 1573. Almost extremely fine. Rare. 1 

354 —— Tricca. c. 480-400 B.C. Triobol (40.6 grs., 2.63 gr.). 2 
Youth r. with petasos hanging from his neck trying to restrain 
unruly bull (forepart of bull only seen); vev. forepart of 
bridled horse galloping r.; below, | bIK; above, IAy. Danish 
Sylloge, Pl. 5, 263; Babelon, Traité, Tome IV, Pl. CCXCI, 
13 var. Fine and rare. Thessalian League. B.C. 196-146. 
Double Victoriatus. Head of Zeus r. laur., of good late style; 

above, NIKOKPTATOY®3; vev. Athena Itonia in fighting 
attitude r.; on either side, @©EXZA AQN; above and below, 
a magistrate’s name; to r., palm. B.M.C., op. c., p. 2, 18. 
Another, of coarse style; similar; no magistrate’s name on 
obv., and no palm. B.M.C., op. c., p. 1, 5. Both very fine. 3 

355 ILLYRIA. Apollonia. B.C. 229-100. Victoriatus. Cow 1., suck- 2 
ling calf r., head turned as to lick it; above, magistrate’s 
name; below, monogram; vev. floral pattern in double linear 
square; around, on one side, AIJOA; on the other three, 
magistrate’s name. B.M.C., op. c., p. 56, 5, variant of 
monogram. Another of same type, no monogram. B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 57, 11. Dyrrhachium. Victoriatus. Same date and 
same type; but cow r. and calf |.; on rev. square floral pat- 
tern; DYP, and magistrate’s name as well on obv. See 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 72, 109 variant. Another, similar, with 
different magistrate’s name, and on obv. bunch of grapes 
and ear of corn. B.M.C., op. c., p. 69, 54. All fine. 4 

oi 
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210 0 356 —— Dyrrachium. c. 450-350 B.C. Stater (159.3 grs., 10.32 
gr.). Cow r., head turned back to lick calf, which it is suck- 
ling; rev. double linear square within which double floral 
pattern; around, q Y A ; and below, club. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 65, 6; see S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, Pl. 182, 19. 
Corcyra (?). Same date. Stater (150.5 grs., 9.75 pt) 
Similar; no letter or symbol visible. See B.M.C., op. c., Pl. 
XXI, 14. Overstruck. The first VF, the other F. 

6 0 0  357* EPIRUS. King Pyrrhus. B.C. 295-272. Struck probably for his 
expedition into Sicily (278-275 B.C.). Octobol (85.9 grs., 
5.57 gr.). Head of Persephone 1., hair wreathed with corn; 
behind, uncertain symbol; rev. Athena in fighting attitude 
tol.; tor., BAZIAEOS; tol., TYPPOY. S. W. Grose, Fitz- 
william Museum, P|. 188, 9 (same obverse die). AETOLIA. 
The Aetolian League. B.C. 279-168. Hemidrachm (37.7 
gts., 2.44 gr.). Head of Nymph Atalanta r., wearing kausia; 
rev. boar r., at bay; above, AITOAQON;; below, 3; in ex., 
K and spear-head. Variant of B.M.C., op. c., p. 196, 23. 
The first VF, the second EF. Both illustrated. 

6 10 0 358 EPIRUS. The Epirote Republic. B.C. 238-168. Drachm. Head 
, of Zeus Dodonaeos |., crowned with single wreath of oak- 

leaves, hair and beard very luxuriant; below, monogram and 
QXAN; behind, AYSHN and monogram; rev. AIIEI/ 
POTAN and eagle 1. on thunderbolt, within oak-wreath. See 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 90, 41. Early issue, good style. Another, 
similar, but of late style; head r. with double wreath and 
monogram J< behind head; reverse type tor. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 89, 23; S. W. Grose, Fitzwiliam Museum, P|. 189, 3. 
Both very fine. 

19 10 0  359* LOCRIS. Locri Opuntii. 387-339 B.C. Stater of Aeginetic stan- 
dard (184.1 grs., 11.93 gr.). Head of Persephone r., hair 
richly waved and bound with corn-leaves, necklace and ear- 
ring of one pendant; at back, ampyx; rev. Ajax, son of 
Oileus, naked, holding short sword and shield adorned with 
griffin running r., wearing crested Corinthian helmet, in 
fighting attitude r.; ground line indicated; at feet, broken 
spear ; behind, OI[ONTION, Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 2, 
42 (probably same dies). Almost extremely fine for this very 
attractive specimen, A very rare vanant of the usual type. 

ioe) 
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360 —— B.C. 338-300. Hemidrachm. Similar; no device on 
shield, no spear; behind, AOKPQN; between legs, mono- 
gram, Babelon, Traité, Tome III, Pl. CCVII, 12; Danish 
Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 2, 59. Very scarce. B.C. 387-369. Obol. 
Amphora with bunch of grapes |., ivy-leaf r.; in field, OIT 

ON; rev. star of sixteen rays. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilham 
Museum, Pl. 197, 21. PHOCIS. 480-421 B.C. Triobol. 
Bull’s head facing, of severe archaic style; on either side, 
 O ; rev. incuse square, within which forepart of boar r. 
B.M.C., Central Greece, Pl. III, 11. The three very fine. 

361 PHOCIS. 480-421 B.C. Triobol. Similar, but with O ®. 
B.M.C., Central Greece, Pl. III, 12 (variant). Extremely 
fine and sharp archaic style. B.C. 357-346. Attic Tetrobol 
(41.8 grs., 2.71 gr.). Bull’s head facing, but more stylised; 
rev. head of Apollo r. laur., hair falling down neck; below, 
® © ; behind, lyre. Babelon, Traité, Tome III, Pl. CCV, 13 
Extremely fine. 

362* Delphi. 479-460 B.C. Trihemiobol (19.2 grs., 1.24 gr.). 
Head of ram r.; below, small dolphin r.; rev. incuse square 
within which goat’s head facing; on either side, a dolphin 
upwards, Babelon, Traité, Tome III, Pl. CCV, 27; B.M.C.., 
op. c., Pl. IV, 10. Another (19.2 grs., 1.24 gr.). Head of 
ram |.; below, dolphin 1.; rev. as above, but on either side, 
a dolphin downwards; above, AAA. B.M.C., op. c., p. 26, 
18. Both very fine and very rare, the second illustrated. 

363* BOEROTIA. Haliartus. c. B.C. 550-480. Stater (19.1 grs., 12.37 
gr.). Boeotian shield, the rim divided into eight compart- 
ments; vev. square incuse of mill-sail pattern, in centre of 
which E[ . Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 4, 188; Lockett Coll., 
No. 1720. Very fine and rare. 

364* Tanagra. Same date. Drachm (91.8 grs., 5.95 gr.). Boeo- 
tian shield; in the openings, letter [-; rev. incuse square 
divided into eight triangles, four filled-in and four sunk: 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 59, 2. Extremely fine and rare. 

365* —— —— B.C, 456-446. Stater (180.5 grs., 11.70 gr.). Boeotian 
shield, the rim divided in twelve compartments; rev. deep 
incuse square, within which forepart of horse springing 1.; 
above, T A. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. X, 2; Babelon, Traité, 
Tome III, Pl. CCIV, 4 (same dies). Obverse extremely fine, 
reverse very fine. A very rare specimen. 
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510 0 366* —— Thebes. B.C. 530-480. Stater (185.5 grs., 12.02 gr.). 
Boeotian shield; rev. incuse square of mill-sail pattern, in 
the centre of which @. Lockett Coli., No. 1738; Danish 
Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 6, 248. Very fine and scarce. 

3.0 0 367 —— Tanagra. B.C. 387-374. Obols (2). Boeotian shield, nev. 
forepart of horse jumping r.; on either side, T A. B.M.C., 
Op. c., p. 62, 32. Thebes. 530-480 B.C. Obol. Boeotian 
shield; rev. G within incuse square. Babelon, Traité, Tome 
I, Pl. XLI, 12; B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XI, 7. 456-446 B.C. 
Trihemitartemorion. Half Boeotian shield; rev. amphora, 
and to l., ©, within deep incuse square. Babelon, Traité, 
Tome III, Pl. CXCIX, 12. 426-395 B.C. Tartemorion. 
Boeotian shield; rev. bunch of grapes; on either side, below, 
@ E . Babelon, Traité, Tome III, Pl. CC, 28. All fine 
and scarce. 

3.0 0 368 —— Thebes. 426-395 B.C. Stater (181.2 grs., 11.74 gr.). 
Boeotian shield; vev. amphora with upper part fluted; on 
either side, © E; tor., bunch of grapes with tendril. Lockett 
Coll., No. 1746; Babelon, Traité, Tome III, Pl. CC, 19. 
Very fine, 

5 0 0 369 —— B.C. 379-338. Stater (186.8 grs., 12.1 gr.). Same type; on 
either side,  % , and below & a bunch of grapes (for 
magistrate Asopodoros). B.M.C., op. c., p. 81, 123; Danish 
Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 7, 321. Another, probably Thespiae 
(under Boeotian Confederation). 338-335 B.C. Stater (186 
grs., 12.05 gr.). Similar; on either side, BO I; above 
amphora, club. B.M.C., op. c., p. 36, 45. Both very fine. 

315 0 370 —— The Boeotian Confederation. B.C. 338-335. (Under pro- 
tection of Philip II of Macedon). Triobol. Boeotian shield; 
vev. kantharos in deep incuse square; on either side, B_ OI, 
and club. r. above. B.M.C., op. c., p. 35, 32. Another, 
similar, with B O ; above, club r.; in field r., bunch of 
grapes. B.M.C., op. c., p. 36, 36. THEBES, 426-395 B.C. 
Hemidrachm. Boeotian shield; vev. kantharos, above which 
club r., and on either side, OE BH. B.M.C., op. c., p. 76, 
78. Federal Coinage (probably mint of Thebes). c. 197-146 
B.C. Drachm (71.8 grs., 4.65 gr.). Head of Poseidon r., 
laur.; rev. Nike standing 1|., holding wreath and trident; to 
r., BOIOT[QN]; to 1., two monograms. Variant not pub- 
lished. All very fine. 
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371* EUBOEA. Carystus. B.C. 369-338. Euboic Didrachm (111.6 26 0 O 
grs., 7.23 gr.). Cow standing r. suckling calf 1., head turned 
back to lick it; rev. cock standing r. in shallow concave field; 
around, KA PYSTION. Babelon, Traité, Tome III, PI. 
CXCVI, 11. Of delicate composition. An extremely fine 
specimen of this rare type. 1 

372 —— Chalcis. 369-3138 B.C. Drachm. Female head r. (nymph 4 0 0 
Arethusa?), diad., and hair rolled up; rev. eagle flying r. 
holding serpent in beak and claws; to r., XAA; below, 
caduceus r. Babelon, Traité, Tome III, Pl. CXCVI, 22. 
Histiaea. Early 38rd Cent. B.C. Tetrobol. Head of Nymph 
Histiaea, r., as a Maenad, with wreath of vine and grapes; 
vev. Nymph Histiaea seated r. on prow of ship, grasping in 
r. hand the stylis which sustains the aplustre; around, ITI 
AIEON; below, trident and TI. B.M.C., op. c., p. 129, 53. 
Another, similar, but of later date and style; below, trident 

and AP, B.M.C., op. c., p. 128, 39. The second of fine style 
and unusually fine, the others very fine. 3 

373* Eretria. 511-490 B.C. Stater (131.8 grs., 8.54 gr.). Cow 50 0 
standing r. on exergual line of cable or meander pattern, 
head turned back, scratching herself with r. hind foot; be- 
low, E; rev. sepia with eight curved tentacules, within deep 
meuse square, Of. B.MLC., op: c.; p. 121, 25° (Drachm); 
Bunbury Coll., London, 1896, Lot 967 (same dies). Almost 
extremely fine for this extremely rare piece. 1 

374* —_ ——— Same date. Drachm (66 grs., 4.27 gr.). Same types, 144 0 0 
but cow standing |. on dotted exergual line. Babelon, Traité, 
Tome I, Pl. XXXII, 5 (same dies). Very fine and very rare. 
Better than any specimen published hitherto (illustrated). 
Also Obol (8.9 grs., 0.58 gr.). Bull’s head facing; vev. sepia 
within incuse square; to ]., traces of E. Babelon, op. c., 
Pl. XXXII, 9; B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXIII, 7 var. Very fine 
and very rare. 2 

375* —— —— 411-394 B.C. Stater (185.7 grs., 12.03 gr.). Head of 44 0 0 
Nymph Euboea r., hair above forehead waved, and drawn 
up at back beneath thick taenia; large single ear-ring; rev. 
cow seated to r.; above, bunch of grapes and star (?); below, 
EY. Very good style. Almost extremely fine for this very 
rare coin, 1 
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0 oo, i uv — 369-313 B.C. Drachm (58 grs., 3.76 gr.). Head of 
Nymph Euboea |., hair drawn up, with pendant ear-ring and 
necklace; rev. head of bull three-quarters towards r., filleted; 
above, EY; in field r., bunch of grapes. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 95, 12. Another (57.2 grs., 3.71 gr.), of similar type, but 
head of Nymph r., no necklace; in field r., on vev. lyre. 
Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 10, 484. One EF, the second VF. 2 

10 0 0 377 ATTICA. Athens. B.C. 594-562. Time of Solon and later. Obols 
(2). Four-spoke wheel with two stays springing from each 
spoke; rev. rough incuse square. C. T. Seltman, Athens, Its 
History and Coinage, Pl. IV, y; Svoronos, Monnates 
d’ Athénes, Pl. I, 61. Another Obol, similar, but no stays. 
Svoronos, op. c., Pl. I, 54. Obol. Head of Gorgon, facing; 
vev. incuse divided diagonally into four compartments. 
C. T. Seliman, op. c., Pl. IV, v; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. I, 67. 
And an unpublished Quarter Obol. Bull’s head facing; rev. 
incuse square, irregular. See C. T. Seltman, op. c., Pl. IV, 
7; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. I, 45. All very rare and very fine. 5 

18 0 O 378* —— —— B.C. 555-546 B.C. (C.T.S., The Imperial Mint in 
Paeonia). Time of Peisistratus. Archaic Tetradrachm (260.1 
grs., 16.85 gr.). Head of Athena r. wearing close-fitting 
Athenian helmet with neck-piece; crest adorned with chev- 
rons dotted; vev. owl to r., head facing, legs close together, 
head large, eyes small; to r., [A] @ E; incuse square. 
Seltman, op. c., p. 168, 96; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 3, 19 (said 
to be 594-560 B.C.). Very fine for this very archaic speci- 
men; obverse surface somewhat pitted. 1 

54 0 0 879* —— —— 506-490 B.C. (C.T.S.: The Imperial Mint). Archaic 
Tetradrachm (249.3 grs., 16.15 gr.). Helmeted head of 
Athena r., eye full, hair indicated by dotted lines over fore- 
head, ear-ring of © shape; the helmet crest is seen in full, 
ornamented with dots between chevrons; rev. similar, owl 
smaller and better proportioned, body plumage indicated 
with dots; to 1., olive-spray; to r., [A] @E; incuse square. 
Of very good archaic style, with a very fine and sharp ob- 
verse; reverse somewhat blurred. Seltman, op. c., p. 201, 

349 var.; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 5, obv. 1, rev. 2 (said to be 
of Second Tyranny of Peisistratus). 1 

65 0 0  380* —— Same date. Tetradrachm (264.6 grs., 17.15 gr.). 
Similar, but hair indicated by line ending in dots; legend to 
r., on vev. A @ E, Seltman, op. c., p. 205, obv. A. 264, rev. 

P. 338; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 4, 24 (said to be of First 
Tyranny of Peisistratus). Of very good archaic style, and 

very fine obverse, rev. unusually sharp and well struck; a 

desirable piece, 1 
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381* —— —— Same date. Tetradrachm (255.6 grs., 16.56 gr.). 
Similar, with broad helmet support and crest; on rev. spray 
of olive spreading. Seltman, op. c., p. 205, obv., A. 259, 
rev. P. 339; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 5, 21 (this obverse die). 
Very fine and rare. 

382 —— B.C. 480-429. Tetradrachm of usual type; eye still 
facing, head small; the helmet adorned with three upright 
olive-leaves and a floral ornament; circular ear-ring; deline- 
ated crest showing; rev. owl r., head facing, bigger, with 
large eyes; to r., A@E; to 1., olive-spray with two leaves 
and berry, and crescent; incuse square. Svoronos, op. C., 
Pl. II, 18. Archaic Drachm (65.3 grs., 4.23 gr.). 490-480 
B.C. Similar. Seltman, op. c., Pl. XXII, ®®. Obol (11.5 
gers., 0.75 gr.). 514-490. Hippias and after. Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. 7, 45; Seltman, op, c., Pl. XXII, II. The three very fine 
and archaic; last two rare. 

383* —_ As above. Tetradrachm (263.1 grs., 17.05 gr.). Simi- 
lar to preceding Tetradrachms, with hair arranged in two 
waves over forehead and temple, and long crest. Svoronos, 
op. c., Pl. 11, 16. An extremely fine and pleasing specimen, 
struck on large flan. 

384. —— Same date. Tetradrachms (2). As last. One almost 
extremely fine, the other very fine. 

385 459-430 B.C. Tetradrachms (2). Of similar type, 
with an archaic style still. And a Drachm (62.9 grs., 4.08 
gr.). 459-449 B.C. Of usual type, with long crest showing 
in full. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 9, 24. All very fine, the last rare. 

386* —— 430-421 B.C. Tetradrachm (264.7 grs., 17.15 gr.). 
Of similar style, but later in date. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 18, 
18. Extremely fine and attractive. 

oo) == Tetradrachms (2). Similar. Both very fine. One as 
Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 13, 17. 

388 —— —— Tetradrachms (2). Similar. Suvoronos. op. c., Pl. 14, 
1, and Pl. 14, 22. Very fine. 

389 —— —— 421-407 B.C. Tetradrachms (2), similar, but later in 
style. Both very fine, one has been cleaned with acid. 
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200 Late Fifth and first half of Fourth Century B.C. Tetra- 

cee (2), similar. The first extremely fine, the other very 
ine. 

391 —— Second half of Fifth Century B.C. Drachm of archaic 
style (66 grs., 4.27 gr.). Usual type. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 
13, 25 to 29. 430-415 B.C. Half Drachm (29.1 grs., 1.89 gr.). 
Similar, ev. owl standing facing between two twigs of olive 
with leaves and berry; around, A @ 4. Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. 13, 31. 459-449 B.C. Obol (10.7 grs., 0.69 gr.). Usual 
type; on rev. one olive-leaf and berry to 1. Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. 9, 35. And Hemiobol (4.9 grs., 0.32 gr.). Svoronos, op. 
c., Pl. 9, 47. And another. similar. All very fine and very 
rare. 

392 ——- —— Same date. Half Drachm, as above. Trihemiobol, of 
same type. 449-429 B.C. Suvoronos, op. c., Plate 11, 39. Also 
an Obol, of type as in previous lot. Svoronos, op, c., Pl. 11, 
46. An Hemiobol (5.3 grs., 0.34 gr.). And another, of same 
type. All fine or very fine and rare. 

393 —— Imitations from Persia or Oxiana. c. 350 B.C. Tetra- 
drachms (2). Type as usual. One has a punch-mark on 
reverse; the other has a countermark on cheek of obverse, 
and also in field |. a floral branch. Compare B.M.C. Athens, 
Pl. VII, 4. Both very fine and rare. 

394 —— Athens. Late fifth and early fourth century B.C. Drachm, 
Hemidrachm, Obol, and two Hemiobols, of similar type. 
All fine or very fine and rare. 

395 —— —— Same date. A similar lot comprising Drachm (403- 
365 B.C.), as Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 17, 27; three Obols and 
two Hemiobols, one of Middle Fourth century B.C. All fine 
and rare. 

396 —— ——— Fourth Century B.C. A lot comprising a Triobol, an 
Obol, and four Hemiobols. All fine and rare. 

Middle Fourth Century to 297 B.C. Tetradrachms (2) 
of similar type, but poor style. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 20, 6 
and 9. Very fine. 

397 —— 

398 —— —— A similar lot, Tetradrachms (2). Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. 20, 27 and 25. Very fine; the first somewhat double- 
struck on obverse. 
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Another, of three Tetradrachms. Two very fine, one 
fine; one somewhat off-centre. 

Later Fourth Century. Similar, style cruder; one has 
sign on cheek. Tetradrachms (3). Very fine. 

Others (3), one with countermark on reverse. Two off- 
centre as usual in these late issues, but all very fine. Cm. as 
on Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 20, 29. 

—— Eastern Imitations of the Athenian Coinage. Third Century 
B.C. Tetradrachms (2), and Drachm of style of Fourth Cen- 
tury. One Tetradrachm very fine, the other pieces fine. 

Another lot, similar, with two Tetradrachms, and 

one Triobol of type of reverse owl facing between two sprays 
of olive. All fine. 

—— Athens. Fifth to Fourth Century A.D. A lot comprising 
Drachm, Triobols (2), Tritartemorion or 3 Obol, of type 
head of Athena r., vev. three crescents forming circle within 
which A . Babelon, Traité, Tome III, Pl. CLXXXVIII, 

E © 
17); Obol, of type four crescents back to back and A@E 
(Babelon, op. c., Pl. CLXXXVIII, 16); Pentachalcon, with 
reverse owl facing (Babelon, op. c., Pl. CLXXXVIII, 13); 

and Trihemitartemorion (4 grs., .26 gr.), with reverse cala- 
thos (Babelon, op. c., Pl. CXCI, 26). All very fine and rare. 

405 —— —— Similar lot comprising Drachms (2), Triobol, Obol, all 

406 —— 

407 

of usual types; Obol and Tritemorion as described above; 
and Hemiobols (2) of usual type. All very fine and rare. 

Another lot with Drachms (2), Obols (4) and Tritar- 
temoria (2). Very fine and some rare. 

—— ‘‘New Style’? Series. B.C. 229-197. Tetradrachm 
(257.7 grs., 16.70 gr.). Head of Athena Parthenos r. in close- 
fitting helmet with triple crest, adorned in front with fore- 
part of four horses r., on side with griffin to r., and on the 
back floral scroll; rev. owl with closed wings, standing facing 
on amphora which lies on its side to r.; above, A OE, in 
field 1., monogram and AQ; in field r., AYIA and forepart 
of horse r.; below, TI; on amphora, E; the whole within 
olive-wreath. Svoronos, Les Monnaies d’Athénes, Pl. 38, 4 
(slight variation). Another (259.7 grs., 16.83 gr.). Similar; 
on vev. A @E; on either side, monogram; in field 1., large 
fly; on amphora, MI (?). Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 37, 7. Both 
very fine. 
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408 —— —— B.C, 196-87 (third period). Tetradrachm (256.3 grs., 
16.61 gr.). Same type; with A @E and three magistrates’ 
names: KAPATX, EPVOKAE and AION; in field r., prow 
of galley; on amphora, A; below, ME. Svoronos, OP. C., 
Pl. 54, 28. Another (241.3 grs., 15.64 gr.), Similar, but of 
cruder style; above, A @E; magistrates AQSI@EOS, 
XAPIAX and @A; below, YO; on amphora, H; in field r., 
Tyche holding sceptre and cornucopiae. Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. 63, 10; Lockett Coll., 1940. Both very fine. 

409* —— —— Same date. Tetradrachm (258.3 grs., 16.74 gr.). Same 
type, with A @E, and magistrates’ names MIKION, 
EYPYKAE and AHMO; below, ME; on amphora, @; in 
field r., two naked male figures (the Dioscuri?) to 1., one 
holding patera, the other spear. B.M.C., Attica, p. 66, 463; 
Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 55, 23 (this, illustrated). Another 
(261.3 grs., 16.93 gr.). Similar, with A @E, and magis- 
trates \EY KIOX and ANTIKPATHS; below, AT; in field 
r., Artemis running |. holding two torches, and Demeter 
facing carrying torch. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XIII, 3; Svoronos, 
op. c., Pl. 73, 15. The first almost EF, the second VF. 

410 ——— —— Same date. Tetradrachm (225 grs., 14.58 gr.). Same 
type; with A ©@E, MIKION, EYPYKAE and APEXTOS; 
below, SI; in field r., the two Dioscuri as above; on 
amphora, K (?). B.M.C., op. c., p. 67, 466; Svoronos, op. 
c., Pl. 55, 25 variant. This specimen very fine, but plated. 
Another (247.7 grs., 16.05 gr.). Similar, with A @E, and 
magistrates NIKHTH, AIONYSIOX and ZENO; in field 
r., gorgon-head facing; below, ~%O; on amphora, K. 
Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 66, 16. Very fine. 

411* ———- ——— Same date. Tetradrachm (241.7 grs., 15.66 gr.). Same 

412 

type as first coin in previous lot; in ex., &. Lower part of 
obverse, at the edge, broken, showing the bronze core. Very 
fine, but plated. B.M.C., op. c., p. 67, 467. Another (241.8 
grs., 15.67 gr.). Similar; on either side of owl, a monogram; 
no A @E; on amphora, A. B.M.C., op. c., p. 77, 519; 
Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 78, 12; Lockett Coll., No. 1943. Both 
very fine, the second illustrated. 

229-197 B.C. Drachm of types as above, in field r., 
ear of barley. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 34, 12. 196-187 B.C. 
Another, with ‘A AY and EXE; in field r., head of Helios 
facing. B.M.C., op. c., p. 48, 354; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 40, 
21. 187-87 B.C. Another, with AIOV, IIO> and EXTI; 
in field 1., figure of Demeter. See Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 46, 
2 and 12. Another, with IOAYX, NIK and AION; in field 
l., caduceus. See Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 49, 27. All very fine 
and scarce, 
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413* —— Aegina. 650-600 B.C. Stater (190.7 grs., 12.86 gr.). Sea- 
tortoise; in the middle of the shell, a row of dots, seven in 
number; vev. deep incuse square, divided into eight triangles, 
the divisions not well defined. N.V.M. 24, The Coinage of 
Aegina, Pl. I, 1; Babelon, Traité, Tome I, Pl. XXIX, 4. 
One of the first issues of these ‘‘tortoises’’. Extremely fine, 
and rare thus, 

414* ___. ____ §50-480 B.C. Stater (191.4 grs., 12.4 gr.). Similar, 

415* 

416 —— 

417 

418* —_ 

but only five dots on shell; at top, on either side, one dot; 

rev. the incuse square is very shallow and divided by broad 
bands into five compartments. N.N.M. 24, op. c., Pl. I, 14; 
Babelon, op. c., Pl. XXX, 17. Extremely fine. 

Another, similar (189.5 grs:, 12.28 gr.); the bands on 
reverse are not so broad. N.N.M. 24, op. c., Pl. I, 15. Very 
fine. 

650-600 B.C. Obol of first type of issue with irregular 
incuse reverse. Babelon, op. c., Pl. XXIX, 10; B.M.C., 
Attica, Pl. XXIII, 12. 550-480 B.C. Drachm, similar, with 
dots and incuse of five compartments. Babelon, op. c., Pl. 
XXX, 13, Obol, of same type. Babelon, op. c., Pl. XXX, 
7; B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXIV, 6. Another Obol (13.3 
grs., 0.86 gr.), similar, with smooth carapace, but same 
reverse. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, Vol. II, Pl. 218, 
5. And a Trihemi-Tartemorion (5.2 grs., 0.34 gr.), of similar 
type, dots down shell. Babelon, op. c., Pl. XXX, 11. All 
very fine and scarce. 

A similar lot containing Drachm, Hemi-Obol and 
Trihemi-Tartemorion as described above. c. 456-431 B.C. 
Triobol. Sea-turtle with the structure of shell shown; rev. 
incuse divided in five compartments by broad bands. 
Babelon, op. c., Pl. CXCIV, 16; N.N.M. 24, Pl. II, 8. And 
forgery of a Triobol. All fine and scarce. 

480-456 B.C. Stater (190.3 grs., 12.33 gr.). Land- 
tortoise, the shell is divided regularly into thirteen compart- 
ments or plates; vev. incuse square divided into five com- 
partments. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXIV, 12; Babelon, Traité, 
op. c., Pl. CXCIV, 19; N.N.M. 24, Pl. II, 14. An extreme- 
ly fine piece of this rare type. 

or 
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——- —— Same period. Obol (12.8 grs., 0.83 gr. Similar to 
previous coin, but shell not so regularly divided. Babelon, 
Traité, op. c., Pl. CXCIV, 23; Lockett Coll., No. 1989. 
Another, similar, but in field r. of obverse, A . V.N.M. 24, 
Pl. II, 11. 456-431 B.C. Triobol (38.6 grs., 2.50 gr.). Of 
similar type; no letter. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, 
Pl. 213, 14. And Obol (11.4 grs., 0.74 gr.), with A I on 
obv., and A I on rev. B.M.C., op. c., p. 142, 199. All 
very fine. 

CORINTHIA. Corinth. 620-540 B.C. Stater (129.2 grs., 8.37 
gr.). Period 584-550 B.C. Pegasos, bridled, with curled 
wing, flying r., head lowered; below, 9 ; rev. mcuse square 

of small size, divided into four square compartments, of 
swastika pattern. O. Ravel, “‘Les Poulains de Corinthe’’, 
Pl. VI, 80; B.M.C., Corinth, Pl. I, 5. Obverse slightly 
double-struck,; rev, has punch-mark. Very fine for this early 
type, rare. 

ood 549-510 B.C. Stater (129 grs., 8.36 gr.). Similar ob- 
verse; vev. deep incuse square with linear square, within 
which head of Athena |., wearing Corinthian helmet, hair in 
long queue falling down neck. Ravel, op. c., Pl. VIII, 114 
(this coin). Previously in the Leningrad (Ermitage) Cabinet. 
Of fine archaic style, very fine state of preservation, and rare. 

509-480 B.C. Stater (133.2 grs., 8.63 gr.). Same ob- 
verse as preceding; vev. similar head of Athena, but to r.; 
hair undulated on temple, the hair in queue indicated by 
dots; within shallow incuse square. Ravel, op. c., Pl. XII, 
185 (same dies). Lovely archaic style; pronounced smile on 
Athena’s face. Very fine to extremely fine. 

620-540 B.C. Drachm (41.7 grs., 2.70 gr.). Type of 
first Stater described above, reverse of regular swastika pat- 
tern. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. I, 9 variant. Obol (6.6 grs., 0.48 
gr.), of same type. Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. XXXVI, 16. 
Hemi-Drachm (22.3 grs., 1.45 gr.). Forepart of Pegasos 
flying 1., curled wings, below9 . B.M.C., op. c., Pl. I ,10; 

Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. XXXVI, 12. B.C. 540-4380. 
Hemi-Drachm (19.3 grs., 1.25 gr.). Forepart of Pegasos r.; 
rev. shallow incuse square within which archaic head of 
Aphrodite 1. Variant unpublished, Trihemiobol (10.3 grs., 
0.67 gr.). Pegasos flying 1.; below, 9 ; rev. Gorgon head 
facing within incuse square. Danish Sylloge, op. c., Corinth, 
Pl. I, 31. First and last almost EF, others F to VF. All very 
rare, 
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4047 — B.C. 386-307. Stater (131.8 grs., 8.54 gr.). Pegasos 

flying to 1.; below, 9 ., rev. head of Athena l. in Corinthian 

helmet with neckpiece, adorned with laurel-wreath; behind, 
aegis with head of Medusa; below, A P . B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 26, 258; Pl. XT, 4; Ravel, of. ¢., 1009a, Pl. LX. Ex- 
tremely fine and very good style. 

425 —— 415-387 B.C. Stater. Similar; no laurel-wreath, no 
symbol; but to r., letter II, very small. Ravel, op. c., 414, 

Pl. XXVIII. Very fine and rare. B.C. 386-307. Another, 
similar, but the two wings of Pegasos are showing, and are 
much higher; on rev. symbol to r., Thyrsos bound with 
fillet; below chin, I. B.M.C., op. c., p. 30, 279; Ravel, 
op. c., 1025b, Pl. LXII. Very fine. 

B.C. 387-307. Stater. Similar to preceding coin; on 
rev. to r., owl facing; below chin of Athena, I. B.M.C., op. 
e.; p. 18, 180; Ravel, op. c., 1031A, Pl. LAI. Another, 
of same type; one wing only showing; on rev. in field r., 
astragalos; below chin, A. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. IX, 5; Ravel, 
op. c., 1089b, Pl. LXIV. Both very fine. 

B.C. 886-307. Stater (131.4 grs., 8.51 gr.). Similar 
to last coin, with 9 ; usual type, wih to r., E and bow. 
BM C., 0p.¢., p85, 828; Ravel,.op. ¢:, 994, Pl. LEX; 
Lockett Coll., No. 2071. A beautiful specimen, of very attrac- 
tive style. Almost F.D.C. 

B.C. 350-338. Drachm. Pegasos flying 1.; below, 9 ; 

vev. head of Fountain Nymph Peirene (or Aphrodite) 1., 
hair bound with ribbon, partly in saccos, ends loose; behind, 
A. Type of Lockett Coll., No. 2123; see B.M.C., op. c., Pl. 
IX, 10 and 12. Another, similar, with hair of Nymph in 
saccos completely, ends curly, falling down neck; in front, 
A. Danish Sylloge, Pl. 2, 90. Leucas. 480-400 B.C. Trihemi- 
obol. Pegasos with pointed wing flying 1.; below, A; rev. 
Gorgon head facing, mouth closed. B.M.C., op. c., p. 137, 
140; Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 8, 334. First and last EF, 
the other VF. 

429* COLONIES OF CORINTH. Anactorium. c. B.C. 350-300. 
Stater (130.2 grs., 8.44 gr.). Pegasos with pointed wing fly- 
ing r.; below, A’; rev. head of Athena r. wearing leather cap 
and Corinthian helmet; in field 1., tripod within wreath and 
A. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXII, 3; Lockett Coll., No. 2265. 
Extremely fine and sharp, illustrated. Another (132 grs., 
8.55 gr.). Similar, but Pegasos flying 1., and head of Athena 
1. also; in field r., A’ and omphalos. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. 
XXXII, 6; Lockett Coll., No. 2261. Almost extremely fine. 
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4 0 @  430* —— Argos Amphilochicum. c, B.C, 350-270. Stater (127.7 grs., 
8.27 gr.). Same types; on obverse, below Pegasos to 1., A; 
on rev., above head of Athena looking 1., APIEI; in field 
r., crested helmet. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXIII, 6; Lockett 
Coll., No. 2278. Extremely fine and illustrated. Leucas. 
330-250 B.C. Stater (127.3 grs., 8.25 gr.). Similar; Pegasos 
to l., the two wings showing; below, A; rev. similar, type 1.; 
in field r., mast with wreath; and A; below, A’. B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 133, 100. Very fine, 2 

SOUTHERN GREECE AND CRETE 

3.10 0 431 ACHATIA. The Achaean League. Aegium. B.C. 280-146. 
} Drachm. Head of Zeus r., laur.; in field 1., AIMTEoN; 
vev. X , around which API / TO / AA / MOC; the whole 

within laurel-wreath. B.M.C., Peloponnesus, P|. 1, 6; S. W. 
Grose, Fitzwiliam Museum, p. 411, 6368; Pl. 221, 20. Elis. 
§ Drachm. Head of Zeus r., laur.; rev. X with three 

monograms around, incl. FA, within laurel-wreath. S. W. 
Grose, op. c., Pl. 224, 15. Tegea. $ Drachm, similar; rev. 
x and TE . Lockett Coll., No. 2380; B.M.C., op. c., 

Pl. II, 12. Patrae. } Drachm. Head of Aphrodite r. wearing 
stephane; rev. AA / MACIAC / , monogram within olive- 
wreath. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. V, 5; Lockett Coll., No. 2848. 
All very fine. 4 

10 10 9  432* PELOPONNESUS. Sicyon. B.C. 400-300. Stater (188.8 grs., 
12.23 gr.). Chimaera walking 1., r. forepaw raised; above, 
r., wreath; below, XE; rev. dove flying |.; in front, I; the 
whole within olive-wreath. Babelon, Traité, Tome III, P|. 
CCXX, 12; Lockett Coll., No. 2326. Almost extremely fine. 1 

310 O 433* —— -~-— Drachm of aeginetic standard (90.1 grs., 5.84 gr.). 
Similar to preceding coin, without the wreath. Babelon, op. 
c., Pl. CCXXI, 3; S. W. Grose, op. c., Pl. 219, 5. Obol (13.9 

grs., 0.90 gr.). Dove alighting r.; rev. dove flying r. B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 46, 129 (this a variant with no letter). The first 
EF and illustrated, the other VF, 2 
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Same date. Hemi-Drachm. Usual type |.; below, SE; 
rev. dove flying 1.; behind, <. B.M.C., op. c., p. 42, 74; 
Lockett Coll., No, 2336. Another, with SI, and pellet instead 
of< B.M.C., op. c., p. 46, 124; Lockett Coll., No. 2341. 
B.C. 250-146. Hemidrachm. Dove flying r.; rev. = sur- 
rounded by magistrate’s name, OAYM / II A / AAX. 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 52, 197; S. W. Grose, op. c., Pl. 220, 8. 
Another, with dove flying 1. and magistrate [ENO / TI / 
MOX. Unpublished (2). All very fine and scarce. 

435* ELIS. Elis-Olympia. c. B.C. 471-452. Stater (183.7 grs., 11.90 

436* —_ 

gr.). Eagle flying r. horizontally, wings outstretched, one 
shown above, the other beneath, the body; fan-like tail; 
holding in its claws hare upside-down; three circular counter- 
marks in field; rev. Nike wearing long chiton walking briskly 
to l., wings facing; in her right hand extended, she holds 
wreath, 1. hand on chiton; in field, F A ; the whole within 
incuse circle. Seltman, Temple Coins of Olympia, 60 var.; 
Pl. II, AK/ar variant; B.M.C., op. c., Pl. X, 9, variant of 
dies. Of great rarity, and of best severe style. Very fine. 

c. 421-385 B.C. Stater (182.1 grs., 11.80 gr.). Head 
of Hera r., in good relief, large, hair short and curly hiding 
the ear, wearing high stephanos, adorned with two double 
lilies between palmettes; vev. thunderbolt with wave flame- 
lines at either end; in field, F A ; the whole within wreath 
of wild olive. Seliman, op. c., 288; Pl. X, EO / Oe; S. W. 
Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, P|. 277, 4. A very fine specimen 
of very good severe style. 

437* —__ —— c. B.C. 363-323. Stater (185.5 grs., 12.05 gr.). Similar 
head of Hera r., but of more mature style and lower relief; 
locks of hair on cheek and down neck; pendant earring; on 
stephanos, three palmettes; below, [F] A; rev. eagle stand- 
ing r., head turned back, wings open, within wreath of wild 
olive tied below; shallow incuse square. Seliman, op. c., 329; 
Pl. XI, FC / iu variant. A very attractive and very fine piece. 1 

438* ——_ —— Same date. Stater (185 grs., 11.98 gr.). Head of Hera 
r.; hair waved, one lock falling down cheek; the stephanos 
is a narrow band and is inscribed FAAEION [first three 
letters erased |; triple-pendant earring; on either side, below, 
F A ; rev. eagle standing 1., head r., wings open, on rock 
(oval object?), within wreath of wild olive; shallow incuse 
square. Seltman, op. c., 344; Pl. XI, FG/iv; S. W. Grose, 
Fitzwiliam Museum, Pl. 227, 10. Almost extremely fine for 
this very pleasing specimen, obverse a little off centre. 
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439* —__ —_ B.C. 323-300. Hemi-Drachm. Head of Zeus r. laur.: 
rev. thunderbolt and F A_ within olive-wreath. B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. XV, 12; Babelon, op. c., Pl. CCXXXV, 8. 
B.C. 191 and later. Reduced Drachm (71.7 grs., 4.65 gr.). 
Eagle r., wings raised, grasping in its claws running hare; 
rev. thunderbolt with volutes and filleted wings; in field, 
F A . Seltman, op. c., Pl. VIII, 34; p. 74; Lockett Coll., 
No. 2448. The first VF; this, as struck and illustrated. 
CEPHALLENIA. Cranium. Before B.C. 431. Hemidrachm. 
Ram standing |.; above, KPANI blurred; rev. bow and 
4 R A in incuse square. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XVI, 11. 

Obol. Ram’s head r.; rev. ram's hoof r.; in field, KP V 
S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, op. c., Pl. 228, 9. Both 
fine and very rare. 

440* MESSENIA. Corone. B.C. 220-182. Aeginetic Hemidrachm 

44] 

442 

(35.6 grs., 2.31 gr.). Head of Pallas r. in crested Corinthian 
helmet; vev. bunch of grapes on tendril; around, K OP ; 
below, H ; all in ivy-wreath. Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 10, 
533. Extremely fine and rare. LACONIA, Lacedaemon. 
250-146 B.C. Tetrobol (37.4 grs., 2.42 gr.). Head of 
Herakles r., bearded and laur.; rev. tall amphora between 
caps of the Dioscuri surmounted by stars; to r., above and 
below, A and A; in field 1., A. See B.M.C., op. c., p. 122, 
6 to 10, variant. Very fine and rare. Both illustrated. 

ARGOLIS. Argos. c. 468-421 B.C. Triobol. Forepart of wolf |. 
at bay; below, XO; rev. A in shallow incuse; below, pellet. 

Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 1, 6; B.M.C., op. c., p. 187, 16. 
Obol (13.5 grs., 0.87 gr.). Head of wolf 1.; vev. as above; 

but below,[T]. Cf. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXVII, 5. Rare, 
unpublished. Tetrobol. 343 B.C. - 2nd Century B.C. Fore- 
part of wolf 1., at bay; rev. incuse square within which A, 
magistrate’s name I E and eagle r. on thunderbolt. B.M.C., 

Pa 
No X 

op. c., p. 145, 114. The first two fine; the last EF. 

Same dates. Tetrobols (4). Forepart of wolf 1., at bay; 
rev. A, and A P and crescent, within incuse square. B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 141, 60. Another, similar, with on obverse, © 
above wolf, and on reverse A E and eagle standing r. on 
harpa. B.M.C., op. c., p. 141, 61. Another, similar, no letter; 
on rev. E III and star. Cf. B.M.C., op. c., p. 145, 118 

KP A 
TE O22 

(type r.), Another, Forepart of wolf r. at bay; rev., within 
incuse square, A and & A . Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 1, 

HNO 
53. All very fine. 
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443 —— Epidaurus. B.C. 370-323. Hemi-Drachm. Head of Askle- 
—_ 

pios r., laur. and bearded; rev. monogram EII within laurel- 
wreath. Babelon, Traité, Tome III, Pl. CCXVI, 11; B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. XXIX, 11. Very fine and rave. ARCADIA. The 
Arcadian League. 370-280 B.C. Hemidrachm. Head of Zeus 
l., laur., of coarse style; behind, I ; rev. Pan naked seated 

a 
|. on rock, holding in |. lagobolon; in front, ARK; tor., I. 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXII, 11. Another, similar, but of 
better style, and with A A in field of reverse, and in front, 
small eagle flying 1. B.M.C., op. c., p. 176, 78. Megalopolis. 
234-146 B.C. Similar to preceding coin, with eagle |., but 
in front, monogram; behind, MEI". Danish Sylloge, op. c., 
Pl. 5, 259. All VF to BP. 

444* ARCADIA. The Arcadian League. Heraea. 480-417 B.C. Obol. 
Zeus Aphesios seated |. on throne, holding sceptre and eagle; 
rev. head of Artemis r. bound with fillet; around, [ARKA] 
AIKON; within incuse square. See B.M.C., op. c., PI. 
XXXII, 2. Cleitor. 362-300 B.C. Hemi-Drachm. Head of 
Helios radiate, facing; vev. bull butting r., 1. foreleg raised, 
on exergual line; above, KAH. For type, see B.M.C., op. c., 
Pl. XXXIII, 10 and 11, but no symbol. Unpublished (°). 
Very fine and very rare. Illustrated. Uncertain of Pelopon- 
nesus. 471-400 B.C. Tetartemorion. Head of Apollo, full- 

face; rev. TE in incuse square, B.U.G.,.0p..c., Pl, XXXVI, 

25. Two fine and rare. 

445* CRETE. Cnossos. 431-350.B.C. Stater (169.5 grs., 10.98 gr.). 

446* 

Female head r. (nymph Ariadne ?) (Demeter or Perse- 
phone ?), hair rolled and bound with corn-wreath, earring 
pendant; below cut of neck, in very small letters, K N ; 
vev, labyrinth of Meander pattern turning r.; in centre, five 

pellets; on the outside, four small incuse square; the whole 
within circular incuse. Svoronos, Les Monnaies de la Créte 
Ancienne, p. 71, 46; Babelon, Traité, Tome III, P|. CCL, 2. 
Small cut on edge, not damaging the type. A very fine and 
very attractive piece; of great interest.. Unusually good 
condition, 

—— 350-300 B.C. Drachm (77.9 grs., 5.05 gr.). Head of 
the Hera of Argos |., wearing stephanos, earring and neck- 
lace, hair flowing; vev. square labyrinth; below KNONI; 
on either side, A P . Suoronos, Créie, op. c., Pl. VI, 7; 
B.M.C., Crete, Pl. 5, 12; Lockett Coll., No. 2589. Obverse 
a little off-centre and ill-struck, but labyrinth very well 
struck-up. Very fine and rare, 

6 10 () 
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447 ——- Cydonia. 360-300 B.C. Tritemiobol (21.7 grs., 1.41 gr.). 
Head of young Satyr (Pan ?) 1., horned; rev. hound seated 
r. on exergual line; above, KY. Svoronos, Créte, op. c., Pl. 
IX, 9; Lockett Coll , No. 2550. Probably over-struck. Very 
fine and rare. Also an Obol of the Aeginetan type, minted in 
Cydonia (44.5 grs., 2.88 gr.). Sea-tortoise; vev., incuse 
square, divided in five irregular compartments; in one of 
them, crescent; in another, spear-head. Fine, but very rare. 
See Lockett Coll., No. 2638. 

448* --— Gortyna. 430-300 B.C. Aeginetic Stater (179 grs., 11.6 
gr.). Europa, wearing peplos, seated in tree r.; her right 
hand rests on branch, her left supports head, in attitude of 
mourning; all around her, branches; rev. bull standing r., 
head turned to 1. to look back, r. hind-leg raised. See 
Suoronos, Créte, op. c., Pl. XIV, 13 (obverse only), and 
Babelon, Traité, Tome III, Pl. CCLIII, 8 (obverse only): 
Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 9, 442 (probably same dies as 
this). A very interesting coin, very well struck and sharp, 
almost extremely fine; very rare. 

449* —— Itanus. 376-360 B.C. Aeginetic Drachm (84.7 grs., 5.49 

450* —— Lyttus. c. 400-350 B.C. Diachm (86.7 grs., 5.62 er.) 

gr.). Head of Athena 1. in crested Athenian helmet, of very 
fine style; rev. eagle standing 1. looking back; in front, 
ITAN [ION]; the whole within deep incuse square. 
Babelon, Traité, op. c., Tome III, Pl. CCXLIV, 18; 
Svoronos, Créte, op. c., Pl. XIX, 12. Very fine and very 
rare, And Obol (12 grs., 0.78 gr.). Similar obverse; rev. 
star of eight rays. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XIII, 8; Babelon, 
Traité, op. c., Pl. CCXLIV, 20. Fine and rare. The first 
illustrated. 

Eagle flying |.; vev. incuse square vith dotted border within 
which boar’s head r.; above, AVTT3? ©/N. Svoronos, 
Créte, op. c., Pl. XXI, 18; Lockett Coll., No. 2581. Triobol 
(42.4 grs., 2.75 gr.), Similar to preceding, with retrograde 
legend WOITVA. Svoronos, Créte, Pl. XXI, 9; B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. XIV, 5. Both very fine and very rare. The first 
illustrated. 

451* —— Phaestos. 400 360 B.C. Aeginetic Stater (173.2 grs., 11.22 
gr.). Young Herakles standing facing, naked, holding club, 
strung bow and lion’s skin; to 1., large coiled serpent, erect, 
springs up before Herakles; to r., tree with branches, the tree 
of the garden of the Euesperides; rev. bull walking to 1. tied 
to a double rope; the whole within wreath of laurel-leaves 
and berries. Babelon, Traité, Tome Ili, Pl. CCLV, 12 
(same dies); Svoronos, Crete, op. c., obv. Pl. XXIII, 8; rev. 
Pl, XXIII, 14. Coarse style, but very fine and rare. 
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45z* THE AEGAEAN ISLANDS. Paros. 550-500 B.C. Drachm 20 0 0 
(91.8 grs., 5.95 gr.). He-goat kneeling r. on r. foreleg; rev 
quadripartite incuse square of regular shape. Lockett Coll., 
No. 2622; Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 15, 715. For the attn- 
bution, see Numismatic Chronicle, 1926, p. 146 ff. An ex- 
tremely fine piece for this early issue. Rare. I 

453* __—_ —— Another (93.7 grs., 6.07 gr.). Similar, quadripartite 710 0 
incuse square more irregular. Almost extremely fine and 
rare. I 

454* —— Thera (or Megara’). 600-500 B.C. Aeginetic Stater (185.5 a0 0 
gts., 12.02 gr.). Two dolphins, one above the other, swim- 
ming in opposite directions; vev. incuse square divided into 
eight regular triangles; three of them very deep. Babelon, 
Traité, Tome I, Pl. LXII, 17; Lockett Coll., No. 2682 (both 
of same dtes). Very fine for thts very early issue. Very rare. 1 

END OF SECOND DAY'S SALE 
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ASIA MINOR 

Lot 

455 BOSPHORUS. Colchis. Fourth Century B.C. Hemi-Drachm. 
Archaizing female head r., laur., hair, indicated by lines, 
falling down neck; within circle; rev. bull’s head r. with cir- 
cular depression. B.M.C., Pontus, Paphlagonia, Bithynia 
and Bosphorus, Pl. I, 9. Another, similar. B.M.C., op. c., 
Pl. I, 10; Lockett Coll., No. 2641. Both very fine and rare. 
PONTUS. Amisus. 400-360 B.C. Drachm. Female head r. 
(the Tyche of the City ?) wearing turreted stephanos, hair 
rolled; rev. owl facing standing, wings open, on shield; below, 
ITEIPA; in field, H I‘H and pomegranate, Variety not in 
Traté, Babelon, Tome II; cf. No. 2953. Reverse off centre, 
but very fine. 

4 0 0 

70 0 0 456* KINGDOM OF PONTUS AND BOSPHORUS. Mithradates 
the Great. B.C. 121-63. Tetradrachm (256 grs., 16.60 gr.). 
Head of Mithradates Eupator r., unbearded, with long curly 
hair, broad diadem the ends of which hang loose; rev. 
BAXSIAEQON/MI@PADATOoY /EYILAToPoS, in three lines 
above and below Pegasos drinking to l., r. foreleg raised; 
in field 1., star and crescent; in field r., monogram and date 
@X (=year 209) (89-88 B.C.); the whole within wreath of 
ivy-leaves and blossoms. Th. Reinach, Recueil Général, des 
Monnaies grecques d’Asie Mineure, p. 15, 15; Pl. II, 9. Of 
extremely good style, in superb condition, with a beautiful 
portrait. A desirable portrait coin, 

457* —— —— Another (257.8 grs., 16.71 gr.). Similar, but larger 
iy 0 0 head, with long curly hair flowing in the wind, and narrow 

diadem, almost hidden in hair; vev. similar, with star and 

crescent, and monogram, in field 1.; date EKS (year 225) 
(73-72 B.C.) in field r. above; stag feeding 1. Th. Reinach, 
Recueil, op. c., Pl. Ill, 4. Idealised portrait, of good stvle 
and in very good condition, 
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458* —— Dynasty of the Zenonides. Polemon II (38/9—64/5 A.D.) 4 0 0 
with Nero. BACIAEwaC/ TIOAEMuNOC, Diademed head 
of Polemon r.; rev. laur. head of Nero r.; around 

EloYC @I. Th. Reinach, Trai, of. c., Pi, IT, :21; 

B.M.C., op. c., p. 47, 6 var. Year 19 (= 56/57 A.D.). 
Very fine and rare. Another, similar, with EROYC K . 
(starting from 1. to r.). Year 20 (=57/58 A.D.). Th. 
Reinach, Traité, op. c., p. 24; B.M.C., op. c., Pl. X, 4, 
variant. Fine. KINGDOM OF BOSPHORUS. Rhescuporis 
V. A.D. 240-276. Potin. BACIAEwC PHCKoYIIoPIAOC. 
Bust of the king r. with long flowing hair; in front, trident; 
rev. bust of Gallienus r. radiate and diad.; in front, K; 
below B® (= year 562). Cf. B.M.C., op. c., p. 77, 6. 
Very fine and rare. Illustrated. 3 

459* PAPHLAGONIA. Amastris. c. 300 B.C. and later. Babylonian 710 0 
Stater (146.2 grs., 9.47 gr.). Head of Mithra r., wearing 

leather Phrygian cap laur, and adorned with star; rev. 
[Aj|MASTPIEQ[N]. Queen Amastris, as Cybele (or the 
Tyche of the City), seated 1. on throne with low back, 
holding small Nike Stephanophoros (no sceptre nor trident); 
in front, rose-bud. Th. Reinach, Traité, obv. Pl. XVIII, 5; 
vev. Pl. XVIII, 6; cf. Lockett Coll., No. 2648. Almost 
extremely fine and rare. 1 

460* —— Sinope. c. 500-453 B.C. Aeginetic Drachm (94.4 grs., 6.12 7 10 © 
egr.). Head of sea-eagle 1.; below, small dolphin to 1.; rev., 
quadripartite incuse square, with two squares in high relief, 
and two in low relief; in centre, two dots; granulations all 

over. Babelon, Trmté, Tome I, Pl. XVII, 4; Th. Reinach, 
Recueil, Pl. XXIV, 8. Archaic style. Very fine and rare. 
Illustrated. 333-306 B.C. Drachm. Head of Nymph Sinope 
l., hair rolled and in sphendone; rev. sea-eagle 1., wings 

raised, on dolphin |.; below, XINQ. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. 
XXII, 3. Hemi-Drachm. Same obverse; rev. eagle facing, 
head 1., wings open; in field, XI NO; to r., Pl’. B.M.C. 
op. ¢., Pl. XXII, 9; Th. Reimach, Traié, op. c., Pl. 
XXV, 23. The second fine, the third EF and attractive. 3 

461* — —— B.C.453-415. Drachm (90.6 grs., 5.87 gr.), Head of 610 0 
Nymph Sinope 1., as above; border of dots; rev. within 
incuse square, sea-eagle, wings raised, 1., on dolphin 1.; 
below XINQ. Th. Reinach, Recueil, Pl. XXIV, 13; Babelon, 
Traité, Tome III, Pl. CLXXXIV, 5. Almost extremely fine 
for this very rare and early type; finest style. j l 
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462* BITHYNIA. Chalcedon. 394-306 B.C. Rhodian Tetradrachm 

463 —— 

(231.8 grs., 15.02 gr.). Bull standing |. on ear of barley: 
above, KAAX; in front, monogram; vev. small quadri- 
partite incuse square, quarters granulated, within large 
circular depression. Babelon, Traité, Tome ay. Pi, 
CLXXXI, 26; Th. Reinach, Recueil, Pl. XLV, 28 (same 
obverse die). Unusually fine and very well struck, Very rare. 

B.C. 412-394. Persic Triobol (38.1 grs., 2.47 gr.) 
Same type, but, in front, caduceus; rev. incuse of mill-sail 
pattern, granulated. Th. Reinach, Recueil, Pl. XLV, 24: 
Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. CLXXXI, 19. B.C. 394-806, 
Rhodian Quarter-Stater (58.2 grs., 3.77 gr.). Same type, 
but, in front, caduceus and bee; rev, quartered incuse 
square, granulated. Th. Reinach, Recueil, Pl. XLVI, 4; 
Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. CLXXXII, 4. CIUS. 350-300 
B.C. Half-Drachm, Laur. head of Apollo r.; rev. prow 1.; 
above and below, magistrate’s name, IIOSEI / AQNIOY. 
Th. Reinach, Recueil, P|. XLIX, 16. QuarterDrachm. Same 
type, with IIPo= / ENoxd. Th. Reinach, Pl. XLIX, 24. 
And SINOPE. Half-Drachm of Third Cent. B.C. Head of 
Sinope |., turreted; rev. prow 1.; above, SIN and star; in field 
l., aplustre and HH. Th. Reinach, Recueil, cf. Pl. XXV, 28. 
All very fine. 

464* KINGS OF BITHYNIA. Prusias I (228-183 B.C.). Tetradrachm 
(263.1 grs., 17.05 gr.). Head of the King, r., diademed, 
ends flowing; rev. BASIAEQS/IIPOYS[IOY]. Zeus, clad 
in himation, standing 1., with 1. leaning on sceptre, holding 
in r. wreath; in field 1., inside, thunderbolt, ME; the other 
monogram erased, Th. Reinach, Recueil, Pl. XXIX, 10: 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXVII, 3. A very sharp portrait of 
good style; almost extremely fine; but rev. VF and somewhat 
scraped, 

465* ——~- Nicomedes II (149-120 B.C. [?]).-Tetradrachm (255.1 
grs., 16.53 gr.). Diademed head r.; rev. BAXIAEQN/ 
EILIPANoY /NIKoMHAoY. Type as on previous coin, 
but in inner field 1., eagle 1. standing on thunderbolt, and 
below it a monogram; at feet of Zeus, date H 9P (= year 

198 or 101/100 B.C.). Probably Nicomedes III, but the 
dates of reign are uncertain, An extremely nice portrait coin, 

vi 
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466* MYSIA., Parium. 500-400 B.C. Drachm (58.3 grs., 3.78 gr.). 

467 

Head of Gorgon facing, tongue sticking out; rev. incuse 

square, deep, irregularly divided into four compartments. 

Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 7, 256; B.M.C., Mysta, p. 94, 1. 
Of very good archaic style, almost extremely fine and very 
rare. Illustrated. Tetrobol, of 350-300 B.C. Cow standing 1. 
on exergual line, licking her flank; above and below af ; 

vev. head of Gorgoneion facing, surrounded by serpents. 
Lockett Coll., No, 2710. Extremely fine. 

350-300 B.C. Tetrobol. Similar to preceding coin, but 
@ above cow on obverse. Symbol unpublished (?). For type, 
see B.M.C., op. c., p. 96, 21 ff. Pergamum. B.C. 310-283. 
Diobol. Head of young Herakles r. in lion’s skin; rev. 
Palladium, or statue of Athena in fighting attitude, facing; 
to l., TIEPI'AM. Lockett Coll. No. 2714; B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 111, 8. Both extremely fine. 

468* KINGS OF PERGAMUM. Attalus I (241-197 B.C.). Tetra- 
drachm (260.5 grs., 16.88 gr.). Head of Philetaerus r., 
wearing laurel wreath with ties falling down neck; rev. 
Athena, draped, wearing crested helmet, seated 1., crowning 
with wreath in right hand King’s name; spear, bow and 
shield; to 1., PIAETAIPoY and ivy-leaf; in inner field 1., 

A. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXIV, 2; Danish Sylloge, op. c., 

Pl. 8, 335. Large flan; a beautiful portrait, very sharp; 
almost fleur-de-cotn., 

469* —— Attalus I or Eumenes II. Tetradrachm (259.3 grs., 16.80 
gr.). Very similar portrait r., with laurel-wreath and diadem 
entwined, one tie-end loose; vev. similar, but to 1., bunch of 
grapes, atid in mmer field 1., A . See B.M.C., op. c., Pi. 
XXIV, 3; Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 8, 336. Small round 
mcision on rev., low. Very fine, with a very sharp portrait. 

470* —— Eumenes II (197-159 B.C.). Tetradrachm (257.7 grs., 
16,70 gr.). Similar to preceding, laurel-wreath and diadem 
entwined, two tie-ends loose; on vev. to 1., bee, and in inner 
field 1., monogram, Lockett Coll., No. 2721; Danish Sylloge, 
op. c., Pl. 8, 337. Very good poprtrait, very fine. 

5 10 O 
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THE CISTOPHORI SERIES. Struck at Apamea. 133-67 B.C. 
Cistophorus (185.8 grs., 12.04 gr.). Cista Mystica with half- 
open lid, from which emerges a serpent, I.; all in wreath of 
ivy-leaves and berries; rev, two coiled serpents with tails 
entwined; between them, bow-case, ornamented with 
aplustre, with bow; to r., two crossed flutes: in field 1., 
AITA; above, ATTA/AoY/TIM. Pinder, Cistophoren, 
Pl. I, 3; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, tome III, Pl. 
307, 16. Extremely fine and rare. 

—— Struck at Ephesus. Same date. Cistophorus (187.2 grs., 
12.13 gr.). Similar to preceding; no flutes; in field 1., EDE: 
above, E (= year 129 B.C.). S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Pl, 279, 1. Very fine and rare. 

—— Struck at Pergamum. Same date. Cistophorus (195.2 ers., 

12.65 gr.). Similar; to r., thyrsos filleted: in field 1., TLE: 
above, monogram and AH. Pinder, Cistophoren, p. 563, 
106; Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 10, 416. Extremely fine, 
but obverse somewhat off flan. 

—— —— Cistophorus. Similar to preceding, with KP instead of 
AH. Pinder, Cistophoren, p. 563, 111. Another, similar, 
but fourré. Under C. Claudius Pulcher, Roman Proconsul 
(c. 106-104 B.C.). Same type, with thyrsos filleted to r.; 

in field 1., ITE; above, C. PULCHER/PRO . COS; below, 
EYAN@HS. Cf. Pinder, Cistophoren, p. 569, 184. The 
first very fine, the second fine and rare. 

—— —— Cistophorus (178 grs., 11.53 gr.). Usual type with 
e 

serpent-entwined thyrsos; to 1., ILE; above, ALL and mono- 
gram within wreath. Pinder, Cistophoren, p 563, 123; 
Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 10, 425. Struck at Tralles. 
Another (195.4 grs., 12.66 gr.). Similar; in field r., radiate 
head of Helios r.; in field 1., TPAA; above, star; below, 

monogram, B.M.C., Lydia, Pl. XLIV, 5. Both very fine, 
the second very rare. 

ISLANDS OF TROAS. Tenedos. 450-387 B.C. Drachm (53.3 
grs., 3.45 gr.). Janiform head, male to r. and female to l., 
of fine style; rev. double-axe around which TENE/AI/ON; 
to 1., bunch of grapes; to r., thymiaterion, within incuse 
square. Babelon, Traité, Tome II, Pl. CLXVI, 28. After 
B.C. 189, Drachm. Similar obverse, but male head 1. and 

female head r.; rev. double-axe; above, TENEAION; in 

field 1., bunch of grapes and monogram; in field r., Hermes 
standing |. holding caduceus; the whole within laurel-wreath. 
B.M.C., Troas., Pl. XVII, 14. Both very fine and rare. 
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After B.C. 189. Tetradrachm (253.7 grs., 16.44 gr.). 
Same type as preceding coin, high relief, but late style; 
rev. double-axe; above, TENEAIwN; in field 1., bunch of 

grapes and monogram TE; in field r., eagle standing to I.; 
the whole within olive-wreath. Countermark tol., @ . Un- 

published variety (2). Extremely fine and very rare; slight 
damage on obverse caused by countermark. 

478* AEOLIS. Cyme. After B.C. 190. Tetradrachm (255 grs., 16.52 
gr.). Head of Amazon Cyme r., of fine style, hair bound 
with ribbon, waved and curled, and gathered in bun at back 
of hair; rev. bridled horse walking to r., 1. foreleg raised on 
exergual line; in front KYMAION and one-handled vase; 
in ex., magistrate’s name, MHITPo@ANH>, B.M.C., 
Aeolis, Troas and Lesbos, p. 111, 74; S. W. Grose, Fitz- 
william Museum, Vol. III, Pl. 272, 15. Extremely fine and 
rare, very attractive, 

479* —— Myrina. Second Century B.C. Tetradrachm (249.6 grs., 
16.17 gr.). Head of Apollo of Grynium r., hair rolled, three 
formal locks falling down neck, with laurel-wreath of triple 
row of leaves, ends falling behind; vev. Apollo of Grynium 
standing r., holding patera and laurel-branch with fillets; 
in front, omphalos and amphora; in field 1., MYPINAION 
and monogram |Al_ . Lockett Coll., No. 2749. Lovely style. 
Extremely fine and rare. 

480* LESBOS. Probably Mytilene. 550-440 B.C. Billon Stater (171 

481 

grs., 11.08 gr.). Two calves’ heads facing one another; 
between them, an olive-tree; rev. small incuse square of 
uneven surface. Lumpy fabric. Babelon, Traité, Tome II, 
Pl. XV, 14; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, P|. 275, 2. 
Almost extremely fine. 

Same date. Obol. Head of Gorgoneion facing, tongue 
sticking out; vev. forepart of horse jumping r. within small 
incuse square. See for Gorgon’s head Babelon, Traité, Tome 
IT, Pl. XIV, 4. Trihemiobol (11.50 grs., 0.75 gr.). Similar 
to preceding, but of later style; rev. Pegasos flying r., in 
small incuse square with dotted border. Uncertain. Euboic 
Diobol (21.5 grs., 1.39 gr.). Two boars’ heads facing each 
other; vev. irregular incuse square. Babelon, Traité, Tome 

II, Pl. XIV, 11. $ Obol (4.4 grs., 0.29 gr.). Two human 
eyes facing; rev. quadripartite incuse square in form of tris- 
keles. B.M.C., Lesbos, Pl. XXX, 16. All very fine and very 
rare. 
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482 —— Methymna. c. 515-514 B.C. Tetrobol (42.2 grs., 2.73 gr.). 

483* IONIA. Ephesus. 258-202 B.C. Didrachm (97.2 ers., 6.30 gr.) 

484. —— 

485* 

Hoplites, carrying large round shield and spear, kneeling 
1. on r. knee; rev. horseman riding r. on forepart of horse 
galloping r., the whole within incuse square with dotted 
border. Babelon, Traité, Tome I, P|. XV, 22; B.M.C., op. 
c., Pl. XXXVI, 9. Very fine and very rare. IONIA. 
Ephesus. B.C. 412-394. Hemidrachm (24.1 grs., 1.56 er.). 
Bee flying, straight wings; on either side, E [P]; rev. in- 
cuse square divided into four compartments by broad lines; 
on one line, signature of magistrate (illegible). Type of 
Babelon, Traité, Tome II, Pl. CLII, 21. 390-302 B.C. 
Trihemiobol (14.7 grs., 2.95 gr.). Obverse as above; rev. 
two stags’ heads face to face; above, E ®. B.M.C., Ionia, 
Pl. IX, 9. Both very fine. 

Head of Artemis r., with stephane; at shoulder, bow and 
quiver; rev. forepart of kneeling stag r.; on either side, 
E ®; in field r., bee; in field 1., NIKIAS. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 60, 109. Very fine and rare. 

202-983 B.C. Drachm (62.8 grs., 4.07 gr.). Bee up- 
wards, wings open; on either side, E &; rev. stag standing 
r.; in background, date-palm tree; in field r., AHMHTPION. 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 61, 127. Another, similar, with magis- 
trate’sname... AOS... . Both very fine, the second has 
surface of reverse somewhat corroded. 

Erythrae. Fifth Century B.C. Drachm (68.5 grs., 4.44 gr.). 
Naked man holding by bridle a horse cantering 1.; vev. incuse 
square containing rosette of sixteen petals; in corners, E P 
Y © .BM., op.c., p. 120, 26; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Pl. 282, 6. Very fine and rare. Illustrated. B.C. 
387-300. Drachm (55.7 grs., 3.61 gr.). Head of young 
Herakles in lion’s skin r.; rev. club and bow in case; above, 
EPY and owl; magistrate’s name, AJOILEI@H®. Variant 
of B.M.C., op. c., p. 123, 52. Almost extremely fine. 

486* ——— Magnesia ad Meandrum, 190-133 B.C. Tetradrachm (242.7 
grs., 15.73 gr.). Head of Artemis r., hair waved and in 
stephane, some locks of hair falling down neck; at shoulder, 
bow and quiver; vev. Apollo naked standing 1. on Meander 
pattern, holding filleted branch in r., 1. arm leaning on high 
tripod; to r., MAI'NHTON; to 1., EYPHMOX/ITAYS- 
ANIOY. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XVIII, 9. Extremely fine and 
very rare, of good style. 

Nw 
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487* ——— Miletus. Sixth Century B.C. Aeginetic Stater (181 grs., 

488 —— 

489* 

490* 

11.73 gr.). Forepart of lion 1., head turned back, mouth 
open; vev. irregular incuse square quartered. B.M.C., op. ¢., 
p. 184, 6 to 9; Pl. XXI, 1 (but no legend); S. W. Grose, 
Fitzwilliam Museum, P|. 284, 13. One of the earliest issues 
of silver coins. Vigorous archaic style. Very fine and very 
yare, 

478-391 B.C. Diobol (16.3 grs., 1.06 gr.). Head of 
lion l., jaws open, hair rendered by coarse dots; vev. ornate 
rosette within incuse square. Babelon, Traité, Tome II, Pl. 
CXLIX, 4. Another (18.8 grs., 1.22 gr.), similar. S. W. 
Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, Pl. 284, 21. Both extremely 
fine. 250-190 B.C. Drachm (77.2 grs., 5.00 gr.). Head of 
Apollo r. laur., hair in formal curls; rev. lion standing r. 
on exergual line, head turned back; in ex., magistrate’s 
name, [FE |ITIKPATHS; above, star; in field r., two mono- 

grams. See B.M.C., op. c., p. 192, 91. Another, similar 
(77.5 grs., 5.02 gr.), but head to 1., and magistrate 
XTPATOKAH®. Unpublished (2) and rare. Both very fine. 

Uncertain town (?). Diobol (29.7 grs*, 1.92 gr.). Head 
and neck of griffin 1., mouth open; vev. incuse square within 
which frame divided into small compartments, and contain- 
ing star of eight rays. Attributed by B. V. Head to Phocaea, 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 215, 81; by others to Teos. Babelon, 
Traité, Tome I, Pl. XXVIII, 23. Another (30.8 grs., 2.00 
gr.). Similar. Both very fine and very rare; the first illustrated. 

Smyrna. 190-133 B.C. Tetradrachm (229 grs., 14.84 gr.). 
Head of Kybele r., as City-Goddess, turreted, hair knotted 
behind and falling down neck in two long locks; rev. MY P/ 
NAIQN in two lines; below, monogram; the whole within 
oak-wreath. The monogram ts probably a magistrate’ s name 
(KTOY ?). But unpublished (?). See J. G. Milne, Numis- 
matic Chronicle, 1914, p. 275, 5 variant. Extremely rare and 
very fine; the surface of the coin is pitted. 

491* ISLANDS OFF IONIA. Chios. 545-500 B.C. Didrachm, of thick 
fabric (120.5 grs., 7.81 gr.). Sphinx of small size seated 1. 
on exergual line, wing curled; in front, amphora with dot at 
point; vev. quartered incuse square divided by narrow lines. 
J. Mavrogordato, Chronology of the Coins of Chios, Numis- 
matic Chronicle, 1915, Pl. II, 9; Babelon, Traité, Vol. I, 
Pl. XII, 4. Illustrated. Another (119.5 grs., 7.74 gr.), 
similar. Both of good archaic style. Rare. Very fine. 
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-—— Another Didrachm, similar to preceding. Fine. 
431-412 B.C, Drachm (54.8 grs., 3.55 gr.). Same type, of 
fully developed style; in front, long-necked amphora sur- 
mounted by bunch of grapes; vev. quadripartite incuse 
Square divided into four compartments with granulations. 
J. Mavrogordato, op. c., Pl. XVIII, 18; Babelon, Traité, 
Vol. II, Pl. CLIV, 15. Very fine and good style. 478-431 
B.C. Tetrobol (39.6 grs., 2.57 gr.). Similar; on obverse, the 
bunch of grapes is inclined to 1.; deep quartered incuse 
square. ]. Mavrogordato, op. c., P|. XVIII, 7. The last two 
very fine and rare. 

493* —— —— 190-88 B.C. (but early issue). Drachm (64.4 grs., 

494* ——_ 

495* —— 

4.17 gr.). Sphinx of good late style seated 1. on exergual 
line, wing curled; in front, bunch of grapes; vev. amphora 
with long neck and pointed tip; in field 1., XI, prow 1. and 
OX; in field r., AEQMEAON; the whole within vine-wreath. 
J. Mavrogordato, op. c., 1916, Pl. XI, 1. Extremely fine 
and rare. Also another (54 grs., 3.50 gr.). Similar type, but 
of late style, the wing twisted into a tight curl; to 1., bunch 
of grapes; on rev. symbol, cornucopiae; magistrate, 
AEPKYAOSX. J. Mavrogordato, op. c., p. 318, 66y; Lockett 
Collection, No. 2865. Very fine. The first illustrated. 

Samos. 478-439 B.C. Tetradrachm (191.8 grs., 12.43 gr.). 
Scalp of lion facing, with large eyes; rev. head and neck of 
bull to r.; above, XA; the whole within incuse square. This 
seems to be a transitional issue, of unpublished type. The 
coin ts overstruck on another Tetradrachm with obverse type 
of animal walking to l. Crack across reverse, cut on obverse. 
Very fine, but very rare. 

Same period. Samian Drachm (53.7 grs., 3.48 gr.). 
Forepart of winged boar to r., the two forelegs bent and 
showing; rev. scalp of lion facing within deep incuse square 
with linear dotted border. Babelon, Traité, Tome IT, P|. CL, 
4; Lockett Collection, No. 2870. Another (53.8 grs., 3.49 
gr.). Forepart of winged boar tol.; above body, ‘\’ (?); rev. 
similar, but of larger type. Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. CL, 
6. Both almost extremely fine and rare. One illustrated, the 
first. to 
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494-439 B.C. (or Clazomenae). Diobol (21 grs., 1.36 
egr.). Winged boar to r.; vev. irregular incuse square. See 
Babelon, Traité, Tome I (Clazomenae), p. 310, 490. B.C. 
205-129. Attic Drachm (70.8 grs., 4.59 gr.) (or Cistophoric 
Trihemidrachm ?). Scalp of lion facing; rev. forepart of bull 
r., one leg bent; above, SAMION; below, amphora and tri- 
dent; in front, olive-branch. See Lockett Collection, No. 
2875. The first very fine; the second extremely fine and 
illustrated, rare. 

497* CARIA. Cnidus. c. 550-500 B.C. Drachm (93.6 grs., 6.07 gr.). 

498* —_ 

Forepart of lion r., foreleg just off flan, mouth open; rev. 
deep incuse square within which head of Aphrodite r. of fine 
archaic style, diad. and hair in queue at back; pendant ear- 
ring and necklace. B.M.C., Caria, Pl. XIV, 1; Lockett Coll., 
No. 2887. A very fine specimen of good style. 

Drachm (96.3 grs., 6.24 gr.). Similar to preceding, but 
foreleg showing; on rvev., around head of Aphrodite, K N I, 
and one single earring pendant. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XIV, 2; 
Babelon, Traité, Tome I, Pl. XVIII, 16. Almost extremely 
fine. Lovely archaic style. 

499* —__ — c. 190-167 B.C: Didrachm (79.8 grs., 5.17 gr.). Head 

500 

of Rhodian Helios, facing, hair straight and long, falling on 
either side; vev. head and neck of lion r., with right foreleg 
extended below; above nose, KNI; in field 1., bee crawling 
upwards; below, magistrate’s name, [ ] IOYAOX. See 
Lockett Coll., No. 1901, but different symbol and name. 
Probably unpublished. Extremely fine and rare. 

—— —— c. 300-190 B.C. Drachm. Head of Aphrodite Euploia 
r., of good style, hair in sphendone; behind, crescent moon; 
rev. type of previous coin; below, KNI; above, to r., magis- 
trate’s name. For type, see B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XV, 10. 
Tetrobols (3). Head of Artemis r., wearing stephane; at 
shoulder, quiver; vev. tripod; to r., KNIATON; to 1., magis- 
trates’ names, PIAOKAHS. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, ‘Vol. IIT, Pl. 296, 24; ENTIVENHS and IOKAHS, 
both unpublished (2). The first and third, fine; the other 
two, very fine. 
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SATRAPS OF CARIA. Mausolus. 377-353 B.C. Drachm (55.5 
egrs., 3.6 gr.). Head of Apollo facing, laur., with long and 
flowing curly hair; rev. Zeus Stratios standing r., holding 
double-axe over r. shoulder and long spear; to r., 
MAYS SOQAAO; in field 1., wreath. B.M.C., Caria, p. 182, 
14; Babelon, Traité, op. c., Tome II, p. 150, 97. Almost ex- 

tremely fine, charming style, and rare. 

—— Pixodarus. 340-334 B.C. Didrachm (103 grs., 6.67 gr.). 
Head of Apollo three-quarter facing to r., hair long and 
curly, laurel-wreath over the head and around; chlamys 
knotted below chin; vev. type as preceding coin; to |., no 
symbol; to r., TIZQAAPOY. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXVIII, 
13; Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. XC, 20. Almost extremely 
fine, very attractive style. 

ISLANDS OFF CARIA. Cos, c. 366-300 Didrachm (99.1 grs., 
6.42 gr.). Head of young Herakles r. wearing lion’s skin; 
rev. deep incuse square, within which linear dotted square 
containing crab; above, K QI ON ; below, club and 
magistrate’s name, APICTION. B.M.C., op. c., p. 195, 16; 
Lockett Coll., No. 2923. Very fine and rare. 

c. 190-166 B.C. Drachm. Head of bearded Herakles 
r. in lion’s skin; vev. dotted square within which crab; 
above, KQION; below, BATIQN and club. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 201, 78 var. Hemi-Drachm (21.9 grs., 1.42 gr.). Of same 
type, but head of young Herakles r., and magistrate 
[(C] TEGAN ... B.M.C., op. c., Pil. XXXI, 10 var. (no 
club here). c. B.C. 166-88. Drachm of reduced weight. Head 
of Asklepios r. laur.; vev., within incuse square, coiled ser- 
pent, and around, I[POCT/NIKIAC/K®; below, on flan, 
A. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXII, 3. All fine. 

—_—_ c. 190-166 B.C. Drachm. Head of bearded Herakles 
r. in lion’s skin; rev. crab; above, K QIO N ; below, 
PIAINO®S and club; no square. B.M.C., op. c., p. 201, 83. 
c. 166-88 B.C. Drachm of reduced weight (36.7 grs., 2.38 
er.). Head of Asklepios r. laur.; rev., within incuse square, 
coiled serpent, KQIQN and AN@E%; below, out of square, 
A. B.M.C., op. c., p. 205; 120, Tetrobol (?) (28.3 grs., 1.83 
gr.). Similar, but better style; with A NAPO and KON ; 
to r. of serpent, star. B.M.C., op. c., p. 206, 123 var. All 
very fine, 
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506* —— Rhodes. Camirus. Sixth Century B.C. Stater (186.4 grs., 

12.08 gr.). Fig-leaf with \Y -shaped sprouts between the 
divisions of the lobes, and below; vev. incuse oblong divided 
into two compartments with uneven surfaces and striations. 
B.MC.,; op. ¢., Pl. XXXIV, 7; Lockett Coll., No. 2988. 
Very fine and rare. 

507* ——- —— ——— Stater (180.7 grs., 11.71 gr.). Of similar type, 
but leaf more realistic, and no sprouts; on vev., surfaces 
scored with irregular lines. B.M.C., op. c., p. 224, 7. Very 
fine and rare. 

508* ——- —— Rhodus. B.C. 407-333. Tetradrachm (233.5 grs., 
15.13 gr.). Head of Helios three-quarter face towards r., 
hair arranged in long heavy locks falling down sides of head; 
rev. within incuse square, rose of balaustion with bud on 
tendril to r.; to 1., bunch of grapes on tendril; above, 
[P] OAION; in inner field r., E. Babelon, Traité, Vol. II, 
Pl. CXLVII, 8. Almost extremely fine for this specimen 
with facing head of high relief; very rare and attractive. 

509* —— Same date. Didrachm (99 grs., 6.41 gr.). Same 
as preceding coin. Unpublished (2). Variant of Babelon, 
Traité, op. c., Pl. CXLVII, 11. Only fine, but very rare. 
408-400 B.C. Hemidrachm. Head of Helios as above, hair 
short and curly, head inclined as if looking over shoulder; 
vev. rose between P and [O], within incuse square. B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. XXXVI, 4. Another, similar, with P and astra- 
galos tor. B.M.C., op. c., p. 230, 8; Babelon, Traité, Tome 
IT, p. 1023, 1717. Both fine. c. 407-333 B.C. Didrachm (102 
grs., 6.61 gr.). Similar, but head of Helios almost facing, 
hair longer and curly; rev. rose with bud on tendril on either 
side, and extra leaf to r.; above, POAION;; in inner field 1., 
A, and r., trident upwards. Almost extremely fine and illus- 
trated. Unpublished type (two buds). Very rare. 

510* —— — B.C. 304-166. Tetradrachm (207.7 grs., 13.46 
gr.). Head of Helios radiate, three-quarter face towards r., 
chlamys below chin; vev. rose with bud and two leaves to 
r.; above, POATQON; in field 1., prow r.; below, magistrate’s 

name, AMEIN IAS. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXVIII, 1; 
Lockett Coll., No. 2949. Very fine and sharp. 

511 —— Same date. Tetradrachm (206 grs., 13.35 gr.). 
Similar types; in field 1., aplustre; on either side of tendril, 
at base, P © ¥ above, APIS TOKPIO“ 6 (7). BM.C., 
op.c., p. 241, 123, variant of magistrate’s ethnic. Very fine. J 
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c. B.C. 333-304. Didrachm, Similar obverse; 
rev. rose with bud on r.; above, POAION ; in field 1., star, 
and AI below (initials of magistrate). B.M.C., op. c., p. 235, 
50; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, op. c., Pl. 299, 27. 
B.C. 304-166. Drachm (36.3 grs., 2.35 gr.). Head of Helios, 
unradiate, three-quarter face towards r.; rev. rose with bud 
and tendril on r.; on either side, low, P O ; in field 1., 
caduceus; above, TOPOX (?). See B.M.C., op. c., p. 246, 
171. Perhaps an imitation of the time. c. B.C. 88-43. Attic 
Drachm (?) (60.8 grs., 3.94 gr.). Head of Helios radiate, 
three-quarter face towards 1.; rev. full-blown rose seen from 
above; on either side, P O ; below, ear of corn. Sec 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XLI, 1. Unpublished variant. All very 
fine and rare. 

304-166 B.C. Drachm. Usual type, unradiate, 
three-quarter face towards r.; rev. rose with bud to r.; P O; 
bow and club to 1.; above, STASION. B.M.C., op. c., p. 
246, 182. Another, similar, but rough style; head of Helios 
three-quarter face to r.; rev. rose with bud tol.; O 9G 5 im 
field r., small figure, and EY above; above, }T > AXION. 
Variant not published. c. B.C. 166-88. Drachm. Head of 
Helios r. radiate; rev. shallow incuse square containing rose 
with bud r. and 1.; on either side, P O ; above, APTEMON; 
in field 1., low, shield. B.M.C., op. c., p. 258, 251. All very 
fine. 

304-166 B.C. Drachm of type Helios facing, 
unradiate; rev. rose with bud to r.; above, LOPI'OX; on 
either side, P O ; in field 1., caduceus. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 246, 171. Another, of same type as preceding, but with 
race-torch in field 1. Unpublished variety. Both extremely 
fine. Hemidrachm of same type, with ITLEIXIKPATHS 
above, and spear-head in field 1. B.M.C., op. c., p. 247, 197. 
Another, with AMEINIA®. See B.M.C., op. c., PI. 
XXXIX, 6. Very fine; the last, poor. 

515* LYDIA. Croesus. 561-546 B.C. Stater of Babylonic standard 
(165.6 grs., 10.73 gr.). Foreparts of lion to r. and bull to 1., 
face to face; each animal stretches one foreleg; rev. two in- 
cuse squares, of irregular surface, side by side. B.M.C., 
Lydia, P\. 1, 17; Babelon, Traté, Tome I, Pl. X, 7. Vigorous 
composition, of fine archaic style. Extremely fine for this 
extremely rare coin. 
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516 —— —— Half Stater or Siglos (77.3 grs., 5,01 gr.). Of similar 

51'7* 

518* 

519* 

520* 

type. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, op. c., Pl. 302, 5; 
Lockett Coll., No. 2984. Very fine and early style. The sur- 
face of reverse has been filed and flattened. Rare. 

—_.. + —— Half Stater (82:6 ars., 5.35,.er.). Similar, but style 
coarser. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, op. c., Pl. 302, 7; 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. I, 18. Extremely fine and rare. 

DYNASTS OF LYCIA. Kuberniscos. c. 500-470 B.C. Lycian 
Stater (144.8 grs., 9.38 gr.). Forepart of boar running to |., 
two forelegs showing; on shoulder, V 4> ”ev. very rough 
incuse square, with raised parts in the form of a Maltese 
Cross. Babelon, Traité, Tome I, Pl. XXI, 8; J. P. Six, 
Monnaies Lyciennes, p. 14, 14. Very fine and very rare. 
According to Herodotus, the Lycian contingent in the Fleet 
of Xerxes was under the command of Kuberniskos. 

—— Uncertain Dynast. c. 470 B.C. Lycian Stater (139.7 grs., 
9.05 gr.). Boar walking to r.; below, uncertain symbol; rev., 
within deep incuse square with dotted border, a tortoise, 
with three rows of dots on carapace. Babelon, Traité, Tome 
IT, Pl. XCII, 6; Lockett Coll., No. 2993 var. Very fine and 
very rave. 

—— Zemous. c. 400-360 B.C. Lycian Stater (146 grs., 9.46 
egr.). Lion’s scalp facing; rev. triskeles within circular incuse; 

in centre of triskeles, a small triskeles; in field, I mM M 

and a punch-mark. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, Pi; 
514, 9; B.M.C., ob. c., Pl. VIII, 11. There are iraces of 
T P B (Trebeninimis, the son of Zemous). Very fine and 
very rare. 

LYCIA. Amelas. League Coinage. B.C. 168 - A.D. 43. Earliest 
period. Drachm. Head of Apollo r. laur.; behind shoulder, A; 
rev. within shallow incuse square, lyre; on either side, 
A M ;in field 1., laurel-branch. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. IX, 18. 
Cragus. Same date. Drachm of similar types; on obv., A Y; 
on vev., K P, but no symbol. 6.M.C., op. c., Pl. XI, 4; 
Lockett Coll., No. 3006. Another, similar; letters not visible 
on obverse. B.M.C., op. c., p. 51, 2. CILICIA. Celenderis. 
450-400 B.C. Obol (12.2 grs., 0.79 gr.). Forepart of Pegasos 
flying r.; rev. goat kneeling r., head turned back; above, 
K E. S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, op. c., Pl. 326, 8. 
Another (12.8 grs., 0.83 gr.). Similar, with KE A. 
Babelon, Traité, Tome IT, Pl. CXL, 10. All very fine except 
last, which is EF and extremely sharp. 
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PAMPHYLIA. Aspendos. c. 450-400 B.C. Stater (167.5 grs., 
10.85 gr.). Naked warrior, helmeted, advancing r., holding 
with |. round shield, and in r. short sword; between legs, ivy 
leaf on stalk; rev. triskeles of human legs revolving anti- 
clockwise; to r., ivy-leaf on long stalk; above, ES; the whole 
within incuse square. See Babelon, Traité, Tome I, p. 530, 
865 and 866; variety unpublished. Very fine and very rare; 
unusually well-centred. 

394-300 B.C. Stater (167-9 grs., 10.88 gr.). Two 
wrestlers, nude, holding each other by the wrists; between 
them, EX (moneyer’s initials?); rev. slinger standing r., 
wearing short chiton, slinging; in field r., triskeles; to 1., 
EXTFEAITI; the whole within shallow incuse square with 
dotted border. Babelon, Traité, Tome II, Pl. CXLIII, 19; 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 98, 38. Almost extremely fine. 

—— Third Century. Stater (161.8 grs., 10.48 gr.). Same 
types; on obv., letter E between the wrestlers; on rev., in 
field r., triskeles and club; between slinger’s legs, O; to 1., 
EXTFEATY. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXI, 9. Very fine. 

—— Side. B.C. 190-36. Tetradrachm (251.5 grs., 16.30 gr.). 
Head of Athena r. in crested Corinthian helmet, hair long, 
falling in curls down back of neck; rev. Nike advancing 1., 
holding wreath in r. hand; in field 1., pomegranate; below, 
KAE YX (magistrate’s name). B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXVII, 
6; Lockett Coll., No. 3026. Very fine, coarse style. 

CILICIA. Celenderis. 400-350 B.C. Persic Stater (153.6 grs., 
9.95 gr.). Nude ephebos, holding whip in r. hand, riding 
sideways on horse galloping to r.; vev. goat kneeling r. on 
r. foreleg, looking back; above, KEAE; in front, square 
countermark of bull walking r. A very fine specimen of good 
style; on rev., below, chisel-cut. Very rare. See Babelon, 
Trasté, Tome IT, Pl. CXL, 6 var. 

—— Nagidos. 360-333 B.C. Persic Stater (150.5 grs., 9.75 gr.). 
Period 356-350 B.C. Aphrodite seated 1. on throne with 
low back; in her r. hand, outstretched, she holds patera; 
]. arm leaning on arm of throne; below, mouse ].; in field 1., 
Eros flying r. towards her with wreath; rev. Dionysos stand- 
ing I., 1. leaning on sceptre, r. holding vine-branch with 

leaves and grapes; in field r., NALTAIKON; in field 1., I 
and astragalos; low below, AIX. Ph. Lederer, ‘‘Die Stater- 
pragung der Stadt Nagidos’’, Zeitschrift fiir Niimismatik, 
1931, p. 218, 53 (but A, not A). Very fine and very rare. 
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528* —— Soli. c. 385-333 B.C. Stater (124.4 grs., 8.06 gr.). Head 8 0 0 

of Athena r. in triple-crested helmet, long curly hair falling 
down neck; vev. bunch of grapes on stalk, with two tendrils 
and vine-leaf; below, SOAEQN; in field 1., rose and PLA; 

in field r., owl facing; within circular incuse. B.M.C., Cilicia, 
Pl. XXVI, 7. Very fine and very rare. I 

529* —— Tarsus. Datames. B.C. 378-372. Stater (154 grs., 9.98 gr.). 410 0 

Female head full face, slight turn to 1., hair flowing, copied 
from the Syracusan Arethusa of Kimon; rev, bearded male 
head of warrior (Ares?) r., wearing crested Athenian helmet 
with floral scroll on side; in field r., Aramaic legend. 
Babelon, Les Perses Achéménides, Pl. IV, 11; Babelon, 
Traité, Tome II, Pl. CVIII, 18. Very fine. | 

620" —— Stater (153.1 grs., 9.92 gr.). Baaltars seated r., $ 2 0 
head facing, on diphros, holding in r. sceptre surmounted 
by eagle, and in |. ear of barley and bunch of grapes; in field 
r., thymiaterion; in field 1., Aramaic legend =Baaltars; the 
whole within circular border in shape of fortress walls; rev. 
two male figures standing facing each other; the one on l., 
God Ana, the one on r., Datames, in attitude of devotion; 
between them, thymiaterion, and in inner field r., Aramaic 
legend = Datames; the whole within linear square with inner 
dotted border. Babelon, Les Perses Achéménides, op. C., 
Pl. IV, 19; Lockett Coll., No. 3051. Almost extremely fine 
and rare. I 

531* ——_ —— Mazaeus. B.C. 361-333. Stater (167.2 grs., 10.83 is O ® 
gr.). Baaltars seated to 1. on diphros, holding in r. ear of 
barley and bunch of grapes; below diphros, lotus flower (?); 
in field r., Aramaic legend= Baaltars; with r. hand, Baaltars 
leans on lotus-headed sceptre; vev. lion attacking stag r.; 
above, Aramaic legend=Mazaios; below, to r., Aramaic 
letter. See Babelon, op. c., Pl. V, 4. Variant unpublished 
(2). Extremely fine. I 

532* ——— —— Mazaeus, as Governor of Trans-Euphratesia and 7 0 0 
Cilicia. Stater (160.5 grs., 10.40 gr.). Baaltars seated to 1. 
on diphros, holding in r. hand eagle-headed sceptre; in field 
l., ear of barley and bunch of grapes, also letter O; to r., 
Aramaic legend=Baaltars; below seat, Phoenician letter 
‘‘Mén’’: vev. two lines of wall, each with four towers, one 

above the other (the Pyles of Cilicia?); above, lion 1. attack- 
ing bull r.; around, Aramaic legend = Mazaios, Governor of 
Transeuphratasia and Cilicia. See B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXX, 
9; Babelon, op. c., Pl. V, 18; variant of our specimen, letter 
O. Perhaps unpublished variant. Very fine. A piece of great 
historical interest. Very rare. 1 
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4 0 0 >, Stater (166.5 grs., 10.79 grs.). Baaltars seated 1. 
on diphros, holding in r. hand eagle, ear of corn and bunch 
of grapes; in |. long sceptre; in field r., legend =Baaltars; 
below seat, Aramaic letter for Mén; in field 1.,  ; rev. lion 
|., head facing, attacking bull brought to ground on its knees 
l.; above, Aramaic legend =Mazaios. B.M.C., op. c., p. 171, 
52. Very fine and rare; reverse somewhat blurred. 

6 0 0 534* —_ —— Stater (169 grs., 10.95 gr.). Similar, but on 
obv. no letter below seat, and in field 1. only one Aramaic 
letter; on vev., below, two Aramaic letters. See B.M.C., op. 
c., p. 172, 55, variant. Almost Fleur-de-coin. Very attractive. 

—— Under Mazaeus, issues in Syria and Babylon, 
before B.C. 331. Stater (164.2 grs., 10.64 gr.). Baaltars 
seated 1. on throne without back, r. resting on long sceptre; 
below seat, uncertain symbol; in field 1., Aramaic letter; rev. 
lion walking |.; above, star of sixteen rays; below, large 
crescent-moon; in field r., Aramaic legend=Mazaios. 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXI, 3; Babelon, Traité, Tome II, 
Pl. CXIV, 15. Very fine obverse, reverse EF. Rare. 

14 0 0 535* ——_ 

536* CYPRUS. Citium. Baalmelek |. c. 479-449 B.C. Persic Stater 
(166.2 grs., 10.77 gr.). Herakles advancing to r., holding in 
outstretched 1. bow, in r., his club raised over head; rev. 
lion seated r.; at its feet, ram’s head r.; above, Aramaic 
inscription=of Baalmelek; the whole within incuse square, 
with dotted border. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. Il, 9; Babelon, 
Traité, op. c., Pl. CXXX, 3. The obverse ts very blurred; 
on the reverse, the lion’s head is off flan; otherwise, very 
fine. Very rare. 

8 10 0 

Azbaal. c. 449-425 B.C. Stater (168.2 grs., 10.90 gr.). 
Similar obv.; rev. lion r. bringing down stag r. on its knees; 
above, Aramaic legend=d’Azbaal; within deep square in- 
cuse with dotted border. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. III, 5; Babelon, 
Traité, op. c., Pl. CXXX, 19. Obverse very blurred; reverse 
fine. Very rare. 

410 9 S37* — 
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a0" —.-- == =. Siaier (171.6 eps.; 11,12 gr.).. Similar to pre- 
ceding. B.M.C., op. c., p. 11, 14. Fine, rev. very fine. 
Baalmelek II. c. 425-400 B.C. Obol (14.8 grs., 0.96 gr.). 
Head of Herakles r. in lion’s skin; vev. same as above, but 
legend of two letters only, abbreviation of ‘‘of Baalmelek’’. 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. IV, 4; Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. 
CXXXI, 6. Very fine. Salamis. Euagoras I], 361-351 B.C. 
Obol (10.8 grs., 0.70 gr.). Bust of Satrap, facing, in low 
Persian tiara; in field 1., star; vev. bust of Aphrodite (?) 1. 
wearing turreted diadem; below chin, star. B.M.C., op. c., 
Pl. XXIV, 18; Babelon, Les Perses Achéménides, op. C., 
Pl. XVII, 18 (without star on vev.). Very fine and very rare; 
illustrated. 

539* —— Idalium. King Stasioikos. c. 460-450 B.C. Persic Tetrobol 
(54.9 grs., 3.56 gr.). Sphinx with curled wing seated to l., 
placing r. forefoot on lotus flower; below belly, bud; rev. 
lotus flower on two spiral tendrils; in field 1., ivy leaf; to r., 
astragalos; within circular incuse. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. V, 13; 
Babelon, op. c., Pl. XIX, 20. Very fine and very rare, an 
interesting piece. 

540 —— Paphos. Uncertain King (Pnytos?). c. 460 B.C. Stater 
(164.7 grs., 10.67 gr.). Bull standing 1. on exergual line; 
above, uncertain sign (for Llu ?); vev. within incuse square 
with square dotted border, eagle’s head 1.; in top r. hand 
corner, palmette with spirals; below eagle’s head, floral pat- 
tern. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. VII, 7; see Lockett Coll., No. 3069. 
Only fine and surface pitted; but very rare. 

541* —__ —_ Stasandros (c. middle of Fifth Century B.C.). Stater 
(167.8 grs., 10.87 gr.). Bull standing 1. on exergual line; 
above, winged solar disk; to 1., ankh with pellet in centre; 
in. ex., palmette with two spirals; vev. within incuse square 
with dotted border (double border in places), eagle standing 
l.; to l., at its feet, one-handled vase; around, inscription = 
Ba oi Sa va ca. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. VII, 18) Lockett 
Coll., No. 3070. A good specimen of this very rare and 
usually poor issue. 

542* —— —— Uncertain King and uncertain denomination. (Weight 
very odd, 118 grs., 7.65 gr.). Same types as above, without 
symbol or legend; vev. eagle standing |.; behind, ankh; with- 
in incuse circular depression; to r., dotted border. Unpub- 
lished. This may be a modern imitation. Extremely fine. 
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12:10 0  543* GALATIA. King Amyntas. B.C. 36-25. Tetrdrachm (247.6 grs., 
16.04 gr.). Head of Athena r. wearing crested Corinthian 
helmet, hair long, falling down neck; behind, monogram; 
rev. Nike advancing |., holding in r. dotted sceptre twined 
with diadem; in field, BAXI / AEQ [S$] AMYN / TOY; 
in inner field 1., IB (= year 12 ? = 36 B.C.). B.M.C., 
Galatia, p. 2, 3; Lockett Collection, No. 3079. Extremely fine. 

3 0 0 544 CAPPADOCIA. Regal series, Arviarathes IV. B.C. 220-163. 
Drachm. Head of the King r. diademed; rev., BAX IAEQOS 
APIAPA@o0Y EYSEBoY>X . Athena Nikephoros standing 
|. in full armour-dress; in field; three monograms; in ex., 

LDA (= year 33). B.M.C. Cappadocia, p. 31, 5. Two other 
Drachms of same Emperor, of later issue. Similar to preced- 
ing, but in outer field 1., letter T, not A. Not in B.M.C. ——; 
see Fitzwilliam Museum, S, W. Grose, Pl. 333, 4. Ariarathes 
IX. B.C, 99-87, Drachm, Head of King r., diad., the ends 
fall at back and at side; vev. Athena Nikephoros as above; 
in field, two monograms; in ex., Il’ (= year 13). See 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 38, 6. The first EF, the others VF. 

310 0 545 —— —— Anobarzanes I, Philoromatos. B.C. 95-62. Drachm. 
Head of King r., diad.; rev. Athena Nikephoros as above, 

but Nike to r, holding wreath; around, BAXIAEOX/ 
© 

API‘ BAPZAN’* Y/®IA*POMAIOoY; in field 1., M; to r., 
E; in ex., Bt). See 6.M.C., of. c.. p. Bd,. 1 (year 2). 
Another, similar, with T, A and IS (year 16). Not in 
B.M.C. . A third specimen, with Nike to ]., and jai , 
A and II’ (year 18). B.M.C., op. c., P!. VII, 6 variant. 
Two extremely fine, one fine only. 

8 9 O  546* —— Caesarea in Cappadocia. Nero and Divus Claudius. Un- 
dated Tetradrachm (228.4 grs., 14.8 gr.). NERO CLAVD 
DIVI CLAVD F CA |ESAR AVG GER). Head of Nero r. 
laur.; behind, star; rev. DIVOS CLAVD AV GGERMANIC 

: PATER AVG . Head of Claudius r. laur. Sydenham, The 
Coinage of Caesarea in Cappadocia, p. 37, 65 var.; B.M.C., 
Syria (under Antioch), Pl, XXI, 5 var. Very fine and rare. 

210 0 547 —— —— —— Undated Didrachm (110.2 grs., 7.14 gr.). Simi- 
lar obverse, with GERM and no star; rev. same, but with 

AVG ST (sic!). Sydenham, op. c., p. 37, 67 var.; B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. XXI, 4 var. Almost extremely fine. 

] 
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Ot Vespasian and Domitian. Didrachm of 77-78 A.D. 6 

(108.5 grs., 7.03 gr.). AVIOKPA KAICAP OYECIIAC- 
IANOC CEBACTOC . Laur. head of Vespasian r.; rev. 
DOMITIANOC KAICAP CEB VIO El’ O . Domitian 
standing |., togate, holding olive-branch in r. hand. 
Sydenham, op. c., p. 47, 108. Almost extremely fine and ; 
rare. 

§49* = Vespasian and Titus. Undated Didrachm. Similar 8 
obverse; rev. AYTO KAI OYEC ITACIANOC CEBACTOC 
YIOC . Head of Titus r. laur., young features. Sydenham 
op. c., p. 46, 102; B.M.C., Syria, p. 48,19. Very fine and 
rare. Vespasian and Domitian. Drachm of same type as 
Didrachm described in lot 548. Sydenham, op. c., p. 48, 
109. Very fine and rare. Domitian. Drachm of A.D. 91- 
92. AVT KAI AOMITIANOC CEBACTOC TEPM. Laur. 
head of Domitian r.; vev., Athena standing r. in military 

apparel, holding owl in r. and spear in 1.; in field, ETO bit 
(year 13). Sydenham, op. c., p. 51, 125. Extremely fine, 
and illustrated. 8) 

550* —— —— Domitian. Didrachm of year 91-92 A.D. (108.2 grs., 5 
7.01 gr.). Same type as last coin in preceding lot. Syden- 
ham, op.c., p. 51, 124; B.M.C., op. c., p. 49, 29. Extremely 
fine and illustrated, Nerva. Didrachm (103.2 grs., 6.69 gr.) 
of year A.D. 97. AYTOKPAT NEPOYAC KATICAP CE 
(BAC TOC YITAT TD). Laur. head of Nerva r.; rev. 
YIIAToY TPIToY around Mount Argaeus, on summit of 
which nude figure holding sceptre. Sydenham, op. c., p. 
56, 144; B.M.C., op. c., p. 51, 39. Very fine and rare. 2 

Trajan. Tridrachm of period 112-117 A.D. (161.6 7 
ers., 10.47 er). Laur, dr. and cuir, bust 1r.; around, 
AYTOKP KAIC NEP TPAIANOC CEB TEPM AAK; rev. 
Aquila, between standard surmounted by wreath on 1., and 
standard surmounted by hand on r.; around, AHMAPX 
E= YITATOS . Sydenham, op. c., p. 70, 226; B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 57, 89. Almost extremely fine and rare. l 

552* —..- —__ —— Tridrachm of period 112-117 A.D. (151.2 grs., 5 
9.80 gr.). Same legend; bust of Trajan r., laur., and 
drapery on |, shoulder; rev. same legend around distyle 
temple on steps; on pediment, eagle facing, head r.; within 
temple, statue of Diana of Perge. Sydenham, op. c., p. 65, 
190; B.M.C., op. c., p. 55, 74. Very fine and illustrated, 
rare. Same date Drachm (51.2 grs., 3.82 gr.). AYTOKP 
KAIC NEP TRAIANo APICT» CEB TEPM AAK. Bust 
of Trajan to l., laur., dr. and cuir.; rev. AHMAPX E= 
YILATOG . Camel walking to 1. See Sydenham, op. c., 
p. 67, 204; B.M.C., op. c., p. 54, 65. Unpublished type of 
bust 1. (?). Very fine and very rare; illustrated. 2 

551* —— 
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310 0 553* —— —— —— Drachm of A.D; 98-99. AYT KAIC NEP 
TPAIANOC CEB TEPM . Head r. laur.; rev. AHM E= 
YIIAT B . Eleutheria standing to 1., holding in r. pileus, 
in |. sceptre. Sydenham, op. c., p. 60, 166. Very fine. 
Didrachm of 112-117 A.D. (108 grs., 7.00 er). AYTOKP 
KAIC NEP TPAIANOC CEB I'EPM AAK. Bust of Trajan 
r., laureate and draped on neck; rev. AHMAPX E= 
YITATOS . Bust of Artemis r, diad., holding in r. sceptre, 
inl, patera. Sydenham, op. c., p. 66, 196; B.M.C., OP, L., 
p. 55, 69. Almost extremely fine and rare; illustrated. 

4 0 0 564 See Drachm of A.D. 98-99. Obverse as on first 
coin of preceding lot; rey. AHM E= YIIAT B . Eirene 
seated 1., holding in r. patera and in 1. sceptre. Sydenham, 
op. c., p. 60, 169; B.M.C., op. c. p. 58, 51. Extremely fine. 
Hadrian. Dated Hemi-Drachm, AYTO KAIC TPAI 
AAPIANOC CEB [ACT]. Bust r. laur. and dr.; rev. 
Nike advancing r., holding wreath and palm; in field r., ET 
E (year 5 = 121-122 A.D.). Sydenham, op. c., p. 76, 260; 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 62, 146. Very fine. Dated Didrachm 
(82 grs., 5.31 gr.) of COS III. AAPIANOC CEBACTOC . 
Head of Hadrian r. laur.; rev. YITATOC I’ IATHP 
IIATP . Mount Argaeus with statue on summit; in field 1. 
and r., star and crescent. See Sydenham, op. c., 265 p. 77: 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 60, 122 var. Very fine. 

Hadnan, Dated Hemidrachm, Usual legend around 
head of Hadrian r. laur. and dr. on |. shoulder; rev. club; 

in field, ET A (year 4 = 120-121 A.D.), Sydenham, op. c., 
p. 78, 257; B.M.C., op, c., p. 62, 148 to 145: Fine. 
Antoninus Pius. Dated Didrachm of COS II (A D. 139). 
[AYTOK] P ANTwNEINOC CEBAC [TOC]. Head r. 
laur.; vev. Mount Argaeus as above, with trees; around, 
YIIA TOC B. Sydenham, op. c., p. 81, 296; B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 63, 151. Very fine. Marcus Aurelius, Didrachm 
of COS III (103.8 grs., 6.73 gr.). Same legend as preceding 
coin, ending CEB; head r. laur.; rev. Mount Argaeus with 
trees; around, YITATOC I’. Sydenham, op. c., p. 85, 321; 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 66, 167. Almost extremely fine. 

4° 0 0  _——— 

3 
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556* —— ——. Lucius Verus. Didrachm of COS II. AYTOKP 
OYHOC CEBACTOC. Bust r., dr. and cuir., head bare; 
rev. YILATOC B; Mount Argaeus. Sydenham, op. C., 
p. 89, 351. Very fine. Commodus. Didrachm of COS IIIT. 
A YTO M AYP KOMO ANToNIN OC . Head r. laur.; 
rev. Mount Argaeus surmounted by star; around, YITATOC 
A. TAT TIA TPI . Sydenham, op. c., p. 93, 372a. Ex- 
tremely fine and illustrated, Septimius Severus, Drachm of 
year 2 (7) (A.D. 194), AY A ‘CEP CHOYHPOC. Head r. 
laur.; rev. MHTPOII O KAICA PI . Nike 1. on globe; in 
field ET R (B?), Sydenham, op. c., p. 96, 393. Very fine 
and rare. Caracalla, Drachm of year 197. M AYPH 
ANTwoNKAI. Young bust r., dr. and cuir.; rev. MHTPO- 
IITOKAICAPIAC . Mount Argaeus with star and crescent; 
in ex., ET E . Sydenham, op. c., p. 109, 470. Very fine 
and rare. 

557* SYRIA. Seleucis and Pieria. From B.C. 104 and First Century 
B.C, Tetradrachm (218.7 grs., 14.17 gr.). Female bust 
(the Tyche of Seleucia) r. with veil and turreted head-dress; 
vev. filleted thunderbolt on throne with cushion; above, 

SEAEYKEON /THSIEPA>; below, KAI /AYTONOMOY ; 
® 

beneath throne, AI; in field r., A ; year 14 = B.C. 95 to 94. 
Not in B.M.C., op. C., See P. Lids 22. AMOST eH 
tremely fine and rare. 

SELEUCIDAN SERIES 

558 SYRIA. Alexander’s and Mazaeus’ Successors in the East. 328- 
321 B.C. Tetradrachm of Euboic-Attic standard (246.5 
grs., 15.97 gr.). Ba’al seated 1. on seat without back, r. 
leaning on sceptre, |. resting on seat; rev. lion walking to l. 
on exergual line; above, letter I’. B.M.C., Arabia, Meso- 
potamia and Persia, p. 187, 36 to 38. Seleucus I (312-306 
B.C.). Tetradrachm (238.4 grs., 15.45 gr.). Similar, with 
Seleucidan anchor above lion. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXII, 

6; E. T. Newell, Eastern Seleucid Mints, Pl. XXI, 5. Both 
struck at Babylon, both very fine. 

559* —— Seleucus I. Tetradrachm (241.5 grs., 15.65 gr.). Similar 
to preceding, but different dies. Very fine. The reverse 
type a little off centre. Babylon mint. 

8 0 0 

410 0 
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410 0 
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560* —_ —— Drachm (57.8 grs., 3.75 gr.). Same obverse; rev. 

lion walking to 1., looking back; above, Seleucidan anchor. 
E.S.M., p. 101, 264; Pl. XXI, 6. Extremely fine. Illus- 
trated. Quarter-Obol of previous period (6.7 grs., 0.43 gr.). 
Ba’al seated as above, but r., holding on extended 1. eagle 1., 
and in r. sceptre; rev, lion walking tol. B.M.C., op. c., 
Pl. XXI, 6; p. 183, 12. Fine and very rare. Seleucus I 
(303-293 B.C.), Obol (9.7 grs., 0.63 gr.). Head of Hera- 
kles r. in lion’s skin, rev, Zeus seated 1. as on Tetradrachms 
of Alexander; to r., ANE=ANA[PoY]; in field 1., mono- 
gram above anchor; below throne, monogram. E£.S.M., 

p. 172, 468; obv. of 469. Very fine and very rare. Mint of 
Ecbatana. 

8 0 0 

561* —— Seleucus I (312-28 B.C.). Series of 303-293 B.C., with 
types of Alexander the Great. Tetradrachm (262.7 grs., 
17.02 gr.). Head of young Herakles r. wearing lion’s skin; 
rev. Zeus Aetophoros seated 1. on throne with ornate back, 
with 1. leaning on sceptre; feet on stool; in field r., 
AAEZ=ANAPoOY;; in field 1., Seleucidan anchor, and mono- 
gram, below which forepart of feeding horse to 1.; below 

throne 30 . Mint of Ecbatana. E.S.M., p. 178, 473; Pl. 
XXXV, 19. Almost extremely fine, very rare. 

14 0 0 

610 0 562* —— —— Series of 300-286 B.C. Tetradrachm (262.4 grs., 
17.00 gr.). Similar obverse; vev. Zeus seated 1, on throne 
with high back, 1. resting on sceptre, in r. holding Nike with 
wreath crowning him; in field r., SEAEYKOY; in ex., 
BAXIAEQ[%]; footstool; in field 1., monogram; below seat, 
N. E. T. Newell, Western Seleucid Mints, p. 98, 907; PI. 

XVI, 1. This specimen; ex Allotte de la Fuye Collection, 
Ciam Sale, Paris, 1925, lot 729. Extremely fine and very 
rare, Mint of Antioch on the Orontes. 

5 0 0  563* —— Seleucus I or Philip III Arideus. End of Fourth Century 
B.C, Tetradrachm (254.2 grs., 16.47 gr.). Similar obverse, 
but head much larger; rev. Zeus Aetophoros seated 1. as 
above; to r., ANEZANAPoY; in ex., BASIAEQOS; in field 
1., large Seleucidan anchor and monogram; below throne, 

Il . See for symbol and letter, Miiller, Numismatique 
d’ Alexandre le Grand, No. 1504 variant (attributed by 
E.T.N. to Marathus), For discussion of this type and attri- 
bution to Philip IT or Seleucus I, see E. T. Newell, W.S.M., 

pp. 192 and 193, and note 4; Pl. XLIII, E. May have been 
struck by Seleucus when in command of Egyptian Naval 
Contingent for Ptolemy I (B.C. 316 or so). Very fine; on 
reverse, part of surface corroded, An historically important 
specimen, 
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564* —— Seleucus I. As Suzerain of Pergamum, 281-280 B.C. Tetra- 

drachm (260.2 grs., 16.86 gr.). Head of young Herakles to 
r. wearing lion’s skin; rev. Zeus Aetophoros as above, no 
footstool, high-backed throne; to r., SEAEYKoY; in ex., 
BASIAEOS; in field 1., helmeted head of Athena to r.; 
beneath throne, crescent. Lockett Coll., No. 3089; E. T. 
Newell, W.S.M., p. 317, 15382; Pl. LXIX, 2 and 3. Ex- 
tremely fine and illustrated. Scarce. Mint of Pergamum. 
Drachm (63.8 grs., 4.13 gr.). Types as above, throne without 
back; to r., SEAEYKoY; in field 1., Seleucidan anchor; 
below throne, @; in ex., monogram, E. 7. Newell, E.S.M., 
p. 37, 125; Pl. XII, 11 (same dies). Very fine and rare. 
Mint of Seleucia on the Tigris. 

565* —— —— Series of 298-280 B.C. Tetradrachm (249.6 grs., 
16.17 gr.). Laur. head of Zeus to r., coarse style; rev. 

elephants going r.; tol., BASIAEOS; in ex., SEAEYKoY; 
Athena Promachos in fighting attitude standing in biga of 
E. T. Newell, E.S.M., p. 118, 326 B; Pl. XXV, 2 (thts coin, 
above biga, Seleucidan anchor; in front, & within circle. 
from the Prowe Coll., Egger 1904, L. 1525, and G. Bauer 
Coll., Naville 1925, L. 786. Very fine and rare. 

§66 «== Series of 288-287 B.C. Drachm (61.8 grs., 4 gr.). 
Obverse as above; rev. Athena as above in quadriga of 
elephants walking to r.; above, Seleucidan anchor; to l., 
BASIAEQOS; in ex., SEAEYKoyY; in field before, and 

behind, Athena, © and AB. E. T. Newell, E.S.M., p. 32, 

93; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Coll., No. 9241. Very fine. 
Mint of Seleucia on the Tigris. Drachm (54.4 grs., 3.53 gr.). 
c. 800 B.C. and later. Head of Seleucus r. in helmet covered 
with panther’s skin; rev. winged Victory standing to r., 
placing wreath on trophy; to 1. and r., legend as usual; in 
field below, AX. E. T. Newell, E.S.M., p. 155, 418. Mint 
of Persépolis-Istakhr. Fine and very rare. Drachm (62.1 
grs., 4.02 gr.), Head of horned and bridled horse to r.; 

rev. BASTAEOS on |., SEAEYKOY on r.; in field r., 
monogram in circle. See E.T.N., E.S.M., p. 262, 752. 
Unpublished. Fine, but very rare. Uncertain Bactrian 
mint. 

567* Antiochus I, Soter. 281-261 B.C. Tetradrachm (241.5 grs., 
15.65 gr.). Head of young Herakles r. in lion’s skin; rev. 
BASIAEOSANTIoXoY commencing in exergue and con- 
tinuing in field r. upwards. Zeus seated to |., leaning on 
sceptre with |., in r, holding eagle; in field 1., monogram; 
below seat, M. E. T. Newell, E.S.M., Pl. LX, 14; p. 264, 
755. Uncertain mint in the East. Very fine and very rare. 1 
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568* ——- —— Series of 274-270 B.C. Tetradrachm (263.6 grs., 
17.08 gr.). Diademed head of Antiochus I r.; rev. Apollo 
seated 1. on omphalos, holding in outstretched r. single 
arrow, |. leaning on bow; to r., BASIAEOS; to 1., 

ANTIOXoY;; in outer field 1., AP, andr. HP. E.T. Newell, 
E.S.M., p. 56, 149; Pl. XIV, 2. Lockett Coll., No. 3101. 
Almost extremely fine. Mint of Seleucia on the Tigris. 

' 
—— —— Series of 270-267 B.C. Drachm (62,7 grs., 4.06 gr.). 

Similar to preceding; in outer field 1., AP, and r, AOP in 
monogram. E, T. Newell, E.S.M., p. 58, 158; Pl. XIV, 

10. Very fine. Mint of Seleucia on the Tigris. Antiochus 
III, the Great. Series of 205-200 B.C. Drachm (58.4 grs., 
3.78 gr.). Diademed head of Antiochus r., straight diadem- 
ends; rev. elephant advancing to r.; above, BAXIAEQOS; 
below, ANTIoXoY; in front, monogram. E. T. Newell, 
E.S.M., p. 220, 631. Very fine. Mint of Ecbatana. 

570* —— Antiochus III, the Great. 223-187 B.C. Tetradrachm 

571 

§72* 

(260.8 grs., 16.9 gr.). Head of Antiochus IJI to r., large 
diadem; vev. Apollo seated 1. on omphalos as above; legend 
as above; in outer fields 1. and r., monogram. E. T. Newell, 

E.S.M., p. 96, 256; Pl. XX, 8; B.M.C., The Kings of Syria, 
p. 25, 4. Very fine and rare. Mint of Seleucia on the Tigris. 

Drachm (62.9 grs., 4.08 gr.). Type of above Tetra- 
drachm; in field 1., outside, monogram. EF. T. Newell, 
W.S.M., p. 146, 1092; Pl. XXIX, 16. Mint of Antioch on 
the Orontes. Very fine. And two other Drachms (62.3 grs., 
4.04 gr.) and (55.5 grs., 3.60 gr.), one of unidentified Mint 
with monogram in outer field 1. and in field 1.; the other, a 
barbarous copy of the time, of poorer style and fourrée. 
Both very fine and rare. 

Antiochus IV, Epiphanes. 175-164 B.C. Tetradrachm 
(258.8 grs., 16.77 gr.). Diad. head of Antiochus IV to r., 
young features; fillet border; rev. BAXIAEQS/ANTIOXOY 
tor., @EOY/EMIPANOY®S to 1. Zeus Nikephoros seated 
to 1. on throne with high back, r. hand resting on sceptre; 

“——™ 
inex., A .B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XI, 8; p. 35, 15; American 
Journal of Numismatics, 1917, Pl. III, 54. Very fine and 
rare. Mint of Antioch on the Orontes. 
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573* —— Antiochus V, Eupator. 164-162 B.C. Tetradrachm (254.4 
ers., 16.49 gr.). Head of Antiochus V r., diad., young fea- 
tures; rev. to r., BASIAEQOS; to 1., ANTIOXOY; in ex., 

EYIIATOPOX. Zeus Nikephoros seated 1. as above; on 
throne without back; the Nike stands |., crowning the King’s 
name; in outer field]., J .B:M.C., op.c., p. 44, 5; A. J. 
N., op. c., Pl. IV, 75; Babelon, Les Rois de Syrie, Pl. XV, 
9; p. 88, 696. Mint of Antioch. Almost extremely fine and 
rare, 
’ 

574* —_ ———. Tetradrachm (258.1 grs., 16.72 gr.). Similar to pre- 
— 

ceding, except for monogram in outer field 1., ANT. S. W. 
Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, op. c., Pl. 338, 9 (same dies). 
Uncertain Mint. Almost extremely fine and very rare. 

575* °—— Demetrius I, Soter. 162-150 B.C. Tetradrachm (255.1 grs., 

576* —— 

577 

16.53 gr.). Young head of Demetrius, diad., to r., within 
laurel-wreath; rev. tor., BASIAEQOS; to 1., AHMH TPIOY. 
Tyche, seated 1. on cippus, one leg of which is made into a 
winged monster, holds short sceptre and ‘cornucopiae; in 

outer field 1., Fai See for obverse die, A.J.N., op. c., 
Pl. V, 79; p. 34, 79; for type of reverse, Pl. V, 83; B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 47, 32. Mint of Antioch on the Orontes. Extremely 
fine and very rare. 

Tetradrachm (256.7 grs., 16.63 gr.). Diademed head 
of Demetrius to r., within laurel-wreath border; rev. to r., 
BASIAEOS (first three letters double-struck); to 1., 
AHMHTPIOY / SOT HPO X . Draped figure of Tyche 
seated ]. on throne with monster-leg, as above; in field 1., 
outside, two monograms; in ex., =P (=year 160=B.C. 
153/152). A.j.N., op. c., p. 41, 112; Babelon, op. c., p. 96, 
750. Mint of Antioch. Extremely fine. 

Drachm (69.3 grs., 4.49 gr.). Diad. head of Deme- 
trius to r. as above; rev. legend as above and type as above; 
in field r., two monograms; in ex., AT I. A forgery of type 
of A.J.N., op. c., p. 42, 122. Alexander I, Bala. 152-144 

B.C. Drachm (60.6 grs., 3.93 gr.). Head of Alexander Bala 
r didd.; vev. BASIABOS, / AAEBANAPCY to r., 
[@© JEOIIAToPoSs / EYEPTE TO Y to 1. Apollo seated to 
1. on omphalos, holding arrow in r., 1. resting on bow; mono- 
gram in outer field 1., in ex., ©. A.J.N., op. c., Pl. VII, 
175. Mint of Antioch. Very fine and rare. Hemidrachm 
(28.8 grs., 1.87 gr.). Diademed and radiate head of 
Alexander Bala r.; rev. BASTAEOS r.,. AAEZANAPOY 1. 
Apollo standing to 1., with arrow and bow. A.J.N., op. c., 
p. 54, 193. Fine, but very rare. 
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-—— Demetrius I. Drachm (60.9 grs., 3.95 gr.). Diad. head of 
Demetrius to r.; rev. BASIAEOS r., AHMHTPIOY 1., 
OTHPo in ex. Apollo seated 1. as above; in outer field 
1., helmet. B.M.C., op. c., p. 45, 3. Extremely fine and rare. 
Alexander I, Bala. Drachm (61.6 grs., 3.99 gr.). Laur. head 
of Alexander I r.; rev. BASIAEOS, / AAEZANAPOY to 
r., ®EOUATOPOS / EYEPIVETOY to 1. Apollo seated to 
l. as above; in ex., monogram. A.J.N., op. c., p. 52, 178; 
Babelon, Les Rois de Syrie, op. c., p. 102, 796. Extremely 
fine. Mint of Antioch. Antiochus VII, Sidetes. Drachm 
(59.4 grs., 3.85 gr.). Diad. head r.; rev. BAXIAEOS / 
ANTIOXOY to r., EYEPIETOY to 1. Nike walking to 1. 
holding wreath; in field 1., and below to r., a monogram. 
a of B.M.C., op. c., p. 72, 89. Unpublished (?). Very 
ine, 

9* —— Alexander I, Bala (152-144 B.C.). Tetradrachm (218.4 
grs., 14.15 gr.). Head of Alexander I r. diad., chlamys round 
neck; rev. ANEZANAPoY BASIAEQOS around eagle with 
closed wings |., standing on back of galley; over r. shoulder, 
palm; to 1., club, vertical, above which Tyrian monogram; 

in field r., fip and date [2P (=A.S. 168=150/149 B.C.). 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XV, 4; Babelon, op. c., p. 118/4, 889. 
Struck at Tyr. Almost extremely fine. 

Tetradrachm (253.9 grs., 16.45 gr.). Head of Alexan- 
der I r. diad.; fillet border; rev. BASIAEOQS / AAEZANA- 
PoY r., @EOUAToPoy / EYEPIETOY |. Zeus Nike- 
phoros seated 1. on throne with high back, |. leaning on 
sceptre; in outer and inner fields 1., monogram; in ex., AEP 
(=A.S. 164=149/148 B.C.). Variant of A.J.N., op. c., p. 
48, 148. Mint of Antioch. Very fine and rare. 

Tetradrachm (254.2 grs., 16.47 gr.). Same types as 
above, but dotted border; throne without back; only one 

—_-_~ 
monogram, placed in exergue, AIO. A.J.N., op. c., p. 51, 
169. Mint of Antioch. Very fine, but very rare. 

582* —— Demetrius I and Laodice (162-150 B.C.). Tetradrachm 
(261.4 grs., 16.94 gr.). Heads r. jugate, of Demetrius, 
diademed, and of his wife Laodice, wearing stephane; fillet 
border; vev. BASIAEQS to r., AHMHTPIOY tol., 2OTH- 
POS in exergue. Tyche seated 1. on throne supported by 

winged Nereid; in field 1., outside inscription, PH and 
palm. Struck on large flan. B.M.C., op. c., p. 50, 2; Pl. 
XV, 2. Overstruck, possibly on coin of same issue. Very 
fine and extremely rare. 
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583* —— Demetrius II, Nicator (B.C. 146-138). Tetradrachm 
(255.3 grs., 16.54 gr.). Head of Demetrius II r. diademed 
(broad band); fillet border; rev. BASIAEOQS, / AHMHT- 
PIOY tor., @EOY / PIAAAEA®oY / NIKATOPos to 1. 
Apollo seated 1. on omphalos, holding bow and arrow; in 

inner field 1., monogram; in exergue, T =P (=A.S. 167= 
ea, 

B.C. 146/145) and monogram LPI’. Variety which seems 
unpublished. Almost extremely fine and rare. 

584 —— Antiochus VI, Dionysos (B.C. 145-142). Drachm (59.8 
ers., 3.87 gr.). Youthful head of Antiochus VI r. radiate 
and diademed; vev. BASIAEOS / ANTIOXOY to r., 
EMI®ANoYS / AIoNYXoY to 1. Apollo seated 1. as above; 

between his legs, IlAo; in ex., OP STA (=170 A.S.= 
143/142. B.C.). See B.M.C., of. c., 10 and 11, p. 64, 
variant. Antiochus VII, Sidetes. Didrachm (103.7 grs., 6.72 
er.). Bust of Antiochus VII diad., wearing chlamys; rev. 
around ANTIoXoY BASIAEQOX, Eagle standing 1.; on 
shoulder, palm; in field 1., club and monogram of Tyre; 

above, A; between eagle’s legs, %; in field r., ASY above 

date IoP (=A.S. 177=135/134 B.C.). Minit of Tyre. 
Babelon, Rois de Syrie, op. c., p. 148, 1102. Very fine. 

585* —— Antiochus VII, Sidetes (138-129 B.C.). Tetradrachm 
(221.3 grs., 14.34 gr.). Bust of Antiochus VII, diad., r.; 
chlamys round neck; rev. legend as on preceding coin; eagle 
standing 1. on beak of galley; on shoulder, palm-branch; 
in field 1., club and monogram of Tyre, above which A ; 

PE 

in field r., A SY and date BIIP (=A.S. 182= 130/129 B.C.); 
between eagle’s legs, monogram FP . B.M.C., op. c., p. 70, 
11 variant; Babelon, op. c., p. 146, 1126. Extremely fine. 

586 —— Tetradrachm (218.5 grs., 14.16 gr.). Similar; in field 
r., dateis ®OP (=A-S. 179=133/182 B.C.); and letter 
x between eagle’s legs. B.M.C., op. c., p. 70, 10; Babelon, 
op. C., , missing. Very fine. 

537%) — Tetradrachm (248.2 grs., 16.08 gr.). Head of 
Antiochus VII r., diad.; fillet border; rev. BASITAEQOS / 
ANTIoXoY to r., EYEP DETOoY to 1., of Athene Nike- 
phoros standing |., helmeted, holding shield and spear; Nike 
r. crowns King’s name; in field r., inside, monogram; in outer 

field 1., monogram above A; the whole within laurel-wreath. 
PM.&., OP. C, pr Tl, 28 yar.; A.fdV., op. C., p. 75, 285 
and 287 var, Mint of Antioch. Very fine. 
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415 0 S88* —— Demetrius Il, Nicator (second reign, B.C. 130-125). Tetra- 
drachm (216.1 grs., 14 gr.). Head of Demetrius II r. diad.; 
rev. SHMHTPIoY BAXSIAEQOS around eagle standing 1. 
as above; in field ]., club and Tyrian monogram, above which 

A ; in field r., A SY above date STI P (=A.S. 186=B.C. 
PE 
126/125); between eagle’s legs, ZB. B.M.C., op. ¢., p. 76, 
10. Almost extremely fine. Mint of Tyre. 

9 0 0 589* —— Tetradrachm (252.3 grs., 16.35 gr.). Head of Deme- 
trius r. diad., heavily bearded; fillet border; rev. 
BASIAEOS / AHMHTPIoY to r., @©EoY / NIKAToPo 
to 1. of Zeus seated 1. on high-backed throne, holding Nike 
with wreath to 1. and sceptre; in outer field 1., = ; below 

throne, O . B.M.C., op. c., p. 77, 17; Babelon, op. c., 
p. 157, 1212. Extremely fine and rare. 

9 0 0 590* —— Alexander II, Zebina (B.C. 128-123). Tetradrachm (240.5 
grs., 15.58 gr.). Head of Alexander II r. diad.; rev. 
BASIAEQS AAEZANAP [oY]. Zeus as above; in outer 
field 1., monogram; below throne, A and star. Lockett 
Coll., No. 3172. Unusually fine and well struck. Rare. 

6 0 0 591* —— Antiochus VIII, Grypos (B.C. 121-96). Tetradrachm 
(243.4 grs., 15.77 gr.). Head of Antiochus VIII r., diad.; 
fillet border; rev. BASIAEQS / ANTIoXoY to r., and 
EWI PANoY*S to]. of Zeus standing 1., crescent on head, 
holding in outstretched r. star, and in |. long sceptre; in 

field1., A® above A ; in field r., IL’ ; the whole within 
olive-wreath. Babelon, op. c., p. 185, 1422. Extremely fine 
and rare. 

$3.0 0 592 —— Tetradrachm (252.7 grs., 16.37 gr.). Similar, but of 
coarse style and flat fabric; on vev. star very large; in field 

Be AP ; the whole within olive-wreath. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 89, 13; Babelon, op. c., p. 185, 1420. Very fine and rare. 

910 0 593* —— —— Tetradrachm (257.4 grs., 16.68 gr.). Head of 
Antiochus VIII r. diad., high relief; rev. garlanded altar 
supporting conical shrine with eagle at summit; within it, 
Oriental Divinity, Sandan, standing r. on horned lion; on 
either side, bactyl; tor., BAZIAEQS / ANTIoXoY ; tol., 
EITIPANoY®S ; in outer field 1., two monograms. Lockett 
Coll., No. 3182; see B.M.C., op. c., p. 89, 21 and 22. Mint 
of Tarsus, Almost extremely fine and very rare. 
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594* —— Antiochus IX, Kyzicenos (116-95 B.C.). Tetradrachm 

595* —— 

596* —— 

(250 grs., 16.2 gr.). Head of Antiochus r. diad., slightly 
bearded and with whiskers; fillet border; vev. Altar of San- 

dan as above; legend as above, but to 1., PIAoITAToPod ; 
in field to 1., outside, two monograms. Lockett Coll., No. 
3187; Babelon, op.c., p. 1938/4, 1482; Pl. XXVI, 12. 
Extremely fine and very rare. Mint of Tarsus. 

Tetradrachm (255.4 grs., 16.55 gr.). Same obverse; 
vev. same legend as preceding coin; Athena standing 1. in 
full armour-dress, holding shield with aegis and spear im I., 
and in r. small wreath-bearing Nike 1.; in field ]., monogram 
above date EX (=A.S. 205 =107/6 BC); in ex. 
Similar to specimen in Naville, Sale X, Lucerne, 1925, Lot 
1461. Very fine and rare. 

Tetradrachm (243.8 grs., 15.8 gr.). Younger head of 
Antiochus IX r., unbearded and diad.; fillet border; rev. 
Zeus Nikephoros seated 1. on throne with high back, 1. rest- 
ing on long sceptre; Nike holds wreath to r. to crown him; 

legend as above; in field 1., outside, letters A ; below throne, 

fp in monogram; the whole within laurel-wreath. See 
Babelon, op. c., p. 193, 1480; Pl. XX VI, 10; Lockett Coll., 

No. 3184 (same dies). The absence of whiskers and general 
style would point to Antiochus X, who usually adds EY SE- 
BoYX. Very fine and very rare. 

597* —— Antiochus X, Eusebes (B.C. 94-83). Tetradrachm (233.1 
grs., 15.1 gr.). Head of Antiochus X r. diad.; fillet border; 
rev. BASIAEOS / ANTIoXo0Y to r., EYSEBoYS / 
PIAoLIATcPos to 1. Zeus as above; in outer field 1., S ; 

A 
below throne, monogram. B.M.C., op. c., p. 97, 2; Pl. 
XXVI, 1; Babelon, op. c., p. 200, 1526. Unusually large 
flan and extremely fine. Rare. ‘ 
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598* —— Antiochus XI, Philadelphos (B.C. 92). Tetradrachm (245 
grs., 15.87 gr.). Head of Antiochus XI r., diad.; thick fillet 
border; rev. types as above, legends also, except to 1., read- 

P 
ing only ELLIPANoYN ; in outer field 1., E ; below throne, 

A 
monogram as above. B.M.C., op. c., p. 98, 2; Pl. XXVI, 3. 
Very fine and very rare. Philippus, Philadelphos (92-83 
B.C.). Tetradrachm (245.3 grs., 15.89 gr.). Head of Philip- 
pus r. diad.; fillet border; rev. BASIAEOS / PIATIIIMJ0Y 
tor., ENIPANoYS / PIAAAEA®oY to 1. Zeus as above; 
only one monogram, below throne. Babelon, op. c., p. 203, 
1546. Very fine. Both illustrated. 

599* —— Tigranes of Armenia (83-69 B.C.). Tetradrachm (229.7 grs., 
14.88 gr.). Bust of Tigranes r., wearing Armenian tiara, the 
side of which is adorned with star between two eagles look- 
ing back; rev. BASIAEOS r., TIPPANOY 1. of figure of 
Antioch seated r. on rock, holding palm; at her feet, the 
River-God Orontes swimming to r., head facing; on rock, 
r. low, & ; the whole within laurel-wreath. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 103, 6. Only fine, but very rare. 

SOUTHERN ASIA 

600* PHOENICIA. Aradus. Early Fourth Century B.C. Tetrobol 
(54.5 grs., 3.53 gr.). Figure of marine deity, with human 
head and bust, beard and hair in long plaits, and fish-like 
body and tail, holding in 1. hand dolphin by tail; around, 
cable border; rev. galley to r. with oars and row of shields; 
below, winged hippocamp with horse’s (?) head; the whole 
within dotted incuse square. B.M.C., Phoenscta, Pl. I, 5; 
Babelon, Les Perses Achéménides, Pl. XXII, 3. Very fine 
and very rare. 

601* —— —— Same date. Stater (160.5 grs., 10.40 gr.). Head of 
Melquart r. laur., hair and whiskers shown by dots, beard by 
straight lines; rev. galley to r., with row of shields, standard 
and eye on poop; below, three lines of waves; above, two 
Phoenician letters (=Ex Arado); the whole within dotted 
incuse square. Lockett Coll., No. 3206; B.M.C., op. c., p. 
4, 18, Very fine and unusually well struck, Rare. 
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Stater (161.7 grs., 10.48 gr.). Similar to preceding. 
Fine/very fine. Another (B.C. 350-332). Stater (159.8 
ers., 10.35 gr.). Similar, but eye more in profile on obv.; 
on rev. galley to r. as above, over three lines of waves; on 
prow, standing figure of Pataecus; above, two Phoenician 
letters and date 7 (= year 10). See B.M.C., op. c., Pl. II, 
18; p. 10, 66. Fine and rare. 

603 —— —— Fourth Centry B.C. Obol (12.8 grs., 0.83 gr.). Types 

604* —— 

605 

as above; two Phoenician letters above galley. B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. Il, 4; p. 7, 45. Extremely fine. Tetrobol (49.3 
ors., 9:19 er.). Smilar, BM.G., op: ¢., Pleo, 192 Very 
fine. c. 241-216 B.C. Attic Hemidrachm (81.2 grs:, 2.02 
gr.). Head of Tyche r. wearing turreted crown; rev. prow 

of galley 1.; above, A (for AP) ; below, date in Phoenician 
= 44 (=216/215 B.C.). B.M.C., op. c., Pl. III, 9. Very 
fine and very rare. c. 174-110 B.C. Attic Drachm (58.6 
grs., 3.80 gr.). Bee with straight wings seen from above; 

to r., RE; to 1., date 9 =90 (=170-169 B.C.); rev. stag 
standing r.; in background, date-palm tree; in field r., 
APAAEON. B.M.C., op. c., p. 21, 151. Very fine. 

c. 1387-46 B.C. Tetradrachm (231. 2grs., 14.98 gr.). 
Bust of Tyche r., wearing turreted crown, veil falling upon 
shoulders, hair rolled; rev. Nike advancing to 1., holding 
aphlaston and palm-branch; in field r., APAATON; in field 
]., date SQ P (=196, =64/63 B.C.) above two Phoenician 
letters and AN; the whole within laurel-wreath. B.M.C., 
op, €., Pp. 38, 272. Very fine. 

Same period. Tetradrachm (227.5 grs., 14.74 gr.). 
Same types, with date and ANP (=151, =109/108 B.C.) 
above Phoenician letter and AC. B.M.C., od. c., p. 26, 
206. Fine. Another (222.3 grs., 14.40 gr.). Similar, with 
date CIA (=214, =46/45 B.C.) above Phoenician letter 
and EC. B.M.C., op. c., p. 35, 291. Very fine. 

606* —— Byblus. c. B.C. 350-330. King Azbaal or King Ainel. 
Quarter-Stater (49.7 grs., 3.22 gr.). Galley tol., containing 
three hoplites holding round shields; below, zig-zag line of 
waves and hippocamp to 1.; rev. lion 1. attacking from 
behind bull 1. kneeling; above, AO. For type, see B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 94, 3; for inscription, Babelon, op. c., p. 196, 
No. 1368. Fine, but very rare, probably unpublished. 
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607* —— Sidon. Ewagoras |] (c. 345-342 B.C.). Double Shekel 
(398 grs., 25.78 gr.). War-galley 1. with oars and row of 
shields; small figure to 1.; to r., standard over poop and star; 
below, quadruple zig-zag line of waves; above, date II 
=year 2 (=B.C. 345/344); rev. the King of Persia in a car 
drawn by three horses with charioteer driving; an atten- 
dant walks behind them; in field 1. above, [0]0; the whole 
within incuse circle. B.M.C., op. ¢.,.p. 161, 667 Pl. XX, B 
Very fine and very rare. 

608* —— —— Strato IT (c. 342-333 B.C.). Double Shekel (399 grs., 
25.85 gr.). Similar to preceding; but, on obverse, no star, 
and date 1 (=year 1, = 343/342 B.C.); on reverse, name off 
flan; the attendant holds oinochoe and sceptre. B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 152, 71; Pl. XX, 7. Babelon suggests that the King 
here is Artaxerxes III Ochus. Very fine and very rare. 

609 —— —— Uncertain King (Bodashtart?) (c. 384-370 B.C.). 
Half-Shekel (99 grs., 6.41 gr.). Same types; on obverse, no 
letter; below, double zig-zag line of waves; on reverse, no 
attendant behind car. The car seems to be drawn by one 
horse only. See B.M.C., op. c., p. 144, 26; Pl. XIX, 3. 
Fine and very rare, Strato I (Abdashtart) (c. 370-358 B.C.). 
Sixteenth of Shekel (12.5 grs., 0.81 gr.). War-galley 1. as on 
preceding coin; two double lines of waves; rev. the King of 
Persia r. slaying lion standing 1. on hind-legs, with dagger; 
between them, O. B.M.C., op. c., p. 147, 87; Pl. XIX, 11. 
Extremely fine. 

610* —— Tripolis. c. 142-81 B.C. Tetradrachm (231.2 grs., 14.98 
gr.). Busts of the Dioscuri, jugate, r., laur. and dr.; above 
each, a star; rev. TPITIoAITON/THS IEPAS KAT to r., 
and AYToNoMoY to 1. of standing figure of Tyche 1., hold- 
ing cornucopiae in |. and r. resting on tiller; in outer field 
]., I’; in inner field r., low, ¥; in ex., date ®©E (=B.C. 
110/109); the whole within laurel-wreath. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 200, 3. Almost extremely fine and rare, 

611* —— Tyre. c. 400-332 B.C. Stater (229.5 grs., 14.87 gr.). Mel- 
garth riding r. on hippocamp with curled wings; below, 
double zig-zag line of waves and dolphin r.; rev. owl stand- 
ing r., head facing; over 1. shoulder, crook and flail; in field 
r., I] (=year 2); within circular incuse. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 229, 14; Pl. XXIX, 1. Stater of thick fabric and odd 
shape; very fine and rare, 
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612* —— —— c. 332-275 B.C. Stater (186.6 grs., 8.85 gr.). Same 

613* —— 

614* —— 

types, but of later style and fabric; in extended 1., Melgarth 

holds bow; on vev., in field r., year 1 (=1) and Phoenician 

letter above another Phoenician letter, B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 281, 25; Pl. XXIX, 8; Babelon, op. c., Pl. XXAXAY, 16. 
Very fine and rare. 

Later part of period 450-332 B.C. Stater of flat 
fabric (194.5 grs., 12.60 gr.). Similar. B.M.C. op. c., 
p. 230, 19; Pl. XXIX, 6; Babelon, op. c., Pl. XXXV, 13. 
Flan of coin somewhat short; obverse struck off centre; very 
fine. c. 332-275 B.C. Stater (139.4 grs., 9.03 gr.). Similar; 
in field r., on rev., III (—) (= year 3), above Phoenician 
letter. B.M.C., op. c., p. 231, 29 bis; Babelon, op. c., 
p. 295, 2013. As struck, but weakly struck; otherwise ex- 
tremely fine; illustrated. 

126/5 B.C.-65/6 A.D. Tetradrachm (218 grs., 14.13 
egr.). Head of Melqarth r., laur., with slight whisker; rev. 
TYPoY IEPA KAI AXYAoY around eagle standing 1. on 
beak of galley, palm-branch over r. shoulder; in field 1., 
club, above which date LA (=year 4, =123/2 B.C.); 
between eagle’s legs, M and Phoenician letter. B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 234, 49; Babelon, op. c., p. 296, 2027. Extremely 
fine and tllustrated. Half-Shekel (102.5 grs., 6.64 gr.). Head 
of Melqarth r., as above; round neck, lion’s skin; rev. as 

above; in field r., KP; in field 1., date PIE above club; 
BN 

between eagle’s legs, Phoenician letter, See B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 252, 235; and Babelon, op. c., p. 307, 2096. Date=year 
115=12/11 B.C. Very fine. 

615* JUDAEA. The First Revolt of the Jews. A.D. 66-70. Shekel of 
year 2 (219.5 grs., 14.22 gr.). Chalice with knop on stem 
and cover, broad rim; around, in Aramaic letters, ‘‘Shekel 
of Israel’’; above chalice, ‘‘Year 2’? (=A.D. 67/68); rev. 
stem with bunch of three pomegranates; around, ‘‘Jerusalem 
the Holy’’. B.M.C., Coins of the Jews,*Palestine, p. 270, 
7; A. Retfenberg, Ancient Jewish Coins, No. 139. Extremely 
fine. 

616* ——- —— Half-Shekel of year 3 (105.9 grs., 6.86 gr.). Same 
types as on preceding coin, same legends, with exception of 
“‘Half-shekel’” ‘“‘Year 3’’ on obverse. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 271, 15; Pl. XXX, 6; Reifenberg, op. c., No. 142, Ex 
tremely fine and very rare. 
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42 0 0 617* Second Revolt of the Jews. A.D. 132-135. Shekel (222.4 
grs., 14.41 gr.). Front of Temple with four fluted columns 
and architrave; within, in background, Screen of the Taber- 
nacle with Ark of the Covenant; above buildings, wavy line; 
in fields 1. and r., ‘‘Simon’’; rev. bundle of twigs (lulab); 
on l., citrus (ethrog); around, ‘‘For the Freedom of Jerusa- 
lem’. B.M.C., op. c., p. 287, 19; Pl. XXXIII, 3; Reifen- 
berg, op .c., No. 166. Extremely fine and rare variant. 

15 0 0  618* —— —— Quarter-Shekel or Denarius (55.2 grs., 3.58 gr-). 
Bunch of grapes with two tendrils; around, ‘‘Simon’’; rev. 

lyre (kithara) with three strings, square end; around, ‘‘For 
the Freedom of Jerusalem’. B.M.C.. op. c., p. 298, 69; 
Reifenberg, op. c., No. 188. Extremely fine and rare. 

27 0 0 619* —— —— Quarter-Shekel (50.9 grs., 3.30 gr.). Same obverse 
as on preceding coin; rev. two trumpets, between which a 
pellet; around, ‘‘For the Freedom of Jerusalem’’; but the 
arrangement of letters seems to be entirely new. See B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 301, 93; Reifenberg, op. c., No. 186. Extremely 
fine and very rare. 

62 ( ©  620* ARABIA. Philisto-Arabian imitations of Tetradrachms of Athens. 
350-300 B.C. Tetradrachm (245.4 grs., 15.9 gr.). Helmeted 
head of Athena r. of large size, with large crest, and circular 
ear-ring; hair waved in three waves over forehead; helmet 

adorned with two olive-leaves and floral ornament; rev. owl 
standing r., head facing; behind, two olive-leaves and berry, 
also crescent; in front, crescent above thunderbolt and 
Himyarite legend in four letters. See Pozzi Collection, 
Lucerne Sale, 1920, Lot 1584; Babelon, Traité, Tome II, 
p. 675, 1087; Pl. CXXV, 6. Extremely fine and extremely 
rare. Struck on very large flan. 

Mazaios, Satrap in Cilicia (361-333 B.C.). Similar, 
but work and style more rough; in field r., name of Mazaios 
and @. Babelon, Traité, op. c., p. 678, 1093; Pl. CXXV, 
Il. Very fine and extremely rare. 

16 0 O 6219 . 
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622* ARABIA FELIX. Sabaeans and Himyarites. Third and Second 

623 

Centuries B.C. Unit (83.9 grs., 5.44 gr.). Beardless male 
head r. laur., hair arranged in long ringlets falling down side 
of head; the whole within wreath; rev. owl standing r. on 
prostrate handleless amphora, head facing; on |., three 
Himyarite letters and crescent; on r., two more letters; 
around, border of handleless amphorae, B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 59, 24; Pl. IX, 7. Rough style, but very fine. Rare. 
King Amdan Bayyin. First Century A.D. Quarter-Unit 
(22.5 grs., 1.46 gr.). Small male head r., as above; on l., 
monogram with crescent; border of dots terminating in 
arrow-head; rev. small male head r. as on obverse; around, 
Himyarite legend; to r., monogram; in ex., mint-name, 
Raidan. B.M.C., op. c., p. 71, 1. Concave. Extremely 
fine. The first illustrated. 

Unit (83.5 grs., 5.41 gr.). Similar to the piece in 
preceding lot. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. IX, 8. Very fine and rare. 
Quarter-Unit (22.5 grs., 1.46 gr.). Similar to the second 
coin in preceding lot. Extremely fine. 

624 PERSIA. The Achaemenid Kings. Xerxes (485-465 B.C.). 

625 

Siglos (82.7 grs., 5.36 gr.). Xerves r. in kneeling-running 
attitude, bearded, holding in |. strung bow, in r. spear; rev. 
oblong irregular incuse. Babelon, Traité, Tome I, Pl. X, 
22. Very fine and rare. Artaxerxes I Longus Manus (465- 
425 B.C.). Siglos, a modern copy. 

Darius III Codoman (837-330 B.C.). Siglos (72.8 
grs., 4.72 gr.). The King in kneeling-running attitude r., 
wearing kidaris with four dents, holding in 1. bow, in r, short 
dagger; rev. irregular incuse oblong. B.M.C., Arabia, Meso- 
potamia and Persia, p. 172, 177; Babelon, Traité, Tome II, 
Pl. LXXXVII, 18. Very fine. Arses (338-337 B.C.). Siglos 
(85.5 grs., 5.54 gr.). Similar to preceding, but coarse style; 
the King has long pointed beard; the exergual line is repre- 
Samed by jour dots. B.C. op. ¢., PL XXXVI, 8; 
Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. LXXXVII, 15. Very fine and 
very rare. 

626* ——. —— Artaxerxes III Ochus (359-338 B.C.). Siglos (82.1 
grs., 5.32 gr.). The King in usual half kneeling-running 
attitude r., kidaris with four dents, drawing bow; on shoul- 
der, quiver with arrows; rev. irregular oblong incuse. 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXVII, 23; Babelon, Traité, Op. 6., Pi. 
LXXXVII, 4. Extremely fine and rare. 
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Siglos (82.8 grs., 5.37 gr.). Similar to preceding. 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 174, 190. Very fine and rare. 

Under Darius III Codoman. Satrap Memnon the 
Rhodian, Rhodian Tetradrachm (228.9 grs., 14.83 gr.). King 
Darius Codoman in half kneeling-running attitude to r., 
wearing turreted kidaris; he holds in 1. bow, and in r. trans- 
versal spear; rev. irregular incuse depression with parts 
raised and sunk. Babelon, Traité, op. c., p. 131, 78; Pl. 
LXXXIX, 10; B.M.C., op. c., p. 324, 5. Very fine and 
very rare. 

PERSIS. Darius II (First Century B.C.). Drachm (61.3 grs., 
3.97 gr.). Bust of King 1. with long beard, wearing Parthian 
helmet with crescent and three rows of dots, cuir.; vev. Par- 
thian legend all round; the King standing 1. in front of lighted 
altar. B.M.C., op. c., p. 216, 4; Pl. XXXII, 7. Extremely 
fine and rare. 

PARTHIA. Phraates I (c. B.C. 176-171). Drachms (3). Bust 
of Arsaces 1., wearing helmet tied with diadem and cloak; 
rev. BASIAEOX / MEVDAAoY / APSAKoY. Arsaces 
seated r. on omphalos, holding in outstretched 1. hand bow. 
Lockett Coll., No. 3242; B.M.C., Parthia, p. 3, 18. Two 
others, similar. B.M.C., op. c., p. 3, 15 (two). All very fine, 
the first illustrated. 

—— —— Drachms (2). Types similar to preceding; style more 
crude, legends carelessly written, with inverted letters and 
mistakes. B.M.C., op. c., p. 4, 24 and p. 4, 25; the second 
specimen has in low field r., on vev., torch. B.M.C., op. c., 
Pl. I, 11. Both very fine. 

—— Mithradates I (B.C. 171-138). Drachms (2). Bust of King 
l., long beard, diad. and draped; fillet border; vev. same 
legend; Arsaces seated r. on omphalos, holding bow. B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 10, 30 and p. 10, 31 (this, illustrated). Both very 
fine. 

—— Phraates II (B.C. 138-128/7). Drachms (2). Draped bust 
]. of Phraates II, close beard, diad.; behind, TAM ; rev. 
BASIAEQOS / METAAoY tor., APZAKoY / © EOIATo- 
PoS . Arsaces seated r. on omphalos, holding bow. B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 17, 16; Babelon, Traité, Part III, Jacques de 
Morgan, Tome I, Pl. III, 16. One extremely fine and illus- 
trated, the other very fine. 
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—— Mithradates I. Obol (12.1 grs., 0.78 gr.). Bust of King r. 
bearded, diad. and dr.; rev. BASIAEOXS MEVDAAoY 
APSAKoY . Bust of King r. in helmet. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 7, 3; Pl. II, 3. Artabanus I (B.C. 128/7—123). Drachm. 
Bust of Artabanus I |., pointed beard, hair arranged in 
ridges and diad.; vev. legend as above, with addition of 
PIAAAEA®oyY |.; type as above. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. V, 4. 
Both very fine, the first very rare and illustrated. 

—— Artabanus I. Drachm. Similar to piece in preceding lot. 
Extremely fine. 

—— Mithradates II (B.C. 123-88). Tetradrachm (253.4 grs., 
16.42 gr.). Bust of Mithradates II 1., pointed beard, wearing 
diadem and cuirass; vev. legend starting 1. low, BAX I. \EO® 
/ MET'AAoY / APSAKoY / EITIPANoY®S. Arsaces seated 
r. on omphalos, holding bow; in outer field r., palm-branch. 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 24, 3. A very fine piece of very good style, 
struck on large flan. Very rare. 

—— —— Drachm. Similar to preceding. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. 
VI, 6; Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. VI, 6. Very, fine. Another 

- Drachm; similar, but beard somewhat longer and more 
pointed; in field r., monogram; vev. same type, but Arsaces 
seated r. on throne with high back, holding bow. B.M.C., 
OP: Ci, Pp. 27, 20, Babelon; Tratte, op: c., Pi, ‘VI, 12. 
Extremely fine and illustrated; rare. 

Drachms (3). Same type; one with short-cropped 
beard and no monogram. Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. V, 19. 
Of the other two, with bust with long pointed beard, one has 
monogram E on outer field |. of reverse, see B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 27, 27; the other, monogram A in inner field 1. of reverse; 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. VI, 8. Both have high-backed throne. 
Two very fine, one extremely fine. 

—— -——— Drachms (3). All have title BASIAEOS / BASIA- 
EON / METAAoY / APSAKoY / EITIPANoYS with the 
usual obverse (long pointed beard) and reverse types. 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. VII, 6. One struck on very large flan, 
extremely fine and illustrated; the other two, very fine. 

Drachms (2). Bust of Mithradates II 1., with long 
pointed beard, wearing helmet with star and crescent device, 
diadem and cuirass; vev. full title as above, and Arsaces 
seated on throne with high back, holding bow. Lockett Coll., 
No. 3265; B.M.C., op. c., Pl. VIII, 3. One Fleur-de-coin, 
the other extremely fine, the better illustrated. 
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641* ——- —— Drachms (3). One, similar to preceding. Flewr-de-Coin 
and illustrated. The other two are of same type, but, on hel- 
met, three dotted border lines, no crescents. B.M.C., op. c., 
Pl. VIII, 2. Both very fine. 

4 0 0 642* —— Artabanus II (B.C. 88-77). Drachms (2). Bust of Arta- 
banus II |., short beard, wearing diadem and cuirass; rev. 
BASIAEOS / MEPAA0Y / APSKoY / QEoIIAToPos 
/ EYEPYETOoY . Arsaces seated r. on throne with high 
back, holding bow. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. IX, 2. One extremely 
fine, one very fine; the first, illustrated. Sinatruces II (B.C. 
77-70). Bust of Sinatruces II 1. bearded, wearing diadem, 
cuirass, helmet with star device and borders of dots; rev. 
as above with fuller legend ending APSAKoY/AYToKPA- 
ToPo®/PIAoIMAToPoy/ENMIP®ANoYS / PIAEAAHNOS. 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. X, 2. Both very fine, one illustrated. 

2 5 0 643 -—— Sinatruces II. Drachms (2). As above, one with longer 
beard. Very fine. Phraates III (B.C. 70-57). Drachm,. Bust 
of Phraates III 1., short pointed beard, hair carefully 
arranged and falling down neck, diad. and cuir.; rev. simi- 
lar, but instead of AYToKPAToPo® / PIAGHAToPoS, the 

ethnic EYEPIETOoY ; in inner field r., oe . See Babelon, 

Traité, op. c., p. 257, list of monograms. Very fine. 

210 0 644* —— Phraates III (B.C. 70-57). Drachms (4). Bust of Phraates 
III 1., pointed beard, wearing helmet adorned with horn and 
foreparts of stags; rev. BAXIAEOS, / MELD‘AAoY / APSA- 
KoY / ©EolIIATPoY / NIKAToPoX . Arsaces as above. 

B.M.C., op. c., p. 52, 64; Babelon, Tratté, op. c., p. 260, 
92 varietés. One extremely fine and illustrated, the others 
very fine; one has reverse legend double-struck. 

210 0 645* —— Mithradates III (Unknown King in B.M.C.). (c. 57 B.C.).— 
Drachm. Bust of King 1., short beard, diad., and wearing 
cuirass; vev. similar to preceding, but legend ending 
APSAKoY / EWIPAWoYS / PIAEAAHNO® / PIAo- 
LIAToPo> / EYEPIEToY; in field r., monogram (4). 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 59, 34; Babelon, Traité, op. c., p. 262, 
96. Fleur-de-coin and illustrated. Orodes I (B.C. 57-37). 
Drachms (2). Similar, with variants of legend. B.M.C., op. 

c., Pl. XIV, 6 (monogram IP); another with monogram 7 
Both very fine. 
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646* —— Orodes I. Tetradrachm (178.9 grs., 11.59 gr.). Bust of 210 0 
Orodes |., close beard, hair arranged in formal curls, diad. 
and cuirassed; rev. BACIAEQC/BACIAEON/APCAKoY / 
EYEPIEToY / AIKAIoY / EIIIPANoVC / PIAEAAHNOC. 
Orodes seated |, on throne with high back, holding sceptre in 
1., and Nike Stephanophoros r. in r.; below seat, ILC (month 
Peritios?). See B.M.C., op. c., p. 78, 34. Very fine and very 
rare, illustrated. Another, similar, with second word in 
exergue; below seat, A .... Very fine and very rare. 4 

ur 647* —— Drachms (4) of similar type. One has crescent and 2 
star on obv., anchor and monogram on vev. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 88, 173. Two have crescent and two stars on obverse, 

anchor and monogram ITA on reverse. B.M.C., op. c., p. 90, 
184. One illustrated. The last has a different monogram, 

PP. B.M.C., op. c., p. 91, 199. One EF, the vest VF. 4 

648* Phraates IV (B.C. 38/37-B.C. 3/2). Tetradrachm (225 210 0 
grs., 14.58 gr.). Bust of Phraates IV 1., pointed beard, diad. 
and cuir.; rev. legend as above; Phraates seated r. on throne 
receives wreath from standing figure of Tyche, holding in 
1. cornucopiae; below throne, in minute letters, year HITS 
(=S.E. 288=25/24 B.C.); in ex., month APTE. Babelon, 
Traité, op. c., Pl. XIV, 11. Very fine and rare. l 

ur 649 —— -——— Tetradrachms (2). Of similar type. but Nike offers g 
palm to the King. The dates in exergue are not clear. Both 
very fine and rare. a oes 

650* —— Drachms (4). Bust of Phraates ]., with pointed beard, 
wearing diadem and cuirass; behind, eagle |. with wreath 
in beak, crowning King’s head; vev. as above; in inner field 

r., monogram E+. Babelon, Traité, op. c., Pl. XV, 11. 
Another, similar, with eagle standing on sceptre; on rev. 

monogram I'P and, to l., crescent. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XX, 
11. Another, similar, with eagle 1. carrying wreath in its 
beak, and star and crescent in field 1.; on vev., in field r., 

monogram IIA. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXII, 10. Another, 
similar. All very fine, one illustrated. 4 
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651* —— Phraataces and his mother, Musa. Drachm of B.C. 3/2- 
A.D. 4 (64.8 grs., 4.20 gr.). Bust of Phraataces 1., bearded, 
hair in formal curls and diad.; on either side, Nike flying to 
crown the King; rev. [QEAC] OYPANIA [C] r., [MOY] 
CHCBACIAI [CCHC] 1. of bust of Musa |. wearing tiara 

and diadem; in front, monogram TA: . BMGs OR: Gs, 
Pl. XXIV, 2; Lockett Coll., No. 3298. Almost extremely 
fine and very rare. Illustrated. Another, similar. Fine. 

652 —— Vonones I (A.D. 8/9-11/12). Drachms (2). BACIAEYC 
/ ONWNHC. Bust of Verones I 1., with long pointed beard 
and short hair, wearing diadem; rev. BACIAEYC / 
ONWNHC / NEIKHCAC / APTABAWO\; Nike ad 
vancing r., holding palm-branch and diadem; in front, to r., 
monogram. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXIV, 7. Artabanus III 
(A.D. 10/11-40). Drachm of usual type. B.M.C., op. c., 
Pl. XXV, 7. All very fine. 

653* —— Wardanes I (A.D. 41/42-45). Tetradrachm (192.7 grs., 
12.49 gr.). Bust of Vardanes |. with short-pointed beard and 
hair in formal rows, diad. and cuir.; vev. long inscription 
around figures of Vardanes seated r. on throne and of Tyche 
standing facing him, offering palm-branch to the King and 
holding cornucopiae; above, date ENT; month in ex., off 
flan. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXVI, 1. Illustrated. Drachm. 
Similar obverse; rev. usual legend; Arsaces seated r. holding 
bow; in front, monogram. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXVI, 4. 
Both very fine. 

654 —— Gotarzes (A.D. 40/41-51). Drachms (2). Bust of usual 
type, legend and reverse similar to preceding coin. B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. XXVII, 3. Drachm, similar; but in front of bust, 
crescent and star. Type very barbarous and style very coarse, 
legend unintelligible. B.M.C., op. c., p. 167, 51. The first 
extremely fine, the other two very fine. 

655* —— Volagases I (A.D. 51-77/78). Tetradrachm (201.7 grs., 
13.07 gr.). Bust of Volagases 1. with short close beard, hair 
arranged in formal rows, fringe on forehead, wearing diadem 
and cuirass; rev. legend around figure of King seated 1. on 
throne, receiving diadem from standing figure of Tyche in 
front of him, tor.; above, HET = year 368 = A.D. 56/57. 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 181, 22. Almost extremely fine and rare. 
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656 —— Vardanes II (A.D. 55). Drachms (2). Bust of Vardanes 
II, beardless, facing, wearing helmet with horns and side 
pieces, diad., and cuir.; on either side, star; vev. usual legend 
and type. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXIX, 16. Pacorus II (A.D. 
77/78-109/110). Drachms (2). Bust of Pacorus II 1., wearing 
helmet ornamented with star and crescents, diad. and cuir., 
short beard; rev. as above. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXI, 2. 
Three very fine, one extremely fine. 

657* —— Volagases II (A.D. 77/78-146/147). Tetradrachm (158 
egrs., 10.23 gr.). Bust of the King 1., with close beard, wear- 
ing helmet, diadem and cuirass; behind, B ; rev. type of 
King seated 1. receiving diadem from Tyche standing r.; 
above, date AAY = 484 = A.D. 122/123. B.M.C., op. c., 
Pl. XXXII, 9. Very fine and rare. 

658 —— Drachms (2). Similar to preceding; no monogram on 
obverse; rev. Arsaces seated on throne holding bow; to r., 
monogram. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXII, 11. Both very fine. 
Another, similar, but with pointed beard and hooked orna- 
ment in field r. on obverse. B.M.C., op. c., p. 214, 39. Very 
fine and rare. 

659 —— Mithradates IV (c. A.D. 130-147). Drachms (4). Bust 
of King 1., with long pointed beard, wearing diadem and 
cuirass; vev, usual type. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXVI, 9. 
Two EF, two VF. 

660* —— Volagases III (A.D. 147/8-191). Tetradrachm (215.8 grs., 
13.98 gr.). Bust of Volagases III 1., with long beard, diad. 
and cuir.; wearing helmet with long flap; behind, B ; rev. 
legend and type as above; above, date, @)ILTY = 489=177- 
178 A.D. See B.M.C., op. c., p. 228, 34. Date unpublished 
(2). Extremely fine. 

661 —— Volagases IV (A.D. 191-207/8). Drachm (1). Bust of 
Volagases IV facing, long pointed beard, hair arranged in 
three large bunches around head; diadem; rev. usual type; 
in front, Il. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXV, 9 and 10. Volagases 
III. Drachms (2). Usual bust of Volagases III 1., and on 
rev. Arsaces seated r. on throne; in front, II. B.M.C., op. c., 
Pl. XXXIV, 7. Volagases V (A.D. 208-222). Drachm. 
Similar; behind head on obv., I and crescent-moon. B.M.C., 
op. t.,- Pl. XXXVI, 3. Asrtabanus V. c. 213-227 A.D. 
Drachms (2). Similar. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXVI, 8. All 
very fine. 
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—— Volagases IV (A.D. 191-207/08). Tetradrachm. Bust of 
Volagases IV |., long pointed beard, hair arranged in large 
bun, diad. and cuir.; rev. usual type; above, date HD = 
508 A.S. = A.D. 169/197. B.M.C., op. c:, p. 238, 10. Very 
fine and rare. Volagases V (A.D. 207/208-221/22). Tetra- 
drachm. Similar, with date BK@ = 522 A.S. = 210-11 A.D. 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXXVI, 1. Fine and rare. 

BACTRIA. The Kings of Bactria: Euthydemus I (c. B.C. 220). 
Tetradrachm (243.5 grs., 15.78 gr.). Head of Euthydemus 
r. diad., middle-aged features; rev. BASIAEQS/EY @Y- 
AHMOY . Herakles naked, seated |. on rock, 1. hand resting 
on rock, holding in r. vertical club placed on rock; in inner 
field r., low, monogram; in ex., N . B.M.C., Greek and 
Scythic Kings of Bactria, p. 4, 4; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, op. c., Pl. 360, 7 var. Almost very fine, but very 
rare. 

—— Eucratides (c. 180-160 B.C.). Tetradrachm (243.2 grs., 
15.76 gr.). Bust of Eucratides r. diad. and draped; rev. 
BASIAEQ [XS] / EYKPATIAoY . Apollo, naked but for 
chlamys, standing facing, head 1., holding bow and arrow; 
in field 1., low, monogram. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. V, 4; Lockett 
Coll.. No. 3356. Very fine, but surface pitted. Very rare. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (255.1 grs., 16.53 gr.). Draped bust of 
King r., wearing helmet in shape of a kausia, adorned with 
ear and horn of bull; fillet border; vev. BASIAEOS 
METDAAOY / in ex., EYKPATIAoY ; the Dioscuri 
charging r. on horses prancing, holding long lances and 
palms; below horses, monogram. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. V, 8; 
S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, P|. 360, 11. Extremely 
fine and rare. Illustrated on Pl. 29. 

—— —— Drachm (54.2 grs., 3.51 gr.). Same type as last, but 
no monogram below horses. See B.M.C., op. c., Pl. V, 9 
(monogram ®); see Pozzi Coll., No. 3153 variant. Unpub- 
lished (?). Very fine and very rare, illustrated. Another 
Drachm (60.5 grs., 3.92 gr.). Bust of the King r, diad. and 
dr.; rev. the Dioscuri as above; above, BAXIAEQOS ; in ex., 
EYKPATIAoY; behind, small \. B.M.C., op. c., 
(missing); Pozzi Collection, No. 3151. Very fine and very 
rare, illustrated. Obols (2). Bust of King r., diad. and hel- 
meted; vev. the pilei of the Dioscuri, and two palms; on 

. ‘ i 

either side, legend as above; below, monogram WA. 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 15, 27. Both very fine. 

th 
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667* —— Heliokles. Middle of Second Century B.C. Tetradrachm 
(263.3 grs., 17.06 gr.). Bust of King r., diad. and draped; 
filleted border; rev. BASIAEQS r., HAIOKAEOY® |., 
AIKAToY in ex.; Zeus, draped, standing facing, |. leaning 
on long sceptre, r. holding thunderbolt; in inner field 1., 
monogram. Bement Collection, No. 1798; Munich, Hirsch 
Catalogue, XX XI, No. 526. A very good portrait; very fine 
and very rare. 

668* —— Agathokles or Euthydemus. First Century B.C., or later, 
imitation by the barbarous tribes of the Danube. Tetra- 
drachm (133.3 grs., 8.64 gr.). Diad. head r. of King; border 
of dots; hair indicated by dots; rev. Herakles seated 1. on 
rock, holding his club vertically on r. knee; around, bar- 
barous inscription. Very crude imitation of Tetradrachm of 
these Kings; S. W. Grose, Fitzwiliam Museum, P|. 380, 8; 
R. Forrer, op. c., p. 242, 429. Very fine. Zoilos. Around 
B.C. 125. Drachm (86.8 grs., 2.85 er). BASIAEOS 
AIKAIToY / ZOIAoY around laur., dr. and cuir. bust of 
King r.; rev. Kharoshti legend; Herakles standing facing, 
holding wreath, and club with lion’s skin; in field 1., mono- 
gram Vv . See B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XII, 10, variant. Almost 

extremely fine, very rare. Both illustrated. 

669* —— Hippostratus. c. 70-60 B.C. Stater (or Tetradrachm of 
reduced size) (134.7 grs., 8.73 gr.). BASIAEQS MET'AAoY 
SZOTHPos/TIITMoSTPAToY . Bust r. diad., dr. and cuir.; 
rev. Kharoshti legend; the King helmeted on horse walking 
to r.; behind, Indian letter; before, monogram in circle; in 
ex. indian letter, 6.MiC., op. c, p. 59,9; see S. WGrose, 
Fitzwilliam Museum, Pl. 362, 6. Very fine and rare. Illus- 
trated on Pl. 29. 

&47()* ——— Hermaeus (c. 40-25 B.C.). Stater (or reduced Tetra- 
drachm) (147.3 grs., 9.54 gr.). BASIAEQS SOTHPOS / 
EPMAIoY . Bust of King r., diad. and draped; rev. 
Kharoshti legend; Zeus, laur. and rad., seated |. on throne, 
holding uncertain object in r. hand, in 1. spear; in outer field 
r., monogram. See B.M.C., op. c., p. 62, 3, variant. Un- 
published (2). Drachm. Similar type, with different mono- 
gram. See B.M.C., op. c., p. 62, 7, variant. The first ex- 
tremely fine and rare, the second fine, the first illustrated on 
PL, 29, NO 
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Stater (154.8 grs., 10.03 gr.). Same legend as on pre- 
ceding coins; bust of the King r., dr. and cuir., wearing 
helmet of kausia-type as above; vev. Zeus seated |. as above, 
his r. hand outstretched; in field 1., monogram. See B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. XV, 5 (but Drachm); also London, Rothschild 
Coll , 1900, L. 459, variant. Drachm. Similar type. B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. XV, 5. The first extremely fine and very rare, 
illustrated on P\. 29; the second, fine. 

410 0 672 —— Antialkidas (c. 150 B.C.). Drachm. BAXIAEQX NIKH- 
; PoPoY / ANTIAAKIAoY. Bust of King r. dr., wearing 

kausia; yvev. Kharoshti legend; Zeus Nikephoros seated 1.; in 
1., sceptre; below throne, monogram; in front, forepart of 
elephant 1. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. VII, 11. Very fine and rare. 
Menander (c. 150 B.C.). Drachms (3). BAXIAEOX 
LOTHPos / MENANAPOoY . Bust of the King r. dr., wear- 
ing helmet, rev. Kharoshti legend; Athena standing I., carry- 
ing in |. aegis, and with r. hurling thunderbolt; in field r., 
monogram. B.M.C., op. c.. p. 45, 12. Another, with bust 
of King r. dr. and diad.; monogram different. B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 45, 17. Another, with bust diad. to 1., wearing aegis on 1. 
shoulder, and thrusting with spear; different monogram. 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 47, 48; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilham Museum, 
Pl. 361, 19. The three extremely fine. 

4 0 0 673 —— Drachms of Apollodotos I, elephant r., rev. humped Indian 
bull r., B.M.C., op. c., p. 34, 9; Strato, bust of King r., 

diad. and dr., rev. Athena Promachos 1.; Antimachos II, 
Nike walking 1. holding palm and wreath, rev. King on 
horseback to r., B.M.C., op. c., p. 55, 3; and another, 
similar; Hermaeus, bust of King r. diad and dr., rev. Zeus 
seated |., B.M.C., op. c., p. 62, 9 variant (fourrée); Azes, 
the King r. on horse walking, vev. Athena Promachos facing, 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 79, 76. And another, similar. All very 
fine. 

610 0 674* —— Azes. c. B.C. 40-20. Staters (3, the first weighing 149.3 
grs., 9.67 gr.). BAXSIAEOS BAXIAEON METAAoY AZoY. 
The King r. on horse pacing r., holding whip and standard; 
vev. Kharosthi legend; Athena standing r., holding spear 
and shield. B.M.C., op. c., p. 81, 93. Extremely fine and 
illustrated. Another, similar, with King holding couched 
spear, and Athena Promachos tol. B.M.C., op. c., p. 78, 58. 
Another, similar, with reverse of City- goddess standing bes 
holding brazier and palm, Type of B.M.C., op. c., p. 82, 
110. Both very fine, the last very rare. 
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675* —— Spalirises. c. A.D. 10-20. Stater (138.5 grs., 8.97 gr.). 
As King’s Brother, BACIAEWC AAEA®oY /CITAAIPI- 
CoY. The King r. on horseback, horse walking to r., holding 
lance couched, rev. Kharosthi legend. Zeus, facing, holding 
thunderbolt and long sceptre; in field 1., monogram. See for 
type B.M.C., op.c., Pl. XXII, 1 (drachm). Not in B.M.C.— 
(Unpublished 2). Very fine and very rare. 

EGYPT and CYRENAICA 

676* THE PTOLEMAIC KINGS OF EGYPT. Ptolemy I Soter. 
323-284 B.C. As Governor for Alexander IV (B.C. 316- 
311) or during the Interregnum (3811-305 B.C.). Tetra- 
drachm (242 grs., 15.68 gr-). Head of Alexander the Great 
r., with horn of Ammon, diad. and clad in elephant’s skin 
and aegis; behind ear, microscopic A (engraver’s mark); 
vev. ANEZANAPOoY to 1.; Athena Promachos walking to 
r., holding spear and shield; at her feet, eagle r. on thunder- 
bolt; in inner field 1., monogram above bee upwards. 
B.M.C., The Ptolemies (1883), p. 5, 45; J. Suoronos, Corpus 
Numorum Ptolemaicorum, Pl. V, 22. Extremely fine and 
delicate style. 

ae As Governor in Cyprus for Alexander IV, Tetra- 
drachm (242,5 grs., 15.71 gr.). Similar to preceding; on obv. 
the A is placed at summit of the aegis and is very plain; on 

rev., in field r., helmet and monogram. B.M.C., op. c., p. 4, 
28; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. VI, 7. Almost extremely fine. 

678 —— —— Tetradrachm (241.5 grs., 15.65 gr.). Similar, with 
the A a little lower down on the aegis; vev. Athena Proma- 
chos and eagle as above; in field r., helmet and monogram 

KA. B.M.C., op. c., p. 4, 38; Svoronos, op, c., Pl. VI, 2. 
Very fine, good style. 

679 - ~_— —— Tetradrachm (242.5 grs., 15.71 gr.). Same type; the 
A is at the top of the aegis; on vev., in field r., helmet and 

HP; in inner field |., star (almost erased), Suvoronos, op. c., 
Pl. VI, 11. The die shows signs of great strain. Almost 
extremely fine and scarce. 
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680 ——- —— As King of Egypt (B.C. 305-284). Tetradrachm 
221 ers., 14.32 gr.). Head of Ptolemy I r. diad.; rev. eagle, 

wings closed, standing 1. on thunderbolt; around, 
I 

IITOAEMAIoY BASIAEQS; in field 1., P and M. The 

signature of the engraver, a microscopic A, is found within 

curl just behind the ear on obverse. B.M.C., op. c., p. 20, 

57; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. IX, 8. Extremely fine. Another, 
Pema 

similar, with A at the same place, P and IIAP in monogram. 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 20, 59; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. IX, 11. Very 

fine. 

681* —— Tetradrachm (221.2 grs., 14.33 gr.). Similar to second 
coin in preceding lot. Very well struck. A superb portrait 
piece. 

; 

682 -—— Ptolemy II Philadelphos (285-246 B.C.). Tetradrachm 
(218.9 grs., 14.18 gr.). Head of Ptolemy I, diad. and with 
aegis, as above; vev. eagle on thunderbolt, as above; same 
legend; in field 1., buckler, above which % . B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 25; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. XIII, 8. Between eagle’s legs, A 
=year 1 of Ptolemy II=285/284 B.C. Struck at Cyprus. 
Extremely fine and rare. 

683 —— —— Tetradrachm (219 grs., 14.19 gr.). Similar to preced- 
ing, with only & in field 1. B.M.C., op. c., Pl. IV, 1; Svoro- 
nos, op. c., Pl. XIV, 2. Extremely fine. Another. Tetra- 
drachm. Same type; in field 1., % above buckler; in field r., 
monogram and countermark; also a graffito, X . B.M.C., 
op. c., Pl. IX, 1; Svoronos, op. c., Pl. XIV, 8. Struck at 
Cyprus. Very fine. 

684* ——- —— For his wife, Arsinoe II Philadelphos. Dekadrachm 
(523.7 grs., 33.95 gr.). Head of Arsinoe II r., wearing dia- 
dem, stephane and veil; behind, E (=year 5 of her reign= 
266 B.C.); rev. APXINOHS PIAAAEA®oY. Double cor- 
nucopiae with fruit, two bunches of grapes hanging on either 
side, bound with fillet. B.M.C., op. c., p. 48, 14; Svoronos, 
Pl. XV, 20. Very fine and very rare. 

685* ——- —— Dekadrachm (528.7 grs., 35.55 gr.). Similar to pre- 
ceding, with year Y (= year 20=251 B.C.); above her head, 
top of sceptre. B.M.C., op. c., p. 44, 18; Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. XVI, 10. Of better style and higher relief than preceding 
specrmen. Almost extremely fine; very rare and desirable. 
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686* —— —— Tetradrachm (212.4 grs., 18.76 gr.). Type of Stan o8 

ing coin for obverse; sceptre; behind, B (=year 2=269 
B.C.); rev. to 1., APZSINoH®S; to r., PIAAAEA®oY; eagle, 
wings closed, standing 1. on thunderbolt: between eagle’s 
legs, X. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. XVI, 14; London, Montagu 
Collection, 1897, L. 428. Almost extremely fine for this 
extremely rare denomination. 

687 -—— Ptolemy II Philadelphos. Probably around 267 B.C. 
Tetradrachm (218 grs., 14.13 gr.). Head of Ptolemy II r., 
diad.; rev., tol., [LITO] AEMAIOY; tor., BASIAE [O23]; 
eagle, w ings closed, steucting Lon thunderbolt: in field 1., 

monogram of Tyre (TYP) above vertical club. Svoronos, 
op, ¢.; Pl. XIX, 14; B.M.C., op. ¢., p. 27, 87. Struck at 
Tyre. Very fine. Tetradrachm (216.8 grs., 14.05 gr.). Similar; 
in field 1., monogram of Tyre above club; in field r., AB 

(=year 32= 254 B.C.), monogram MA; between eagle’s legs, 
N within circle. Suoronos, of. c., p. 100, 669; B.M.C., op. c., 
p. 31, 89. Mint of Tyre. Extremely fine and rare. 

688* —— —— With title Soter. Probably 262-261 B.C. Tetradrachm 
(217.6 grs., 14.1 gr.). Head of Ptolemy I wearing aegis and 
diad: r.> rév.; to l., IUTOAERMATOY; to 1, SQTHPos; 
eagle 1. as above; in field 1., monogram of Tyre above club; 
in field r., monogram above A. Svoronos, op. c., p. 103, 
704. Extremely fine and extremely rare; only two known 
to Svoronos: one mentioned by Dattari and one in Monaco 
Museum. Mint of Tyre. 

689 —— Same title. Tetradrachm (209.3 grs., 13.56 gr.). Simi- 
lar to preceding; in field 1., SI above monogram; in field r., 
A. (year 80=256' B.C.). Svoronos, cop, c!,, Pl. XX; 143 
B.M.C., op. c., p. 29, 62. Mint of Sidon. Very fine and rare. 

Another (218.4 grs., 14.15 gr.). Similar; in field 1., 1 OL 
above monogram; in field r., \A and ©). Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. XXIII, 10; B.M.C., op. c., p. 34, 1381. Mint of Joppa. 
Very fine and very rare. 

690 —— —— Same title. Tetradrachm (215.3 grs., 13.95 gr.). Simi- 
__,, 

lar; in field 1., monogram IITO ; between eagle’s legs, ~ . 
See Svoronos, op. c., p. 117, 785, 786 and 787. Unpublished 
variant (2). Almost extremely fine and very rare. Mint of 
Ptolemats, around 262- 2518. B.C. Another (215.1 grs., 13.94 

er.). Similar; in field 1., fTO and ME i in monogram; in field 
r, AB (=yéar 32=254 B.C.) and (). Svoronos, op..c., 
Pl, XXV, 11; B.M.C., op. c., p. 33, 115. Mint of Ptolemais. 
Very fine and very rare. 
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—— Ptolemy III Euergetes (247/6-221/20 B.C.). With title 
Soter. Tetradrachm (219.2 grs., 14. 20 gr.). Usual types, 
as before, with head of Ptolemy I diad. and wearing aegis, 
r.; rev. LTOAEMAIoY 1., SQTHPoS r.; ; eagle 1. on thun- 
derbolt; in field 1., low down, OH (= year 78 since aon. 
of reign of Ptolemy I=233 B.C.). Svoronos, op. c., Pl. 
XXXII, 9; p. 174, 1098. A superb piece. Very rare. 

—— Ptolemy IV and Ptolemy V. Ptolemy IV (221-204 B.C.). 
Didrachm (108.1 grs., 7 gr.). Obverse type as usual; rev. 
ITOAEMAIoY 1., BASIAEOX r.; eagle 1. on thunderbolt; 
across thunderbolt, PA (=year 101, as above=210 B.C.). 
Svoronos, op. c., p. 197, 1209. Very fine and very rare. 
Another (105.3 grs., 6.82 gr.). Similar, with PC (=year 106 
= 205 B.C.). Svoronos, op. c., p. 198, 1213; Pl. XX XVIII, 
13; B.M.C., op. c., p. 102, 22. Almost extremely fine and 
very rare; illustrated, 

—— —— Ptolemy V (204-181 B.C.). Didrachm (107.4 grs., 
6.96 gr.). Type as above; on thunderbolt, probably PZ (= 
year 107=year 204 B.C.). Svoronos, op. c., Pl. XX XVIII, 
15. Very fine and very rare. Another (108.4 grs., 7.02 gr.). 
Similar; in field 1. and r., P ; on thunderbolt, E . 
Svoronos, op. c., Pl. XXXVIII, 16; B.M.C., op. c., p. 102, 
25 (EI ?). Extremely fine. 

Tetradrachm (211.3 grs., 13.69 gr.). Head of Ptolemy 
I r., diad. and with aegis; rev. legend as above; eagle |. on 
thunderbolt. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. XL, 2. Fleur-de-coin. 
Another (220.2 grs., 14.27 gr.). Similar. Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. XL, 4. Superb, different style. 

—— —— Tetradrachm (214 grs., 13.87 grs.). Same type, style 
more rough. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. XL, 5. Very fine. Another 
(205.1 grs., 13.29 gr.). Similar, good style. Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. XL, 6. Edge damaged behind head, but not touching the 
type, otherwise Fleur-de-coin. 

—— Ptolemy V. Tetradrachm (218.8 grs., 14.18 gr.). Similar; 
on vev., on either side of eagle, high in field, caps of the 
Dioscuri surmounted by star; to |., a third cap with strings 
and date LE (= year 5=200 B.C.); in field r., SA. Svoronos, 
op. c., Pl. XLV, 6; B.M.C., op. c., p. 69, 18 and 19. Mint 
of Salamis. Ptolemy VI, Philometor (168-145 B.C.). Tetra- 
drachm (217.3 grs., 14.08 gr.). Similar; on vev., to l., LK 
(= year 26 from beginning of reign of Cleopatra I as Regent 
in 181 B.C.=155 B.C.); to r., LA . Svoronos, op. c., 
XLIX, 12. Portrait in high relief. Mint of Paphos. Both 
very fine, 
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697 —— Ptolemy VIII, Eurgetes II (169-116 B.C.). Tetradrachm 215 0 
(219.1 grs., 14.20 gr.). Usual type, with no date and no 
monogram; style becoming more crude. Svoronos, op. C., 
Pl. LI, 1; B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXIV, 6. Another (198.6 grs., 
12.87 gr.). Similar; better style. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. LI, 2; 
B.M.C., op. c., Pl. XXIV, 5. Both extremely fine; the 
second, small fragment broken off, not damaging the type. 2 

698 —— Tetradrachms (199.8 grs., 12.95 gr.; 220.6 grs., 14.29 $ 0 0 
gr.; 197.8 grs., 12.82 gr.). Of same type, with minute vari- 
ants. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. LI, 3, 4 and 5. All very fine, and 
good style. 3 

699* ——— Didrachm (103.7 grs., 6.72 gr.). Similar to preceding z 6 0 
coins, but on thunderbolt, between eagle’s legs, I‘A or LIA 
in monogram. See for type, Svoronos, op. c., Pl. LI, 9. Un- 
published (?). Very fine and very rare. 1 

700 —— —— Tetradrachms (3), all of same type, but poorer in 20 0 
style and fabric than preceding coins. The first with sceptre 
under J. wing of eagle; date LAZ (=year 37=133 B.C.) 
tol., and tor., 2A . Svoronos, op. c., Pl. LITI, 4; B.M.C.., 
op. c., p. 91, 27. Mint of Salamis. Reverse slightly double- 
struck, The second with no sceptre, but LAA (=year 31= 
189 B.C.) and SA . Svoronos, op. c., Pl. LIII, 7. The last 
with LAB (=year 32= 138 B.C.) and 3A; in field 1., helmet 
crested. sveronos, op. ¢., Pl. LU, WO} Bows ‘op. c:, 
Pl. XIX, 8. All very fine. 3 

N.B.—This lot and the following six appear to be 
from a Hoard of Cypriot Ptolemaic Coins. 

701 —~- —— Tetradrachms (2). Of usual type. One with date 2 0 0 
LK@)  (=year 29=141 B.C.) and KI ; the other with LAA 
(=year 31=139 B.C.) and KI . Suvoronos, op. c., Pl. LV, 
6 and 8 respectively; B.M.C., op. c., p. 91, 33 and 36 res- 
pectively. Mint of Citium. Both very fine. 2 

702 —— Ptolemy X, Soter II (116/115-80 B.C.). Tetradrachms o 2 
(3). Similar. One with date LI” (=year 3=114 B.C.), 
another with LH (=year 8=109 B.C.), the last with LKA 
(=year 21=96 B.C.). All have mint-mark IIA in field r. 
Mint of Paphos. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. LVII, 4, 10 and 26; 
Bie,C., Op. 6. p. 100, IS; p. 108,69 and p. 113; 41. All 
very fine. 3 
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20 0 703 Tetradrachms (3). Similar. With dates LIC: (=year 

16=101 B.C.), LIH (=year 18=99 B.C.) and LKA (= year 

21=96 B.C.). All have LIA in field r. Mint of Paphos. Svoro- 
nos, op. c., Pl. LVII, 20, 23 and 26; B.M.C., op. c., p. 118, 
31 and 33 and 41. All very fine. 

4 0 0 704 —— Ptolemy XI, Alexander I (107/106-101 B.C.). Tetra- 

drachms (2). Usual type. One has year LIJ’, below which I 

(=year 13 of Kleopatra III and 1 of Ptolemy XI=104 

B.C.). The other, LB (=year 2 of Ptolemy XI’s reign in 

Cyprus=113 B.C.). Both have in field r, WA. Mint of 

Paphos. Svoronos, op. c., Pl. LVII, 16 and LIX, 4. Both 

very fine. Ptolemy XIII, Neos Dionysos, second reign (55- 

51 B.C.). Tetradrachm. Similar, but different style, very 
late. The eagle has palm-branch under r. wing; in field r., 

IIA ; in field 1., LKI (=~year 27=54 B.C.); below date, 
lotus-flower (2). Svoronos, op. c., Pl. LXI, 20; B.M.C., 

op. c., p. 116, 28. Very fine. 

215 0 705 —— Ptolemy XIII, Neos Dionysos or Auletes (80-51 B.C.). 
First Reign (80-58 B.C.). Tetradrachms (3). Usual type; 
on rev., in field 1., LB (=year 2=79 B.C.) above lotus- 
flower; in field r., ILA. Mint of Paphos. Svoronos, op. c., 
Pl. LXI, 2; B.M.C., op. c., p. 115, 2. Second Reign (55-51 
B.C.). Similar; in field 1., IKI (=year 27=54 B.C.) above 
lotus-flower (or head-dress of Isis); in field r., ILA . Another 
with IKH (=year 28=53 B.C.). Svoronos, op. c., Pl. LXI, 
20 and 21; B.M.C., op. c., p. 116, 27 and 32. Decadent style. 
All very fine. 

115 0 76 — — Cleopatra VII and Ptolemy XIV, XV and XVI (51-29 
B.C.). Tetradrachms (3). Similar; with LIA in field r., and 
no palm-branch; no lotus-flower; years L[(~ (=year 6=46 
B.C.), LO (=year 9=43 B.C.) and LI I (=year 17=35 
B.C.). Suoronos, op. c., Pl. LXII, 6, 11 and 18; B.M.C., 
op. c., p. 118, 10 and 15; p. 119, 33. Mint of Paphos. All 
very fine, 
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707* CYRENAICA. Cyrene. 308-277 B.C. Didrachm of Rhodian 8 10 0 
standard (118.2 grs., 7.66 gr.). Young head of Apollo Car- 
neios |., with short curly hair and horn of Ammon; rev. sil- 
phium tree with three sets of leaves, and two sets of berries, 
to 1. and r.; in field 1. and r., KY PA ; below, tripod to 

|., and Ell tor. B.M.C., Cyrenaica, p. 54, 251; S. W. Grose, 
Fitzwilliam Museum, op. c., Pl. 375, 18; Lockett Collection, 
No. 3474. Almost extremely fine and rare. I 

708* ZEUGITANA. Carthage. Earlier Third Century B.C. Didrachm 10 10 0 
(117 grs., 7.58 gr.). Head of Persephone-Tanit 1., with 
single-drop earring, hair waved and bound with corn-ears 
and leaves; vev. free horse standing r., on exergual line, 
looking back; in background, date-palm tree; in front, star. 
Miiller, Zeugitana, p. 89, 108; Lockett Collection, No. 1059; 
Lloyd Collection, No. 1663. Good style. Almost extremely 
fine. ] 

709 ——- —— Third Century B.C. Tridrachm or 1} Stater (163.3 16 o © 
grs., 10.58 gr.). Similar to preceding, but of poorer and late 
style; above head, uraeus; vev. free horse standing r. on 
exergual line; in background, date-palm tree with bunches 
of fruit. Miiller, op. c., p. 89, 103; Lockett Collection, No. 
1071. Very fine obverse, reverse extremely fine. An ex- 
tremely rare piece. I 

710 —— —— Earlier Third Century B.C. Didrachm (115.5 grs., 510 0 
7.48 gr.). Similar to piece described in Lot 708. Lloyd Col- 
lection, 1663; Lockett Collection, 1059. Very fine. Late Third 
Century B.C. Drachm (61.3 grs., 3.97 gr.). Head of Perse- 
phone-Tanit 1., with corn-ears, pendant earring, hair waved 
over back of head and gathered in bun, ends loose; vev. free 
horse standing r.; above, uraeus; below horse, O . Lockett 
Collection, No. 1068; Danish Sylloge, op. c., Pl. 22, 1007; 
Miiller, op. c., p. 87, 88. Very fine and rare. 2 

711*. —— Same date. Didrachm (112.4 grs., 7.28 gr.). Head of 12 0. 0 
Persephone-Tanit 1. as above, with corn-ears and corn- 
leaves, hair waved, drawn up at back of head, and triple- 
pendant earring; rev. free horse standing r. on exergual 
line; below, Phoenician letter mén and another letter. Miiller, 
op. c., p. 88, 98; Numismatic Chronicle, 1943, The Coinage 
of the Libyans, Pl. I, 11 variant. Very fine and very rare. | 
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Same date. Struck under Hannibal. Hemidrachms 
(2). Similar, but single-pendant earring; on reverse, instead 
of mén, a pellet below horse on one, on the right foreleg 
on the other. (Weights 31.9 grs., 2.07 gr. and 31.8 grs., 
2.06 gr. respectively). Lloyd Collection, No. 1668; Lockett 
Collection, No. 1069; Miiller, op. c., p. 88, 89; the other 
unpublished. Both extremely fine. 

NUMIDIA. Micipsa. c. 148-118 B.C. Didrachm (110.2 grs., 
7.14 gr.). Young male head |., short curly hair (Micipsa ?); 
vev. free horse standing r. on exergual line; in background, 
date-palm tree; below horse, pellet. Miiller, Numidia, p. 16, 
9; S. W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, Pl. 379, 6; Bement 
Collection, L. 1884. Very fine and very rare. 

—— Juba I. c. 60-46 B.C. Drachm (59.3 grs., 3.84 gr.). 
Draped bust of Juba r., bearded, wearing diadem; sceptre 
over r. shoulder; tor., REX - IVBA ; rev. octostyle temple 
with four steps, and pediment above; in field |. and r., 
Punic legend = Rex Juba. Miiller, op. c., p. 42, 50; S. W. 
Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum, P|. 379, 10; Charrier, Monnaies 
de la Numidie et de la Maurétanie, P|. V, 64. Almost ex- 
tremely fine. 

——_ Juba Il. c. 25 B.C.-23 A.D. Drachm (46.4 grs., 3.01 gr.). 
Youthful head of Juba r. diad.; in front, REX IVBA ; vev. 
cornucopiae anl thyrsos filleted in saltire. S. W. Grose, op. c., 
Pl. 379, 18; Miiller, op. c., p. 103, 25; Charrier, op. c., Pl. 
XVII, 255. Another (38.5 grs., 2.49 gr.). Head of Juba II 
as Herakles r., in lion’s skin; to r., REX IVBA ; rev. the 
bull Apis walking r., head facing, wearing head-dress of Isis; 
in ex., RXXXXII. S. W. Grose, op. c., Pl. 380, 13; Bement 
Collection, L. 1903; Charrier, op. c., Pl. XVI, 237. Both 
extremely fine, the second very rare and illustrated. 

—— Juba II and his wife Cleopatra, Drachm (46.9 grs., 3.04 
gr.). Youthful head of Juba II r. diad.; in front, REX 
IVBA ; rev. KAEOTIATPA / BACIAICCA . Crocodile to 
1. Miller, op. c., p. 108, 84; Bement Collection, L. 1901: 
Charnier, op. c., Pl. XIV, 182. Fleur-de-Coin, rare. Another 
(46.4 grs., 3.01 gr.). Similar; rev. BACI AICC A+ KAC: 
OLATPA:® (sic!) around head-dress of Isis. Miiller, OD: Lu, 
Pp. 108, 89; S. W. Grose, op. c., Pl. 380, 19; Charrier, op. c., 
Pl. XIV, 177 variant. Very fine. The first, illustrated. 
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Drachm (62.8 grs., 4.07 gr.). Diad. head of Juba r., 
older features; around, REX IVBA ; rev. BACIAICCA 
KAEOITIATPA . Diad. and draped bust of the Queen r. 
Miiller, op. c., p. 109, 92; Charrier, op. c., Pl. XVIII, 264. 
A very rare piece in very fine state of preservation; good 
portraits. 

718* —— Juba II and Ptolemy, as Prince Royal (A.D. 5-20). 

719 

Drachm (52.4 grs., 3.40 gr.). Youthful head of the King r. 
diad.; in front, REX IVBA ;vev. REX ITOLE [MAEVS 

R] EGIS : IVBAE F (ilius) around young bust of Ptolemy 
]., diad. and dr. Miiller, op. c., p. 110, 105; S. W. Grose, 
op. c., Pl. 380, 20; Charnier, op. c., Pl. XVIII, 279. Almost 
extremely fine and rare. 

—— Ptolemy, alone. 23-40 A.D. Drachm (31.9 grs., 2.07 gr.). 
REX PTOLE MAEY™ . Youthful head of Ptolemy diad. 
r.} rev. two cornucopiae filleted; in between, crescent; above, 
RA X (year X of his reign). Muller, op. c., p. 127, 149; 
Charner, op. c., p. 144, 384. Very fine. Another (34.4 grs., 
2.23 gr.). Similar, with EYS ; rev. ear of com, vertical; to 
r., RA ; tol., XVI (year XVI); the whole within laurel- 
wreath. Unkown to Miiller, Numidia; not given by Charrier, 
Very fine and very rare. Unpublished. 

DOUBTFUL 
720* LYCIA. Khériga. c. 410 B.C. Drachm (70.8 grs., 4.59 gr.). 

721 

Head of Aphrodite 1. with diadem, hair in queue tied up at 
back; rev. owl standing 1., head facing, within ring of 

tetraskeles, members of which divide the outside legend | * 
PEY / F { / XIT ; the whole within incuse square. On 
obverse, on neck, letter T. B.M.C., Lycia, p. 28, 105; 
Babelon, Traité, Vol. II, p. 278, 369; Pozzi Collection, Lot 
2764 (same obverse die). 

SASSANIAN SERIES 
THE SASSANIAN KINGS OF PERSIA. Ardeshir I. A.D. 226- 

240. Potin Tetradrachm. Bust of King to r., wearing highly 
ornamented tiara; around, Pahlevi legend; rev. fire-altar 
burning and attendants; Pahlevi legend. F. D. J. Paruck, 
Sassanian Coins, Bombay, 1924, 21. Only good; potin crys- 
tallised. Rare. Ardeshir I and his father, Papak. Drachm. 
Bust of King facing; vev. bust of Papak to 1. Paruck, 4. Has 
been mounted, doubtful. Ardeshir I. Drachm. Bust of King 
r. with Armenian tiara; vev. fire-altar and attendants. 
Paruck, 15. Another, with the King wearing low cap diad. 
surmounted by inflated ball, new badge of the Sassanian 
King; otherwise, dimilar. Paruck, 49 f. And an Obol of same 
type. Paruck, 56. All very fine, the third piece has hole filled. 
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The following lots have all (except in rare occasions 
when the difference in type has been given in full) on 
obverse the bust of King wearing small cap, diademed, 
surmounted by inflated ball, and on reverse the fire-altar 
burning, with two attendants; small variants are not des- 
cribed; for these, we refer to Paruck. 

Shapur I. A.D. 240-271. Drachms (3). On all, the King 
has turreted head-dress; on two only there is a crescent on 
globe of crown, and a star on globe crown. Paruck, 76, 79 
and 80. Hormizd I. A.D. 271-272. Drachm. This has dots 
on ball of crown; on rev. the two attendants face the fire- 
altar, holding naked sword. Paruck, 100. Bahran I. A.D. 
272-275. Drachm. The King has plaited beard and hair, of 
archaic style; he wears a pointed crown with ear-flaps. 
Paruck, 106. One of each King is extremely fine, two others 
only very fine. 

Bahran II. A.D. 275-292. Drachm (57.8 grs., 3.75 gr.). 
Jugate busts of the King r., wearing winged diadem sur- 
mounted with ball of crown, and of the Queen r. with 
jewelled cap having boar’s head ornament; facing them, 
bust of their son, with eagle’s head on cap, holding diadem; 
rev. fire-altar with attendants in attitude of worship. Paruck, 
136 f. Extremely fine and rare. 

Drachm. Similar to preceding. Paruck, 140f. Very 
fine. Narses. A.D. 292-301. Drachm. Bust of the King r., 
beard tied, wearing official tiara consisting of foliated crown 
with surmounting globe with five dots; rev. fire-altar with 
attendants holding swords and sceptres; above, bucranium. 
Paruck, 165. Hormizd II (A.D. 301-309). Drachms (2). 
Bust of the King r. wearing crown in the form of an eagle 
and ball; rev. as above; bust of King in the centre of the 
flames, as principle of light. Paruck, 175. All very fine. 

725* —— Shapur II. A.D. 309-380. Gold (109.3 grs., 7.08 gr.). 
First issue. Bust of King r. as usual, with mural crown and 
ball adorned with uncertain design; rev. fire-altar with two 
priests, holding swords, facing the altar; above, bucranium. 
Paruck, 198. Extremely fine and very rare. 
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726* ___ —— Drachms (6). Bust of usual obverse type, with mural 

72d 

crown and ball; rev. two have usual fire-altar with two 
priests attendants; four have fire-altar with two priests 

attendants and bust of King in the midst of flames. Paruck, 
194, 209 (2), 216, etc. . . . (2) and 224 cf, (but no mono- 
gram), barbarous. Five very fine, one illustrated. Ardeshir 
II. A.D. 380-384. Drachm. Usual types, with obv. bust of 
King with ball, but no mural crown (indicating that this 
Prince was probably only Regent), and rev, fire-altar with 
two attendants. Paruck, 260. Bahran IV. A.D. 386-397. 
Drachms (3). Usual type; the King wears mural crown with 
projecting horn and surmounting ball; two have, on reverse, 
bust of King above altar, no flames; one has just flames. 
Paruck, 279 ff. 

—— Yezdegird I. 397-417 A.D. Drachms (3). Bust of King 
with mural crown, inflated ball and crescent to r.; vev. usual. 

Paruck, 306, 309 and barbarous variety not in Paruck. 

Bahran V. A.D. 417-438. Drachms (2). The King’s head- 
dress has mural crown in front and behind; on rev., King’s 
head in midst of flames. Paruck, 320 and 324, this, bar- 
barous. Yezdegird II. A.D. 438-457. Drachm. Similar; 

the mural crown is complete; on rvev., no king’s head. 
Paruck, 333 f.; mint letters (MY). Firuz I. 459-486 A.D. 
Drachms (3). Similar. The crown has two wings, one in 
front, one behind (2); no wing at all (1). Paruck, 353 (mint 
letter VH) and 354 (AI); Paruck, 346 (BBA=Balkl). 
Valash. 486-490 A.D. Drachm. Similar, with mural crown, 

inflated ball, crescent, and flames rising from King’s 1. 
shoulder. Paruck, 360 (AB?). Mostly very fine, some rare. 

728 —— Kubad I. A.D. 490-530. Drachms (2), one of his first 
reign, Paruck, 373; one of his second reign, Paruck, 387 f, 
but (MR). Kushru I. A.D. 530/1-578. Drachms of his first 
reign (8). Paruck, 419 (AU), date varied; 424 (AIRAN), 
Yaginsht; 419 f. (mint not read), Pangdah 15; 426 (DR), 
dwagvisht 22; 426 (DR), Yagvisht 21; 414 f., but (RAM); 
414 f., date and mint obscure; 430 (RD). Hormizd) IV. A.D. 
578-590. Drachms (2). Paruck, 434 f. (NIH) and 440 varied 
(RY). All very fine. 
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—— Kushru II. A.D. 590-628. Drachms (10). First Reign (5). 
Paruck, 445 f. (mint not read), tlti 3; 445 f. (BB), date not 
read; 446 f. (NIH), humsi 5; 445 cf. (mint obscure), tlt 3; 
and (NIH), pangsih 35; countermarked. Second Reign (5). 
(NIH), date obscure; cf. Paruck, 463, facing bust of Kushru; 
rev. bust of Mithra, with halo of flames, facing. Rare, cf. 
Paruck, 460 f.; cf. 454 (RD), panjdah 15; cf. 454 (DR), 
hftvisht 27. Mostly very fine. 

—— Kushru II. Drachms (6). cf. Paruck, 454 (DR), ihrsih 
34; cf. 454 (NIH), date obscure; cf. 454 (MR), yagsih 31; 
cf. 454 (AHM), nugvisht 21; cf. 454 (NB), tlt 3; cf. 454 
(NB), hftsih 37. Ardeshir III. 629-639 A.D. Drachms (3). 

cf. Paruck, 468 (AUT), tlt 3; (NIH), tlt 3; (Airan), tlt 3. 
All very fine. 

731 ARAB-SASSANIAN SERIES AND COINS OF THE ARAB 
GOVERNORS OF PERSIA. Drachms (4). (SK), visht 20; 
Catalogue of the Arab-Sassanian Coins, ]. Walker, British 
Museum, 1941, p. 4, 3; another, similar; Ubeidallah bin 
Ziyad, (RD), year 62; Umar bin Abeidallah, (ART), year 
67; cf. Walker, p. 98, 198. TABARISTAN, Posthumous 
Coinage of Khurshid. Half Drachm. Year 110. Walker, p. 
131, 255. Hani. Half Drachm. Year 137. Walker, p. 147, 
291. KINGS OF KABUL. 7th and 8th Centuries A.D. 
Drachms (3). The King on horseback to r.; vev. humped bull 
seated 1. All fine to very fine. 

FORGERIES 

732 Modern Forgeries of Tetradrachms of Catana, by Herakleidas 

733 

(see B.M.C., Sicily, p. 47, 33); of Cephaloedium (Heraklea 
Minoa, Sicilo-Punic) (see Lockett Coll., No. 745); and of 
Syracuse, Queen Philistis (see B.M.C., Sicily, p. 214, 554). 
Very good. 

Modern Forgeries of Drachm of Athens (480 B.C.); Stater of 
Lyttus (see B.M.C., Crete, p. 56, 10 variant); Tetradrachm 
of Antiochus III the Great of Syria, with fulmen above and 
below Apollo seated 1, on cippus; imitation of Didrachm of 
Athens or Velia. Casts of gold of Carthage (see Lloyd Coll., 
No. 1612), and of Parthian Drachm. 

END OF SALE 

Be Gi 
Ist DAY ... 4,823 10 0 

Mid DA ... a cite nal inte 2,244 § 0 
3rd DAY ... Se hd — oes 2,470 0 0O 

£9,537 15 0 Total ... 
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PRICED CATALOGUES 
of Coins and Medals 

FTER each sale these catalogues are 

issued with the prices realised printed 

in the margin opposite each lot, thus giving 

at a glance a reliable guide to values. 

The final test of value must always be 

auction prices rather than the figures given 

in books of reference for changing times 

and fashions soon render the latter obsolete 

and misleading. 

On the average we issue twelve Coin and 

- Medal catalogues a year, some of which 

are usually of sales of important collections 

The priced catalogues are posted to 

subscribers as soon as ready, usually about 

a week after the date of sale and the 

~ subscription 1s 

THIRTY SHILLINGS. per annum 



GLENDINING & CO. LTD. 

AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS 

of 

Ancient Greek, Roman and Egyptian Antiquities : Books : 

Ceramics : Coins : Ethnographical Iiems : Furniture : 

Jewellery : Military and Naval Medals : Objects of Verte « 

Oriental Works of Art : Postage Stamps : Silver : ete. 

CASH ADVANCES 

If required, we are pleased to make cash advances (at our 

valuations) on Lots sent in for absolute sale. 

COMMISSION FOR SELLING 

123% on the amount realised Minimum Charge 
of 

5%, on reserve prices for Lots Ten Shillings . ' 

remaining unsold Lot. 3% i 

SETTLEMENT MADE 14 DAYS AFTER DATE OF SALE. 

BXPERT ADVICE 

Expert advice is immediately available and no charge is 

made for the examination of property submitted to these 

Rooms with a view to Sale by Auction. Visits to Town and 

Country houses for the purpose of advising intending sellers 

arranged at a nominal charge. 

VALUATIONS 

Probate and Ifsurance Valuations on Collections and all 

Household Properties at recognised scale of charges. The 

valuation fee is refunded if the property involved is placed 

in our hands for sale within six months of the date of 

valuing. 

~~ 

Further information on application to the Auctioneers at: 

7, Blenheim Street, New Bond Street, London, W.1. 

(Telephone: MAYfair 0416) 

—Srinted by Pardy & Son (Printers) Ltd, The Triangle B’mouth. 


